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ABSTRACT
Development of a 3D Computational Vocal Fold Model Optimization Tool
Austin C. Vaterlaus
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
One of the primary objectives of voice research is to better understand the biomechanics
of voice production and how changes in properties of the vocal folds (VFs) affect voice ability and
quality. Synthetic VF models provide a way to observe how changes in geometry and material
property affect voice biomechanics. This thesis seeks to evaluate an approach of using a genetic
algorithm to design synthetic VF models in three ways: first, through the development of a
computationally cost-effective 3D vocal fold model; second, by creating and optimizing a variation
of this model; and third, by validating the approach.
To reduce computation times, a user-defined function (UDF) was implemented in lowfidelity 2D and 3D computational VF models. The UDF replaced the conventional meshed fluid
domain with the mechanical energy equation. The UDF was implemented in the commercial finite
element code ADINA and verified to produce results that were similar to those of 2D and 3D VF
models with meshed fluid domains. Computation times were reduced by 86% for 2D VF models
and 74% for 3D VF models while core vibratory characteristic changes were less than 5%. The
results from using the UDF demonstrate that computation times could be reduced while still
producing acceptable results.
A genetic algorithm optimizer was developed to study the effects of altering geometry and
material elasticity on frequency, closed quotient (CQ), and maximum flow declination rate
(MFDR). The objective was to achieve frequency and CQ values within the normal human
physiological range while maximizing MFDR. The resulting models enabled an exploration of
trends between objective and design variables. Significant trends and aspects of model variability
are discussed. The results demonstrate the benefit of using a structured model exploration method
to create models with desirable characteristics.
Two synthetic VF models were fabricated to validate predictions made by models produced
by the genetic algorithm. Fabricated models were subjected to tests where frequency, CQ, and
sound pressure level were measured. Trends between computational and synthetic VF model
responses are discussed. The results show that predicted frequency trends between computational
and synthetic models were similar, trends for closed quotient were inconclusive, and relationships
between MFDR and sound pressure level remained consistent. Overall, while discrepancies
between computational and synthetic VF model results were observed and areas in need of further
study are noted, the study results provide evidence of potential for using the present optimization
method to design synthetic VF models.

Keywords: vocal folds, user defined function, optimization, genetic algorithm, vocal fold
modeling, maximum flow declination rate, voice production, synthetic vocal fold models, flowinduced vibration, fluid-structure interactions
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INTRODUCTION

Background and Motivation
Voice research is a field that involves many different disciplines such as anatomy, fluid
dynamics, and acoustics. Anatomically, the vocal folds (VFs) are a set of soft tissues located
superior to the trachea and within the larynx (Figure 1.1). The VFs are often considered to consist
of four distinct layers: body, ligament, cover, and epithelium [1]. The geometry and material
properties of each layer are important in determining the aerodynamics and acoustics generated
during voicing. Minor changes in any of the layers can alter VF vibratory patterns and laryngeal
fluid-structure interactions.

Figure 1.1: Coronal depiction of the larynx with a magnified view of a vocal fold and its layers.
1

At rest, the VFs are abducted for respiration. To begin speech, muscles draw the VFs
together, and at the same time, pressure from the lungs increases. Flow is generated in the larynx
due to a pressure gradient created by the pressure in the lungs exceeding atmospheric pressure.
When the pressure reaches a sufficient level, termed the onset pressure, VF flow-induced vibration
is initiated.
Many measurements of VF vibration are concerned with the glottal area because of how
easily it can be measured in in vivo studies. The glottis is the space between the VFs (Figure 1.1),
and the glottal area is the projected area of this space as viewed from above the VFs. The glottal
area varies as the VFs open and close during vibration, forming a glottal area waveform that can
be adjusted via laryngeal muscles that posture the VFs. Because the glottal area is visually
accessible via endoscopy, it has been the focus of many studies [2-4]. Additionally, fluid and
acoustic measurements obtained within and near this region can be used to study how vibratory
characteristics of the VFs are affected by geometry and material properties without using
destructive or surgical methods.
Significant differences in VF anatomy and vibratory response exist between individuals
due to gender, age, and other characteristics. Consequently, much research has been performed to
understand how changes in geometry or material properties can affect various defining voice
characteristics such as frequency, resonance, and intensity [5-7]. Further understanding how these
changes can alter the voice is helpful for developing preventative, rehabilitative, and restorative
protocols for voice disorders.
Because the voice is used occupationally and in daily communication, adverse changes to
the voice can be socially, financially, and psychologically detrimental. Voice impairments, such
as polyps and glottic stenoses [8-10] that can lead to adverse changes in voice characteristics such
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as frequency and intensity can be difficult to cope with. It is thus important to understand
governing factors of the voice so that rehabilitation techniques and surgical procedures can be
optimally implemented for improvements to voice quality. One of the primary objectives of voice
research is to better understand the biomechanics of voice production and how changes in
properties of the larynx affect voice ability and quality. As discussed below, two ways of studying
the voice include computational simulations and physical experiments.

1.1.1

Computational Simulations
Computational simulations have been used to predict and analyze complex laryngeal fluid-

structure interactions that can be extremely difficult to measure in vivo due to limited access to the
larynx. Typically, computational simulations contain a solid domain simulating the VFs and a fluid
domain simulating the laryngeal airway (Figure 1.2). Early computational models of VF vibration
include a single-mass model [11], a two-mass model [12], and a 16-mass model [13]. Because
computational power was not available then as it is now, these models were reduced order, using
sets of masses, springs, and dampers to represent the VFs. Despite their simplicity, they were able
to predict frequency, onset pressure, flow rate, and radiated acoustic characteristics that were
typical of human voicing.
In similar fashion, research has been performed to explore how geometry of the VFs affects
flow properties such as flow rate and separation. Decker et al. [15] simulated several different
combinations of static VF models with different medial surface profiles. The glottal jet, flow rates,
and separation points were observed for different conditions. Other studies have investigated
aspects of the voice, such as frequency, flow rate, closed quotient (CQ) (the ratio of the time the
glottis is closed to the period of one full cycle), and maximum flow declination rate (MFDR) (the
minimum differential value of the volume flow rate while the glottis is closing) [16-18]. These
3

Figure 1.2: Example of physical domain (left) and the corresponding computational domain
(right).
latter two output variables – CQ and MFDR – are further discussed and evaluated for different
models in Chapters 2 through 4.
Because voice production is due to tightly-coupled fluid and solid dynamics, computational
models are inherently complex and can be computationally expensive requiring days to run [19].
Like other research areas in computational fluid dynamics, the goal is to produce accurate results
with reasonable computational limits. Some methods that have been used specifically in voice
research to simplify computational models include assuming left-right symmetry, using 2D
models, and using user-defined functions instead of modeling the full airway using Navier-Stokes
solvers [6, 15, 20]. Additional examples of VF computational models are included in Chapter 2.

1.1.2

Physical Experiments
Physical experimentation is an alternative method of studying voice biomechanics. Three
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common types of such approaches and models include in vivo, excised larynx, and synthetic model
experiments. These are each briefly discussed here.
In vivo measurements provide an opportunity to observe the VFs in their most natural state.
Most in vivo experiments use an endoscope to obtain a superior view of the VFs and require the
subject to voice. Döllinger et al. [21] used endoscopy to study the frequency and glottal area of
individuals with healthy or hoarse voices and compared the results to computational models made
by Steinecke and Herzel [3]. Other studies have explored VF lesions or other irregularities, such
as polyps and asymmetry, and their effects on the frequency and sound of the voice [2, 22]. The
primary benefit of in vivo studies is that the complete VF system, including physiological and
neurological effects, is intact.
Unfortunately, in vivo studies are limited due to safety and instrument access
considerations. Further, measurements of in vivo VF geometry and material properties are
difficult, if not impossible [23]. Excised larynges allow researchers to maintain most of the
structure and function of the larynx and perform more invasive measurements. Included in the
latter is the ability to obtain material properties, such as the modulus of elasticity of the different
layers of tissue, which is important because the VF flow-induced response is highly dependent on
material properties. Human as well as animal (e.g., pig, dog, etc.) larynges have been used [24-27]
since they possess similar frequency and vibratory responses to human VFs. However, as with in
vivo models, parametric effects may be difficult to study due to the inability to adjust geometric
and/or material properties.
Self-oscillating synthetic VF models, designed to mimic human VFs, have been developed
and studied as an alternative to excised larynges. Their geometric and material properties can be
specifically selected, making them valuable for validation of computational models and generally
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studying voicing characteristics. Some early synthetic models were single-layer models in which
the VF model was comprised of a single material. Models have since increased in accuracy through
the development of multi-layer models in which several volumes of different material properties
represent the different VF layers [28, 29]. Additional benefits of synthetic VF models are that they
are easily accessed for measurements and last longer than excised larynges [30, 31].
Some of the measures used to quantify accuracy of synthetic models (in terms of simulating
human VF vibration) includes frequency, onset pressure, and CQ. Unfortunately, when using a
synthetic VF model, certain of these measures may, of necessity, be compromised. For example,
silicone, which is commonly used for synthetic VF models and which was used in the presently
described study, is isotropic and materially linear, whereas true VF tissue is anisotropic and
materially nonlinear. Further, other changes to geometry and parameters are often necessary to
simplify the fabrication process and design. These changes may alter frequency, onset pressure,
and/or CQ, thus affecting their accuracy. However, they are being increasingly used because of
their ability to be easily customized and altered.

Current Challenges in VF Research
VF research has been concerned with studying the underlying physics of phonation,
including fluid and solid dynamics, biomechanical properties, and acoustics. By studying these
underlying physical principles, groundwork has been laid for future work to better understand
voice production. However, some generalizations have been frequently made, resulting in some
populations and corresponding traits (i.e., female VFs that vibrate at higher frequencies) having
been understudied. By making computational models more customizable, and understanding how
various customizations affect output, it is anticipated that additional populations and impairments
can be studied.
6

Like computational models, synthetic self-oscillating models can easily be altered, but
much research is still needed to fully understand the effects of various alterations. Taylor
demonstrated that a models’ CQ generally increases with medial edge thickness, and that
frequency generally increases with a higher model modulus of elasticity [32]. Most synthetic
models can replicate basic vibratory aspects of human VFs, but others, such as CQ and acoustical
output, require further development. By understanding how different geometries and material
properties affect synthetic models’ responses, the models can be designed to reliably replicate
these additional features, thereby improving results from synthetic model testing.

Research Objectives and Contributions
The main purpose of this research was to explore and evaluate a computation-based method
for designing synthetic VF models to meet specific design criteria. It was hypothesized that by
exploring the design space and development of diverse models, customized models could be
created for specific purposes. Supporting this main research objective were the following three
underlying objectives that guided this work and that are explained in detail in the following
chapters.
1. Develop and validate a low-fidelity three-dimensional (3D) computational model of
VF flow-induced vibration that could be altered according to desired flow and
vibratory outputs. This 3D model could be used to predict how changes to different
model geometric and material property parameters would affect the model response,
thereby enabling it as a design tool for developing synthetic VF models.
2. Develop and evaluate an optimization algorithm that could be used to explore the
design space of the low-fidelity 3D computational model in order to assist in the
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design of synthetic models. This required selected design variables and objectives to
yield models with responses within the physiological range.
3. Fabricate and test synthetic VF models based on the optimization outcome in order
to evaluate this optimization approach.
The contribution of this thesis is a low-cost 3D model and corresponding optimization
algorithm that can be used to study the model’s design space. It is anticipated that evaluation of
the overall model design approach described in this thesis will help guide future work in
developing synthetic models.

Thesis Overview
1.4.1

Computationally Cost-Effective 3D Vocal Fold Models (Chapter 2)
The development of a computationally-inexpensive 3D VF model is described in Chapter

2. A method was explored for replacing the airway fluid domain with a user defined function
(UDF) derived from the mechanical energy equation. Four different models were created, two
control models (2D and 3D) using a meshed fluid domain, and two models (2D and 3D) using the
replacement UDF. Frequency, glottal area, and CQ outputs for the models were compared.
Similarities and differences of the results and computational times are presented. Results are
compared to previous experiments.

1.4.2

Creation and Optimization of a 3D Vocal Fold Model (Chapter 3)
In Chapter 3 the development and implementation of an optimization algorithm is

introduced. A custom MATLAB genetic algorithm code was written to explore the design space
of the 3D VF UDF model described in Chapter 2. Three objectives were selected: frequency, CQ,
and MFDR. The design variables and their ranges are given. The results from models after 10
8

generations are presented. Observations are made regarding the relationships between CQ and
MFDR as well as the relationship between each design variable and optimization objectives.

1.4.3

Validation of Optimized Vocal Fold Models (Chapter 4)
In Chapter 4, the selection, fabrication, and testing of two synthetic models based on

Chapter 3 results is discussed. A new fabrication process was developed. Measurements of the
modulus of elasticity of each layer were acquired, along with vibratory outputs such as frequency,
CQ, and sound pressure level. The measurements were compared to the computational model
output to assess the prediction capabilities of the optimization algorithm. Overall evaluations of
the optimization-based design approach are made and suggestions to improve the process are
provided.
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2

COMPUTATIONALLY COST-EFFECTIVE 3D VOCAL FOLD MODELS

Introduction
One application of CFD modeling is to study the fluid-structure interactions (FSI) between
air flowing through the glottis and dynamics of VF tissue. One of the main purposes of such studies
has been to investigate factors that affect voicing characteristics such as frequency, phonation
threshold pressure, vorticity, glottal area, and flow separation [33-35]. Though these studies have
produced useful results, many have been computationally expensive, requiring days to run [19].
Recently, Sadeghi et al. [19] summarized different computational VF models and their
efficiencies, including static, forced-motion, and self-oscillating models. Further, using static and
forced-motion VF models, they studied flow patterns over VF models with varied boundary
conditions and VF medial surface profiles shapes. The simulation was run on 100 CPU cores with
times ranging from 25 to 281 hours for the static and dynamic models, respectively. This study
demonstrated the computational cost associated with complex 3D VF models and provided a
general range for 3D VF model computation times.
Reducing the computation time of such simulations is necessary to conduct wide-reaching
surrogate studies on the effects of biomechanical parameters, such as VF geometry and tissue
material properties, on voice production. Zhang [36] used a three-dimensional (3D) computational
model to explore the effects of changing VF geometry and stiffness on phonation threshold
pressure and frequency. It was found that increasing the stiffness of the body or cover layer
increased the phonation threshold pressure and phonation onset frequency.
Taylor [32] used a low-order, two-dimensional (2D) finite element model of VF flowinduced vibration to study the effects of five geometric and stiffness parameters on CQ. These
10

parameters included cover elastic modulus, ligament elastic modulus, cover thickness, ligament
thickness, and medial surface length. The model included a meshed fluid domain to model airflow
coupled with a meshed solid domain to model VF dynamics. This study involved genetic
algorithm-based optimization using hundreds of simulations. To enable this large number of
simulations, the 2D model incorporated relatively coarse fluid and solid domain meshes, thus
constituting a compromise between reduced-order (e.g., two-mass) and high-fidelity models.
Though computation times were reduced and parameters that yielded improved CQ were
identified, the 2D models neglected boundary effects from the anterior and posterior surfaces of
the VF. It is believed that this approach could be improved upon with the implementation of 3D
models. Unfortunately, as indicated above, 3D models are time consuming, typically containing
tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of elements and running for days [37].
Voice researchers have used specific methods to reduce computation time, including
reducing the number of dimensions from 3D to 2D and assuming symmetry about the sagittal plane
[32]. Other research has also been performed on the computational cost of replacing the fluid
domain with a set of user-defined functions (UDFs) [15, 37] in which the meshed fluid domain is
replaced with a simplified set of equations to model fluid flow. This approach reduces computation
time by removing the fluid domain, thereby minimizing the number of equations that need to be
solved. However, with this reduction in time also comes a reduction in information because the
method does not account for detailed flow patterns and dynamics.
The research presented in this chapter demonstrates the development of a computationallyinexpensive 3D VF model that contained a UDF for flow modeling and a low-fidelity solid domain
mesh for VF modeling. The development of the solid domain is first outlined, followed by that of
the fluid domain and UDF parameters. Four different models were created, two 2D and two 3D,
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of which one 2D and one 3D model contained meshed fluid domains, and the other models utilized
the UDF. These four models were subjected to tests where glottal width, frequency, and CQ data
were extracted for comparison. The results of the tests, along with steps to assess model
verification and validation, are described.

Methods
2.2.1

Overview
Four different models of VF flow-induced vibration [38] were created and run using the

commercial software ADINA version 9.3 (ADINA R&D, Inc., Watertown, MA). Of these, one
was 2D with a meshed fluid domain (2D FSI), another was 2D with a user-defined function to
model the flow (2D UDF), and two were 3D, one with a meshed fluid domain (3D FSI) and the
other with a user-defined function (3D UDF) (Figure 2.1). In all cases the VF solid domains were
fully-coupled with the flow models. The models were run using one node and 12 CPUs on a 12core Intel Haswell (2.3 GHz) cluster using the Brigham Young University Office of Research
Computing supercomputer. Parameters and settings for the four models are described in the
following sections.

2.2.2

2D FSI Model
For the 2D FSI model (Figure 2.1a), the solid domain VF geometry was based on a

combination of the so-called “M5” and “EPI” models [29, 39]. The M5 model is a generalized
model in which the shape of the VF is defined by parametric geometric relationships. This
parameterization allows for the external geometry to be conveniently altered, such as by adjusting
the medial edge (A in Figure 2.2). The EPI model uses this parameterization for the external
profile, but also has four distinct layers: the epithelium, cover, ligament, and body as represented
12

Figure 2.1: Four models created for this study. The models on the left utilized meshed fluid
domains whereas the models on the right used UDFs to predict forces on the VFs due to air flow.
in Figure 2.2. Dimensions and properties for these layers were based on [32] for a 2D VF model
that had been optimized for CQ, where the parameterized dimensions were A = 4.2414 mm, B =
1.5774 mm, and C = 1.3581 mm (Figure 2.2). An FSI interface boundary condition (equal velocity
and stress between fluid and solid domains) was defined along the entire outer surface of the
epithelium. A contact line was placed 0.025 mm below the line of symmetry and 0.025 mm above
the medial edge of the VF to prevent the fluid mesh in this region from collapsing or overlapping.
The material properties for each layer were also defined using the results of [32]. The
modulus of elasticity values for the epithelium, cover, ligament, and body layers were 60,000 Pa,
1,214 Pa, 596.8 Pa, and 50,000 Pa, respectively. The layers each had a density of 1070
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kg

m3

with a

Figure 2.2: Two-dimensional solid domain consisting of a multi-layer VF model, where A, B, and
C are medial edge thickness, ligament thickness, and cover thickness geometric parameters. The
locations of the symmetry and contact lines are not to scale.
Poisson’s ratio of 0.49. Because the VF model experienced large displacement and large strain
during vibration, hyperelastic Ogden materials with nonlinear stress-strain properties were created
for all layers except the epithelium, which was defined using a linear stress-strain relationship with
a tangent modulus of 50 kPa [40]. Finally, damping was estimated for each layer by using Rayleigh
damping constants of 𝛼𝛼 = 19.894 and 𝛽𝛽 = 1.25 × 10–4 [15, 41, 42].

The solid domain mesh (see Figure 2.1a) contained first-order quadrilateral elements,

where the epithelium had 60 elements, the cover had 351 elements, the ligament had 37 elements,
and the body had 184 elements. The model was run for a total of 0.08 s with a time step size of
0.0005 s for the first 0.05 s (unsteady state) and 0.00005 s from 0.05 s to 0.08 s (quasi-steady state;
further details on time selection are found in Section 2.3.2). These time parameters were selected
because the models achieved a quasi-steady state vibration by 0.05 s, as is shown in Section 2.3.2.
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Figure 2.3: Fluid domain (not to scale) with selected dimensions and boundary conditions.
The fluid domain was defined as shown in Figure 2.3. The channel extended 50 mm
upstream of the solid domain. The lateral edge was treated with a no-slip wall boundary condition
and the medial edge acted as a line of symmetry (zero deformation and zero velocity in the z
direction). The outlet had a radius of 8.45 mm and was left intentionally short to allow for shorter
computational times. To investigate the effects of the short exit boundary condition on the solid
domain, a simulation with an extended 40 mm outlet was performed in which frequency changed
by less than 0.3% compared to the shorter length. This difference was deemed to be acceptable for
the present research, although it is acknowledged that further exploration into the effects of the
exit length location on the response of the flow field would be advisable.
The inlet was defined using a fixed pressure boundary condition of 900 Pa and the outlet
pressure was zero. The fluid domain was modeled and meshed with 2,390 first-order elements as
shown in Figure 2.1a. The fluid was defined as air with a density of 1.2

kg

m3

10–5 Pa∙s. Average velocity during vibration was calculated to be 58

and viscosity of 1.8×
𝑚𝑚
𝑠𝑠

by assuming fully

developed Poiseuille flow. The average hydraulic diameter was assumed to be 0.2 mm resulting
in a Reynolds number of 655. Because Reynolds number was less than 2,300 a laminar, viscous,
unsteady, incompressible flow model was used, replicating previous reports [32].
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2.2.3

2D UDF Model
The 2D UDF (Figure 2.1b) solid domain was identical to the 2D FSI solid domain, and the

2D FSI fluid domain mesh was replaced by a UDF. The UDF was implemented in ADINA using
Fortran subroutines (due to necessity for integration into ADINA), similar to [43]. The UDF used
the mechanical energy equation to apply the aerodynamic force to each node along the wetted
surface (i.e., epithelium exterior) of the VF. During solving, ADINA referenced the UDF at each
time step and the resultant force was updated and applied.
The vocal tract was treated as a rectangular duct of changing cross-sectional area.
Assumptions were made that changes in altitude were negligible, and that the fluid was
incompressible (𝑉𝑉̇ = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉, where 𝑉𝑉̇ is the volume flow rate, 𝑉𝑉 is the velocity of the fluid, and 𝐴𝐴 is

one for 2D models and equal to the cross-sectional area for 3D models). With these assumptions,
the mechanical energy equation,
2
𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖2
𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙
+ 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 = 𝑃𝑃in + 𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙
+ 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
2
2

(2.1)

could be simplified and discretized to solve for nodal pressure 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ,

𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉̇ 2
𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉̇ 2
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙 2 = 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙 2 + 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
2𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
2𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(2.2)

where 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 is the pressure at the 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎ node, 𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙 = 1.1 is the kinetic energy coefficient [15], 𝜌𝜌 is the

density, 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 is the duct cross-sectional area at the 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎ node, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the inlet pressure, and 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the
inlet cross-sectional area.

Pressure losses, 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 , due to viscous effects are important in this physical problem [15].

Viscous effects were included by assuming a two-dimensional, fully-developed, Poiseuille flow:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
12𝜇𝜇
= −
𝑉𝑉̇
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑤𝑤ℎ3
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(2.3)

where w is the width of the element (one in 2D simulations), h is the distance from the line of
symmetry, and 𝜇𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity of air [1.81×10–5 kg/(m∙s)]. The pressure losses due

to viscous effects were calculated by solving Eq. (2.3) for dP. The pressure loss at each node, 𝑃𝑃ℎ,𝑖𝑖 ,

was then calculated as

𝑃𝑃ℎ,𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖

12𝜇𝜇𝑉𝑉̇
𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘
=−
� 3
𝑤𝑤
ℎ𝑘𝑘

(2.4)

𝑘𝑘=1

where 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘 is the distance in the y direction between nodes, and ℎ𝑘𝑘 is the height difference between
nodes in the z direction (Figure 2.4). The pressure loss was incorporated into Eq. (2.2) to yield the
final equation for nodal pressure:
𝑖𝑖

𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉̇ 2 1
1
12𝜇𝜇𝑉𝑉̇
𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 = 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜 + 𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙
�
−
�
−
�
2𝑤𝑤 2 ℎ𝑜𝑜2 ℎ𝑖𝑖2
𝑤𝑤
ℎ𝑘𝑘3
𝑘𝑘=1

Figure 2.4: Representation of geometric parameters in Eq. (2.5).
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(2.5)

In Eq. (2.5) both 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 and 𝑉𝑉̇ are unknown. To solve for the volume flow rate (𝑉𝑉̇), 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 was

assumed to be equivalent to the outlet pressure (i.e., zero) where the flow separated from the VF
surface. This point of separation was determined by calculating ratios of maximum node height
(i.e., node closest to the line of symmetry) to the node heights downstream from the maximum. It
has been shown that a ratio of 1.2 is a reasonable estimate for locating the separation point [15].
The height at the separation is here defined as ℎ𝑠𝑠 . Using a separation ratio of 1.2, the location
where 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 = 0 was identified, enabling 𝑉𝑉̇ to be solved using the quadratic equation:
𝑉𝑉̇ =

where

−𝑏𝑏 ± √𝑏𝑏 2 − 4𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
2𝑎𝑎

𝑎𝑎 =

𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙 𝜌𝜌 1
1
−
�
�
2𝑤𝑤 2 ℎ𝑜𝑜2 ℎ𝑠𝑠2
𝑠𝑠

12𝜇𝜇
𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘
𝑏𝑏 = −
� 3
𝑤𝑤
ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘=1

𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)
(2.9)

Using the newly-acquired value for 𝑉𝑉̇ and inserting it into Eq. (2.5), the pressure at each

node was obtained and the resulting force on each node was calculated by multiplying the pressure
by the distance between nodes for 2D models or the projected area for 3D models. The application
area for 3D models was rectangular on the surface with edges halfway between the current node
and the surrounding nodes.

2.2.4

3D FSI Model
The 3D FSI model (Figure 2.1c) used the same geometry as the 2D FSI model but was

extruded 14 mm in the anterior-posterior direction. The extrusion was subdivided into eight 1.75
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mm-wide sections. The model remained symmetric about the sagittal plane and the anteriorposterior faces of the fluid and solid domains were treated with a symmetric boundary condition
(i.e., zero deformation and velocity out of the plane of symmetry). This symmetric boundary
condition was used to directly compare the 3D models with the 2D models, the latter of which
assumed that the model extended infinitely in the anterior-posterior direction.
To facilitate convergence, the 3D FSI model used a time step of 0.00005 s for the total run
time of 0.08 s with a function that linearly increased the pressure from 0 to 900 Pa during the first
0.01 s. Because data were only gathered and compared for all the models from 0.05 s to 0.08 s, all
2D and 3D models maintained the same measured time step size (0.00005 s) and pressure (900 Pa)
during this time window. The meshed solid domain had 1,656 (body), 333 (ligament), 3,159
(cover), and 540 (epithelium) elements. The meshed fluid domain had a total of 21,510 first-order
elements.

2.2.5

3D UDF Model
The 3D UDF model (Figure 2.1d) used the same solid domain geometry as the 3D FSI

model; however, the meshed fluid domain of the 3D FSI model was replaced with the same code
as the 2D UDF model, with one exception. In the 2D model, a unit width was used to calculate the
area over which the pressure acted, whereas the 3D model had a defined width of 1.75 mm. The
3D UDF model used the same time step sizes and pressure function as the 3D FSI model.

2.2.6

Model Outputs
Each model was initially at rest. As time increased, the models started to self-oscillate. For

illustration purposes, one steady-state oscillation cycle for the 2D FSI model is shown in Figure
2.5. At the beginning of the cycle (t = 0.06905 s), the glottis is open, and the VF medial edge
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profile is approximately straight in a gross sense (i.e., neither converging or diverging, as indicated
by the red line). Continuing through the cycle, the inferior region of the medial edge approaches
the contact line, forming a divergent medial edge profile (t = 0.07145 s). The contact region
translates downstream until the medial surface profile becomes convergent (t = 0.07485 s). This
alternating diverging-converging pattern is a desirable characteristic of VF models since it is also
found in human VFs [7, 16, 44].

Figure 2.5: Series of snapshots of the solid domain of the 2D FSI model as it progresses through a
vibration phase. Red lines indicate the converging-diverging pattern of the medial edge profiles.
Times are in seconds.
Measures of glottal width, frequency, and CQ were calculated. Glottal width is the distance
between the medial edges of opposing VFs, here calculated by doubling the distance between the
line of symmetry and the node closest to the line of symmetry (Figure 2.6).
As illustrated in Figure 2.7, glottal width vs. time waveforms were used to determine
frequency and CQ. The frequency was calculated by first plotting the glottal width and selecting
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Figure 2.6: The deformed medial edge of the 2D FSI model, where h shows the distance between
the line of symmetry and the node closest to the line of symmetry. The glottal width is 2h.
its peak locations. The frequency was then calculated by taking the inverse of the difference in
times (𝑇𝑇2 − 𝑇𝑇1 ) of the last two peaks. CQ was the ratio of the time that the VFs were in contact

(𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ) to the period of one full cycle (𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ).To calculate the closed quotient, the glottal width

values less than 0.05 mm were considered zero. This alteration was necessary because the contact
line was placed 0.025 mm away from the line of symmetry, and when doubled for glottal width
calculations, the smallest value the glottal width could achieve was 0.05 mm. The CQ was the total
time that the glottal width was zero over one cycle.

Figure 2.7: Glottal width waveform showing how frequency and CQ were calculated.
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2.2.7

Verification and Validation
Frequency and CQ data were verified where the 2D models were subjected to mesh

refinement twice and the frequency and CQ values were analyzed and reported. After performing
simple verification, evaluation of model validation was performed by altering the generalized
parameters in Figure 2.2 for a model and comparing its output to data from previously-reported
research using synthetic self-oscillating VF models. It is important to note that the main purpose
of the research described in this chapter was to reduce computation time and assess the
consequences of using the models in terms of predicted frequency and CQ. Because the models
were intentionally low-fidelity, verification did not reach the same rigorous grid-independence,
time step-independence, and convergence criteria that might otherwise be expected. The results of
these verification and validation studies are discussed in Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5.

Results and Discussion
2.3.1

2D Model Steady-State Results
To ensure that the UDF model was calculating VF model position and pressure correctly,

the static surface position and pressure data for the 2D FSI and 2D UDF models were exported
and compared to each other. The Rayleigh damping parameter (𝛽𝛽) for all layers of both models
was increased to 𝛽𝛽 = 1 to prevent oscillation and allow the models to reach a steady deformed

position. With the increased damping ratio, the models reached steady state in which the static
pressures and positions could be directly compared between models (Figure 2.8).
As seen in Figure 2.8, the 2D models’ position and pressure data agreed very well. The
largest differences were found at the ten nodes positioned between y = 4 mm and 10 mm. Between
these ten nodes, the differences in position remained within ± 0.0078 mm and the differences in
22

pressure remained within ±15 Pa. These values are within 1.5% of the total displacement and 1.6%
of the inlet pressure, respectively. These results were deemed adequate for the present purposes.

Figure 2.8: The z-position and pressure along the VF surface of the 2D FSI (line) and 2D UDF
(circle) highly-damped models.
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2.3.2

Transient State Results
As stated earlier, it was determined that by 0.05 s, the models had reached a quasi steady-

state condition. This is shown in Figure 2.9. To have achieved true steady state would have
required a prohibitive amount of time, and as the purpose of the study was to use a model that was
computationally inexpensive, the models were considered to have reached steady state by 0.05 s.
For the four models in this study, after 0.05 s the frequency remained constant and the glottal width
and CQ measurements varied from the previous vibration period by less than 3% and 2.5%,
respectively.
The glottal width over one period for each of the four models is shown in Figure 2.10.
These have been temporally adjusted to be aligned at the glottal width peaks. All models exhibited
similar waveform patterns. Results for glottal width, CQ, and frequency are listed in Table 2.1.
The maximum glottal width was relatively consistent for the four models, with values of 1.252
mm (2D FSI model), 1.275 mm (+1.8%, 2D UDF), 1.294 mm (+3.4%, 3D FSI), and 1.351 mm
(+7.9%, 3D UDF). The maximum glottal width varied by less than 2% between the 2D models
and 5% between the 3D models and by less than 4% between the 2D and 3D FSI models and 7%
for the 2D and 3D UDF models.
In this study, the VF was considered open when the glottal width exceeded a 0.05 mm
threshold (closed) and remained above that threshold for 0.5 ms without returning to a closed
position. The 0.5 ms time was determined by observing the model’s motion and comparing it to
the glottal width waveform, where slight openings did not appear to be part of the VF’s opening
and remaining open. Figure 2.10 shows there were some small localized increases in the glottal
width (e.g., 3D FSI at 1 ms and 9 ms) before clearly opening, creating a longer time period during
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Figure 2.9: Glottal width vs. time for four models over total run time. The models were determined
to have reached an approximate steady state after 0.05 s (gray section).
which the VF was considered to have been closed. The 2D FSI had similar increases, but never
returned to closed, making the CQ value higher for the 2D FSI model than the 3D UDF model by
approximately 0.06.
Frequencies for each of the four models are listed in Table 2.1. The frequency was
relatively consistent between the 2D models with values of 116.7 Hz (2D FSI model) and 116.2
Hz (–0.4%, 2D UDF). Similarly, the frequencies of the 3D models were 128.2 Hz (3D FSI) and
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Figure 2.10: Glottal width vs. time for all four models, aligned relative to peak glottal width.
Table 2.1: Maximum glottal width, CQ, frequency, and computation times for all four models.
Model
2D FSI
2D UDF
3D FSI
3D UDF

Max Glottal Width
(mm)
1.252
1.275
1.294
1.351

CQ
0.36
0.37
0.32
0.30

Frequency
(Hz)
116.7
116.2
128.2
126.1

Computation Time
hh:mm:ss
00:13:58
00:01:54
62:01:30
13:19:10

126.1 Hz (–1.7%, 3D UDF). The frequency varied by 9.9% between the 2D and 3D FSI models
and 8.5% for the 2D and 3D UDF models.
CQ was consistent between the 2D models with values of 0.36 (2D FSI model) and 0.37
(+2.7%, 2D UDF). Similarly, CQ for the 3D models was 0.32 (3D FSI), and 0.30 (–6.3%, 3D
UDF). CQ varied by 11.1% between the 2D and 3D FSI models and 18.9% between the 2D and
3D UDF models.
Discrepancies between models could be a result of the assumption of steady flow made
when calculating the UDF. The mechanical energy was used in the UDF which assumes steady
flow; however, with the transient model the flow was not steady as the flow was decreased as the
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VF models closed and increased as they opened. Despite the assumptions made, the results
between the models remained close.

2.3.3

Computation Times
By using the UDF code, the number of nodes and computation times were greatly reduced.

Computations were performed on 10 CPUs of a 12-core Intel Haswell (2.3 GHz). The total number
of nodes decreased from 4,371 for both the solid and fluid domains of the 2D FSI model to 1,981
for the 2D UDF model, and the computation time was reduced by 86% (from 00:13:58 to 00:01:54;
see Table 2.1). Similarly, the number of nodes was reduced from 18,237 for the 3D FSI model to
6,474 nodes for the 3D UDF model, and the time was reduced by over 74% (from 62:01:30 to
13:19:10; see Table 2.1). Being able to lower computation times of these lower fidelity models by
over 70% while maintaining comparable results was promising for implementing the optimization
approach discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3.4

Verification
Along with verification that the outputs of the UDF models were comparable to those of

the FSI models, a separate verification was performed on the 2D models (Table 2.2). The grid was
refined twice to determine the amount that the outputs would change with mesh refinement.
Increasing the number of elements in the FSI models would increase fidelity, but at the expense of
significantly increased computational time.
The first 2D FSI model had 2,638 fluid domain nodes and 1,981 solid domain nodes. The
resultant frequency of the model was 116.7 Hz with a CQ of 0.36 and a glottal width of 1.252 mm.
The simulation wall time was 13:58 (min:sec). The 2D FSI model was then refined to contain
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UDF

FSI

Table 2.2: Verification values for 2D FSI and 2D UDF models. Percentages represent the percent
change from the previous mesh refinement.
Number of fluid
elements (Nodes)

Number of solid
elements (Nodes)

Frequency
(Hz)

CQ

2390 (2638)
4122 (4344)

632 (1981)
1547 (4773)

21246 (21808)

2451 (7519)

-

632 (1981)
1547 (4773)

-

2451 (7519)

116.7
125.0
(7.1%)
126.2
(1.0%)
116.2
117.6
(1.2%)
119.0
(1.2%)

0.36
0.39
(8.3%)
0.38
(-2.6%)
0.37
0.35
(-5.4%)
0.32
(-9.4%)

Glottal
Width
(mm)
1.252
1.355
(8.2%)
1.368
(1.0%)
1.275
1.253
(-1.7%)
1.272
(1.5%)

Time
(mm:ss)
13:58
31:53
40:58
01:30
02:02
04:17

4,644 fluid domain nodes and 4,773 solid domain nodes. This resulted in frequency increasing to
125.0 Hz (+7.1%), CQ to 0.39 (+8.3%), and glottal width to 1.355 mm (+8.2%). The time also
increased to 31:53. The model was then refined again to 21,808 fluid domain nodes and 7,519
solid domain nodes. The resultant frequency compared to the previously-refined model was 126.2
Hz (+1.0%). The CQ was 0.38 (–2.6%) and the glottal width was 1.368 (+1.0%). The computation
time increased to 40:58. These changes were thus fairly modest.
The 2D UDF model had 1,981 solid domain nodes. The resultant frequency of the model
was 116.2 Hz with a CQ of 0.37 and a glottal width of 1.275 mm. Wall time was 1:30. The 2D
UDF model was refined to 4,773 solid domain nodes, with a new frequency of 117.6 Hz (+1.2%),
CQ of 0.35 (–5.4%), and glottal width of 1.253 mm (–1.7%). The time also increased to 2:02. One
final 2D UDF model refinement to 7,519 solid domain nodes was made. The resultant frequency
was 119.0 Hz (+1.2%), CQ was 0.32 (–9.4%), and glottal width was 1.272 (+1.5%). The
computation time increased to 4:17.
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The 3D models vibrated at 128.2 Hz (3D FSI) and 126.1 Hz (3D UDF), which are 9.9%
and 8.5% higher than their respective 2D counterparts. However, after performing solid mesh
refinement twice on the 2D models, the more refined 2D models vibrated 1.7% (2D FSI) and 5.8%
(2D UDF) lower than their 3D counterparts. This is promising because the goal is to create 3D
models that are computationally inexpensive but suitable for creating models with larger
differences in frequencies than observed here.

2.3.5

Validation
Validation of the 2D UDF and 3D UDF models was performed by comparing predicted

frequency and CQ values with those of synthetic models reported by Taylor [32]. The geometry
and material properties of three different synthetic models from [32] were imported into the UDF
models by adjusting the parameters in Figure 2.1 to match those given in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Parameters that were altered for validation where medial length, ligament thickness,
and cover thickness correspond, respectively, to dimensions A, B, and C in Figure 2.1.
Model names A, B, and D in this table match the model names used in [32]
and are retained here for ease of comparison.
Model
A
B
D

Cover
Modulus
(kPa)
0.54
0.54
0.86

Ligament
Modulus
(kPa)
0.54
0.86
0.86

Medial
Length
(mm)
5.97
5.97
5.97

Ligament
Thickness
(mm)
2.704
2.704
1.685

Cover
Thickness
(mm)
0.955
0.955
0.954

As can be seen in Table 2.4 and Figure 2.11, the UDF models followed similar trends in
frequency as the synthetic models; i.e., an increase in frequency in the computational models
corresponded to a similar increase in the frequency of the synthetic models. The 2D UDF model
A frequency was 10 Hz lower than that for 2D UDF model B. Similarly, the model A frequency
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was 15 Hz lower (3D UDF) and 12 Hz (synthetic) than that for model B. This pattern was repeated
between models B and D with differences of 90 Hz (2D UDF), 41 Hz (3D UDF), and 95 Hz
(synthetic).

Table 2.4: Results from 2D UDF and 3D UDF models compared with synthetic VF model
experimental values from Taylor [32]. Asterisk indicates that the simulation was run at a
different subglottal pressure (see text for details).
Model
A
B
D

2D UDF
102
112
202

Frequency (Hz)
3D UDF
Synthetic
111
133
126
145
167*
240

2D UDF
0.37
0.44
0.62

CQ
3D UDF
0.23
0.30
0.37*

Synthetic
0.16
0.25
0.31

Figure 2.11: Bar graph comparing frequency and CQ for 2D UDF, 3D UDF, and synthetic models.
Similar CQ trend predictability was found. The increase in CQ from 2D UDF models A to
B was 0.07. Similarly, the increase in CQ from models A to B was 0.07 (3D UDF) and 0.09
(synthetic). An increase in CQ from models B to D was 0.18 (2D UDF), 0.07 (3D UDF), and 0.06
(synthetic). Though trends in frequency and CQ were generally predicted, error existed between
the UDF and synthetic models. This was expected due to computational models being low fidelity
and to difficulty in precisely matching the elastic properties of the silicone between the
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computational and synthetic models. Nevertheless, the data are promising because it shows that
differences between synthetic models can be predicted through low fidelity computational models.
Other discrepancies may be caused from assumptions made in the UDF computational
model. To use the UDF, it was assumed that the flow was steady and one-dimensional, which fails
to fully represent the unsteady, three-dimensional flow field in the experiments. As the VFs
vibrate, flow is unsteady with the closure of the models interrupting flow. Similarly, this movement
disrupts the flow and making the flow move in multiple directions, reducing the reliability of the
one-dimensional assumption.
Another issue that should be noted was the inability to use the experimental pressure for
model D. Computational models A and B were both run using the same subglottal pressure values
as in the experiments, which were 1.98 kPa (model A) and 1.35 kPa (model B). The pressure for
experimental model D was 3.53 kPa, which, when used in the 3D UDF model, resulted in mesh
failure due to infeasible pressure calculations. The pressure was scaled back to 1.98 kPa, which
allowed the simulation to run successfully but likely contributed to differences between the 3D
UDF and synthetic model data.
One of the main sources of difficulty stemmed from assumptions within the UDF equation.
To solve for volume flow rate, a separation ratio of 1.2 was assumed. With high onset pressure the
deformation on the medial edge was large enough to create an assumed separation upstream from
the desired separation point (Figure 2.12), which made Eq. (2.8) small. This was an issue because
when onset pressure was high, Eq. (2.9) was large, which resulted in an imaginary number for the
volume flow rate. Further development of the computational models to enable simulation at higher
pressures is an area for future research.
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Figure 2.12: Model with large medial edge deformation from high pressure where the separation
point was assumed to be upstream from the desired separation point location resulting in imaginary
volume flow rate calculations. Positions of lines denoting assumed and desired separation point
locations are approximate.
Conclusion
The main purpose of this research was to determine whether low-fidelity UDF models
would be suitable for use as tools for designing synthetic VF models for specific outputs. The
models were considered suitable because of their low computation cost and their ability to
differentiate between VF models (i.e., models could determine trends). For this purpose, four
different VF models were created, two 2D and two 3D, of which two used a meshed fluid domain
and two used a UDF to model the flow.
Static positions and pressures obtained for highly-damped 2D FSI and 2D UDF models
were within 1.5% and 1.6%, respectively. Results suggest that the mechanical energy equation was
a reasonable substitute. All four models achieved consistent steady-state vibratory patterns. The
total difference in the maximum glottal width for all models was less than 8% of the maximum
glottal width. It was shown that the 2D models had higher CQ values than their 3D counterparts.
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Replacing the meshed fluid domains with UDFs resulted in computation times of both 2D and 3D
models being reduced by over 74%.
As the 2D models were refined twice, the differences in frequency between 3D and 2D
UDF and FSI models reduced to 5.8% and 1.7%, respectively. Similar trends in frequency and CQ
were found to exist between 3D UDF, 2D UDF, and synthetic models.
Using previously-published data, it was shown that 2D UDF and 3D UDF models could
predict trends in frequency and CQ of synthetic models by altering geometry and modulus of
elasticity. In the following chapters, a modified 3D UDF model is presented and results from using
the model to design synthetic models for desired frequency, CQ, and MFDR characteristics are
discussed.
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3

CREATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF A 3D VOCAL FOLD MODEL

Introduction
Designing more realistic models of VF flow-induced vibration has been a goal of many
research projects [36, 45-47]. As summarized in Chapter 2, some models have been twodimensional (2D), with fidelity ranging from simple two-node systems to complex geometries
containing thousands of nodes. Two-dimensional VF models can predict outputs such as frequency
and CQ with little computational cost but lack the ability to include effects of anterior-posterior
surfaces being fixed, reducing the model accuracy.
One method in which VF models can become more realistic is by including boundary
effects that do not exist in 2D models. With a 2D VF model, the model essentially extends
infinitely in the anterior-posterior direction. This is problematic because VFs are approximately
two times longer in the anterior-posterior direction than in the medial-lateral direction. Because of
this small length-to-width ratio, fixing anterior and posterior surfaces is expected to play a nontrivial role in governing the VF model’s resulting vibratory and acoustic responses. Fixing these
surfaces in 3D models thus has the potential to improve computational predictions of frequency,
CQ, and MFDR over those of 2D models, thereby further increasing the similarities between
computational and synthetic models.
Three-dimensional computational models range from extruded 2D models (as
demonstrated in Chapter 2) to anatomically-accurate models derived from MRI scans [48]. Titze
et al. [7] created a 3D geometric representation of the VFs in which the lateral surface of the model
tapered in the anterior-posterior direction to better follow the shape of human VFs. Predicted
glottal volumetric flow rate, acoustic power, frequency, and efficiency for the tapered models were
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found to be within the physiological range of human males. This shape has been used in more
recent studies [49].
Being able to use a geometrically-realistic 3D model with fixed anterior-posterior surfaces
can improve the ability to use computational models to design synthetic models. Nevertheless,
discrepancies between the computational and synthetic models will typically be present due to
factors such as simplified modeling with layers, casting of models, and selecting materials. By
making the computational models more like the experimental setup by fixing the correct surfaces,
thereby including three-dimensional effects, it is expected that such discrepancies can be reduced.
The purposes of this portion of the thesis research were to generate a family of computational and
synthetic VF models and explore how selected geometry and material parameters affected
frequency, CQ, and MFDR.
Recently, in an effort to improve the phonomimetic qualities of VF models, Taylor [32]
optimized a 2D computational VF model to yield increased CQ using a genetic optimization
algorithm, and found that synthetic models based on the 2D models also yielded increased CQ.
CQ has been shown to be correlated with the acoustic output of VFs, with CQ typically increasing
as the sound pressure level (SPL) increases [50]. While the results from the optimization algorithm
were validated to better represent the CQ of synthetic VF models in [32], SPL was not measured.
MFDR is the minimum differential value of the volume flow rate in an oscillating VF and
is measured as the VFs are closing. Typically, the faster the VFs close, the higher the MFDR value
is produced. This phenomenon is of particular interest because, similar to CQ, MFDR has been
shown to be correlated with acoustic intensity and related to louder volumes [18]. Typical values
for MFDR for normal speech levels range from 0.2 to 0.65 m3/s/s for males and 0.1 to 0.4 m3/s/s
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for females [51]. Although MFDR has been primarily studied in vivo, it has not been extensively
studied using synthetic VF models.
Prior studies have focused on making computational models geometrically and materially
match human VFs; however, fewer have focused on the SPL produced by synthetic VF models
[52-55]. The development of the new VF models in this chapter include an emphasis on both CQ
and MFDR with the objective of designing more realistically-sounding synthetic VF models. The
intent is thus to benefit research in which sound production is an output of interest.
A computational 3D VF model with fixed anterior-posterior surfaces and tapered geometry
was created. The model parameters were optimized to yield frequency and CQ values in the
physiological range and to maximize MFDR (to improve SPL). The model is described in Section
3.2. The effects of model parameters on the optimization objectives and associated trends are
discussed in Section 3.3. Validation using synthetic models is discussed in Chapter 4.

Methods
3.2.1

Model
A 3D model was created based on the 3D UDF code used in Chapter 2. Shown in Figure

3.1, the model was a variation of the so-called “M5” profile [29] where the ligament, cover layer,
and medial edge thickness could be varied (A, B, and C in Figure 3.1). In addition, the ligament
layer could be tapered linearly in the anterior-posterior direction (D and dashed lines in Figure
3.1). The model contained fixed anterior, posterior, and lateral surfaces to match experimental
setups. The lateral margin curvature followed the model developed by Titze [7], where the
geometry curved and tapered in the anterior-posterior direction. For the purpose of optimization
this general geometry was maintained while multiple design variables were used to observe their
effects on frequency, CQ, and MFDR.
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Figure 3.1: Renderings of a 3D tapered VF model where (A) is the ligament thickness, (B) is the
cover layer thickness, (C) is the medial length, and (D) denotes the taper (black dashed lines) of
the ligament layer in the anterior-posterior direction. Bottom left: cross-sectional view of the VF
model in the coronal plane. The anterior face is bounded by yellow dashed lines. The area bounded
by the green dashed lines is the lateral surface of the model that is visible due to its curvature.
Bottom right: cross-sectional view in the transverse plane. Cyan lines indicate the fixed surfaces.
Design variables existed for both geometric and material properties. Geometric design
variables included cover layer thickness, ligament layer thickness and taper, and medial surface
length. Layer thickness and length were basic geometric measurements and taper was the percent
reduction of the anterior ligament layer thickness relative to the posterior surface while
maintaining a level ligament medial surface. Material design variables included cover layer elastic
modulus and ligament layer elastic modulus. The design variables and their corresponding ranges
are listed in Table 3.1. The ranges were, in large part, determined from previous experiments and
literature containing physiological measurement data [32, 51].
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Table 3.1: Geometric and material design variables and their corresponding ranges.
Design Variable
Cover elastic modulus (kPa)
Ligament elastic modulus (kPa)
Cover thickness (mm)
Ligament thickness (mm)
Medial surface length (mm)
Ligament taper (%)

3.2.2

Range
0.4 – 1.5
0.4 – 2.0
0.5 – 2.0
0.5 – 3.0
1.03 – 6.03
10 – 40

Genetic Algorithm
A custom genetic algorithm was written to explore the design variables’ effects on

frequency, CQ, and MFDR. The genetic algorithm was based on that used by Taylor [32] and was
preferred over a gradient-based approach for its ability to explore a larger area of the design space
and its robustness [56, 57], the latter being important because simulations using many parameter
combinations were expected to fail because of the large displacements and strains.
The genetic optimization algorithm started by creating 50 different VF models with design
variables randomly selected from the previously stated ranges. Upon conclusion of these models,
the frequency, CQ, and MFDR were calculated to be used as the objective values and determine
the fitness of each model. Objective functions were defined to guide the multi-objective
optimization algorithm towards models with realistic frequencies and CQs while maximizing
MFDR. Based on the physiological response of adult male VFs, the frequency objective function
encouraged frequencies between 100 Hz and 140 Hz using a notch filter as a fitness function (Eq.
(3.1; see Figure 3.2), low fitness being preferred. CQ values between 0.4 and 0.6 were favored,
also using a notch filter fitness function (Eq. (3.2). The ranges for frequency and CQ were
determined from [51]. The MFDR was increased by using a high-pass filter to encourage high
values (Eq. (3.3).
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Figure 3.2: Fitness functions for the genetic algorithm. Frequency (f) and closed quotient (CQ)
each had a maximum fitness value of one, whereas MFDR had a maximum fitness value of 0.88.
A multi-objective genetic algorithm optimization technique was used with equal fitness
weights for frequency, CQ, and MFDR. The equal weights were selected to promote fairness
between the three desired results. This scaling allowed the algorithm to explore relationships
without adding bias to any specific objective because of its order of magnitude. These fitness
values were summed to determine the initial model fitness.
A genetic maximin function was used to promote various solutions by evaluating all the
computational models for distinctness (i.e., how far the objective values were from surrounding
objective values) [56, 57]. Each model received a score between zero and one that was based on a
ratio between each model’s distinctness and the maximum model distinctness. This ratio would
subsequently be subtracted from its initial fitness value resulting in the final fitness level. A model
that was further away from the dominated design space would have a larger value subtracted from
its overall fitness, occasionally resulting in a negative fitness value. The intention of the maximin
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function was to promote diversity and keep one specific model from dominating, thereby enabling
the design space to be more fully explored.
After each generation, a tournament selection was used to pass desirable traits on to the
next generation. The tournament selection randomly chose four models, from which the two
models with the lowest fitness value were designated as parents. Those two models were used to
create two children using crossover techniques. Each child initially was an exact duplicate of each
parent. A crossover rate of 40% was used, based on the successful approach of Taylor [32], where
there was a 40% chance for each design variable being crossed over. Next, a mutation rate of 8%
was used to randomly recalculate a design variable value for a model, adding new genes to the
models. Finally, partial elitism was used, making the next generation comprised of the top 25
children and the top 25 parents, with the intent of slowing convergence and more fully exploring
the genes.
A total of 10 generations with 50 models per generation were used. This large pergeneration population diversified the results and ensured that converged, self-oscillating models
were found in the first generation. The investigation was concluded after 10 generations because
the goal of this research was not to converge to an individual solution, but to explore the design
space and determine what was feasible.

3.2.3

Computing Workflow
With the basic model and genetic optimization algorithm defined, the codes were organized

in a workflow on the supercomputer. The workflow allowed communication between MATLAB
and ADINA and compiled computations. The workflow is outlined in this section; further
descriptions of the code are found in Appendix A.
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1. A MATLAB script created 50 inputs files for ADINA which contained random
design variable values within the ranges designated in Table 3.1.
2. Computational models were created and run in ADINA, after which position data for
the nodes on the medial surface of the epithelium were exported along with flow rate
data.
3. From the exported data, frequency, CQ, and MFDR were calculated for use in the
genetic algorithm.
4. From the genetic algorithm, a new generation was defined.
5. Steps 2 through 4 were repeated for a total of 10 generations.
After 10 generations had been completed, design variables, objectives, and fitness values
were compiled and analyzed. Certain models that had been flagged in the output file due to
irregularities in frequency or CQ were plotted and reviewed to determine if they needed to be
removed from the data set. A total of 171 of 500 models were flagged, of which 152 did not move
or were essentially immobile due to stiffness, never reached periodic vibration (i.e., never had
peaks for calculating frequency and never closed), or never made it to 0.05 s (steady state) because
of mesh overlapping. Model failures such as these were to be expected due to the vast number of
combinations of design variables. These models were given a high fitness value of five as opposed
to the maximum possible value of 2.88 for models which successfully ran. Because of their high
fitness values, these flagged models were unlikely to be selected for continuation in subsequent
generations.
The remaining 19 flagged models were removed during post processing due to overlapping
meshes that caused them to terminate prematurely. These models were not flagged during
simulations and thus remained part of the genetic algorithm progression. Unfortunately, some of
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the models had desirable frequency and CQ values, equating in low fitness values. These models
were uncommon, and if they passed on their genes, their children ran for the full 0.08 s. With
future iterations of this code, extra criteria could be created to block the occasional model that
terminates prematurely; however, because these 19 models resulted in less than 4% of the entire
population, their effects are believed to have been minor. When analyzing the results, such as when
calculating best fit lines and trends as explained in the next section, all 171 flagged models were
excluded.

Results and Discussion
Various geometries were produced during the optimization, some of which are shown in
Figure 3.3 for illustration. Models I, V, and VI had thin ligament layers (yellow) whereas II, III,
and IV had thick ligament layers. Model IV can be seen to have a narrow, more triangular, profile
due to a short medial edge, whereas I, II, and V had longer medial edges resulting in somewhat
flat medial surface profiles. Differences in cover layer thickness (red) are also evident.

Figure 3.3: A sampling of different models that were created using the optimization algorithm.
Top row: coronal plane. Bottom row: transverse plane.
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3.3.1

Fitness Values
The average generational fitness had an overall negative trend over the 10 generations

(Figure 3.4). Though the main goal was not to converge on one explicit solution, a decreasing
average fitness value was desirable since it suggested that poorly designed models were being
eliminated while the remaining models were improving in terms of frequency, CQ, and MFDR
fitness.

Figure 3.4: Fitness values for every model in each generation. The red dashed line shows the
average generational fitness value.
Because three different objectives were being optimized and the algorithm used the
maximin function, there was diversity in the results and no one single model dominated. This can
be seen by observing that the five lowest fitness models occurred in generations 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8.
Had one model dominated, the fitness values would likely have quickly converged to the lowest
possible fitness value. Because the maximin function rewarded differences, changes kept
occurring, possibly expanding the exploration of the possible design space and avoiding local
minima.

3.3.2

Objective Results
The objectives for the optimization algorithm provide insight into what is feasible for

computational models. As expected, the lower fitness (desirable) models populated the area
between 100 Hz and 140 Hz; however, the lower fitness models were generally more congregated
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between 0.35 to 0.45 as opposed to the desired range between 0.4 and 0.6 (Figure 3.5). Comparing
the computational results for frequency and CQ, certain combinations do not exist (i.e., a frequency
below 100 Hz with a CQ greater than 0). Knowing these limitations can help to develop better
synthetic models; however, it is important to note that even though limitations are apparent in the
given study for the selected parameter range, models in the unpopulated areas could exist with
alterations to the design variable range and fitness functions. It is possible that some areas are
unpopulated due to computational modeling limitations rather than physical constraints.

Figure 3.5: Frequency vs CQ for all models. Color denotes overall fitness, with lower numbers
indicating more desirable outcomes. Blue indicates the desired ranges for each objective.
SPL has been shown to increase with both increasing MFDR and CQ [58, 59]. However,
the results in Figure 3.6 show an inverse relationship between CQ and MFDR; that is, as CQ
increases MFDR decreases. This is seen by the first-order line with a negative slope. The 𝑅𝑅2 value

of the fit is 0.39. This low 𝑅𝑅2 represents the amount of variability in the models but does not
discount that a trend exists (though the trend may not be visually apparent).
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Figure 3.7 includes illustrative plots of the volumetric flow rate for three models. Similar
to the glottal area plots in Chapter 2, a positive slope indicates the glottis is opening, negative
indicates it is closing, and when flow rate is zero the VF model is closed. Though these three plots
do not illustrate every one of the 500 instances, these three plots follow the trend seen in Figure
3.6 of decreasing MFDR with increasing CQ.

Figure 3.6: MFDR vs. CQ for all models. Blue indicated the ranges that were desirable.
Recognizing that an inverse relationship exists suggests that there may exist an optimal
relationship between CQ and MFDR for acoustic output. The relationship between MFDR and
SPL, which is related to acoustic output, has been established to be logarithmic [58, 60]. Because
of this relationship, it is believed that with higher MFDR there is less of an effect on SPL.
Understanding the degree to which the MFDR affects SPL and comparing that to the magnitude
that CQ affects SPL could help establish the relationship between the two objectives. Future
studies could further use the present models to explore the relationship between CQ and MFDR,
aiding in optimizing computational models for specific acoustic output.
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Figure 3.7: Flow rate vs time for three different computational models. The circle indicates where
the MFDR was located.
3.3.3

Design Variable Trends
Plotting the design variables using histograms (Figure 3.8) shows their spread over their

respective ranges. The blue represents less fit models (fitness > 1.5), whereas the red represents
more desirable models (fitness < 1.5). Having blue spread across the entire range of design
variables shows that a large diversity of models was created and evaluated for that design variable.
Future algorithms could use a Latin hypercube method to optimally explore these ranges and
increase design space resolution by ensuring that all design variable ranges are equally represented
in the initial generation.
The red bars show the most desirable design variable ranges. Certain design variables (i.e.,
cover elasticity, ligament elasticity, cover thickness, ligament thickness) converged to a somewhat
narrower range. These smaller ranges show that certain design variable ranges may lead to more
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Figure 3.8: Histograms showing the number of models that lie in a specific range of each design
variable’s total permissible range.
favorable models. The most preferred ranges (or peaks) for the present fitness functions and design
variables were 767 to 889 Pa (cover elasticity), 933 to 1,111 Pa (ligament elasticity), 1.3 to 1.5
mm (cover thickness), and 2.2 to 2.4 mm (ligament thickness).
The medial edge thickness histogram shows that both high and low thickness values can
create a desirable model. This bimodality may be caused by the conflicting objectives of CQ and
MFDR which (as discussed in the previous section) seem to have been inversely related. As
explained below, the medial edge thickness was found to possess high correlation with both CQ
and MFDR values. As the medial edge thickness increased, CQ increased and MFDR decreased.
Conversely, as the medial edge thickness decreased, CQ decreased and MFDR increased. The
medial edge thickness bimodality also suggests that there may exist more feasible solutions outside
of the range of 1 to 6 mm. Future studies could expand the parameter range to view its effects on
the model responses, especially as the medial edge thickness approaches zero.
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Finally, the ligament taper percent did not show a preferred range, implying that its effect
may not have been as important for the optimization objectives. This suggests that the taper percent
may be a less-active constraint and may be able to be discounted in future studies, but focused
work on this variable would be needed.
Relationships between design variables and objectives can be ascertained by examining the
data in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.9 shows the trends that occur to the objectives when changing the
design variables and lists the coefficients of determination (𝑅𝑅2 values). The slope of each line can
be used to determine trends and the effectiveness of altering certain design variables. For example,

the relationship between medial edge thickness and CQ shows a steep, positive trend,
demonstrating that as the medial edge becomes thicker, there is a sharp increase in the CQ. Though
it is desirable to have an 𝑅𝑅2 value close to 1, a low 𝑅𝑅2 value shows the variability from a given

trend line and does not discount that a trend exists. These trends and their significances, determined
by the correlation coefficient and p-value, are discussed in Section 3.3.4.
As seen in Figure 3.9, significant scatter in the data exist about the best fit lines. It is
important to note that these values have been determined from having multiple variables change
at once. To improve the 𝑅𝑅2 values, and reduce variability, it is suggested that all but one of the
variables remain constant while the other is altered. Other multi-objective optimization techniques,

such as epsilon-constraint, could be used to reduce the number of models created, reducing
variability, and to further explore the objective value’s pareto front.
The cover elasticity had low 𝑅𝑅2 values ranging from 0.000085 (frequency) and 0.003 (CQ)

to 0.024 (MFDR). Ligament elasticity had the fifth highest 𝑅𝑅2 value at 0.123 (frequency) and two
of the three lowest values at 0.001 and 0.004 (CQ and MFDR). Cover thickness had values of
0.100 (frequency), 0.004 (CQ), and 0.073 (MFDR). Ligament thickness had values of 0.170
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(frequency), 0.025 (CQ), and 0.094 (MFDR). The medial edge thickness had a low 𝑅𝑅2 value of

0.004 (frequency) and the two highest 𝑅𝑅2 values of 0.674 (CQ) and 0.346 (MFDR). Finally, the
ligament taper values were 0.049 (frequency), 0.001 (CQ), and 0.049 (MFDR).

The trends between design variable and objective values are especially obvious with the
medial edge thickness, where the data points lie close to the best fit line. Data where the 𝑅𝑅2 values

are low (e.g., ligament elasticity vs. CQ, ligament elasticity vs. MFDR, and taper vs. CQ) all appear
to have horizontal trend lines; however, in Section 3.3.4 correlation and relationships between
these data sets is examined and compared to results in Figure 3.9.

3.3.4

Design Variable Correlation and Significance
Effects of each design variable on the objective were estimated (Figure 3.10). To calculate

the correlation coefficient and probability value (p-value) for each design variable and objective
combination, the MATLAB function corrcoef was used. The resulting correlation coefficient was
output, where a value close to 1 or –1 meant that the design variable had a high impact on the
objective. The correlation coefficient is directly related to 𝑅𝑅2 ; that is, the higher the correlation

coefficient, the higher the 𝑅𝑅2 value. The correlation coefficients also give information on the trends
that exist between the design variable and the output as shown in Figure 3.10, where a white bar
indicates a negative correlation and a black bar is a positive correlation.
The p-value for each design variable and objective combination was also calculated. Using
the standard 𝛼𝛼 = 0.05 value (i.e., values below 0.05 were considered significant), the p-values
were calculated, and significant values are denoted in Figure 3.10. A significant p-value indicates

that the null hypothesis (the design variable has no effect) can be rejected.
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Figure 3.9: Visual table showing trends between the design variables (left) and the objectives.
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Figure 3.10: Correlation coefficient values for objective and design variable combinations where
filled bars are positive and white bars are negative. Numbers above each bar represent p-values.
Figure 3.10 graphically displays the correlation coefficient and significant p-values
between each design variable and the objectives. Despite high variability in the optimization
algorithm (𝑅𝑅2 ≪ 1) values could still be determined to be statistically significant because the
design variable had some effect on the objective value. The magnitude of the effect of the design
variable on the objective is given by the correlation coefficient; therefore, if the design variable
has a low p-value and a high correlation coefficient (e.g., medial edge thickness and CQ), then the
design variable has a significant effect on the objective.
Four design variables (ligament thickness, ligament elasticity, cover layer thickness, and
taper) were found to significantly affect frequency. For CQ only the medial edge thickness and
ligament thickness were significant. For MFDR the medial edge thickness, ligament thickness,
cover layer thickness, taper, and cover modulus were all significant. All correlations match those
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illustrated in Figure 3.9, where the highest correlation existed between the medial edge thickness
and CQ. It is interesting to note that for both CQ and MFDR, all significant design variables except
one (cover elasticity) were geometric properties.
As mentioned above, CQ and MFDR have been shown to be directly related to acoustic
output. However, when observing coefficient values from each of the design variables, they appear
to be antagonistic. For every design variable except the ligament taper, as one has a positive
correlation, the other is negative. Though most of the correlation coefficients are less than 0.5, this
observation holds for the two highest coefficient values for CQ and MFDR occurring with the
medial edge thickness. For both the CQ and MFDR the p-value for the medial edge thickness was
considered significant (i.e., below 0.05). This means that as the medial edge thickness is increased
the CQ is typically increased while the MFDR decreases. This further suggests that to help
optimize an acoustic model an investigation should be performed to understand to what extent
these two variables compete in the given models.
Due to the complexity and the number of variables in this model, there is a large amount
of scatter in the data, making it difficult to more precisely predict outcomes. Nevertheless, overall
trends and design variable significances have been characterized, leading to the conclusion that
when designing a VF model for use in specific applications where limited objective ranges are
necessary, the present approach is an effective way to test hundreds of diverse computational
models, although further refinement may be necessary.

Conclusion
Low-cost 3D computational VF models were optimized through a multi-objective genetic
optimization algorithm. The optimization algorithm in this study used 3D models created to be
geometrically realistic while being low fidelity for computational efficiency. As the 3D VF models
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were passed into the genetic algorithm, the models were used to explore the design space
established by three different objectives associated with frequency, CQ, and MFDR.
An inverse relationship was found to exist between CQ and MFDR, where decreasing one
value increased the other. More research should be performed on this relationship to determine if
an optimal relationship exists between the two objectives, as well as if one has a greater effect on
SPL than the other.
Finally, the results from the optimization approach employed here show just how difficult
it can be to design a VF model with specific outcomes. Each design variable affects the models in
different ways, and when combined with other design variables, specific trends due to individual
variables become more difficult to predict. Further investigation by limiting the number of design
variables or using different optimization techniques (i.e., Latin hypercube or epsilon-constraint)
have been suggested in Section 3.3.3 to further identify more robust trends and understand
different effects that design variable have on the objectives. The focus of Chapter 4 is on the
fabrication and testing of two synthetic models selected from this optimization study to explore
whether the predicted trends in frequency, CQ, and MFDR relationships can be observed
experimentally.
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4

VALIDATION OF OPTIMIZED VOCAL FOLD MODELS

Introduction
Synthetic self-oscillating VF models can be used to validate computational VF models
because of their ability to customize geometric and material properties (primarily modulus of
elasticity) [29, 38, 61]. As shown in Chapter 2, error between both computational and synthetic
VF models can exceed 25% for frequency and CQ [32]. Chapter 3 further showed the amount of
variability that exists for VF models defined using different parameter values. Because of this high
variability and errors that occur when translating computational VFs models to synthetic models,
it was deemed necessary to evaluate whether the predictions from the low-fidelity 3D
computational models from the genetic algorithm could be replicated using synthetic models.
In this chapter, the selection and evaluation of synthetic VF models is discussed. The VF
models were fabricated, mounted on an air supply, and tested to quantify visual and acoustic output
variables. The modulus of elasticity was measured for each layer of the VF models and used to
define and simulate the responses of subsequent matching computational models. Trends in
frequency, CQ, and MFDR were then compared between the various models to explore the use of
the low-fidelity, genetic algorithm optimization approach documented in Chapter 3.

Methods
4.2.1

Model and Parameter Selection
Models that yielded large differences between frequency, CQ, and MFDR were selected to

be fabricated and tested. These are here designated as models A and B and are shown in Figure
4.1. Frequency and CQ values for model A were 171.2 Hz and 0.458, respectively. Model B
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frequency and CQ values were 113.6 Hz and 0.146, respectively. Selecting models with very
different responses facilitated evaluation of whether the differences in objective values predicted
by the computational models could be replicated using synthetic models (i.e., whether synthetic
model A had both higher frequency and CQ than model B, as predicted by the computational
models).

Figure 4.1: Model A and B values relative to one another within the frequency-CQ design space.
Another consideration in determining which models to use was the predicted MFDR
values. Model A had a MFDR value of 0.0787 m3/s/s and model B had a MFDR value of 0.265
m3/s/s, equating a difference of 0.186 m3/s/s. This large difference was selected to investigate if
the SPL of synthetic VF models was correlated with computational MFDR results. As with
frequency and CQ, it was anticipated that some error would be introduced in the acoustic output
due to fabrication limitations (discussed below). However, because this was the first study to
consider the relationship between the MFDR and SPL of synthetic self-oscillating VF models, the
potential ability of the computational model to predict acoustic output using synthetic models was
unknown.
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4.2.2

Model Geometry
Figure 4.2 shows the geometric differences between models A and B; geometric values are

given in Table 4.1. The medial edge of model A was 4.44 mm, which was larger than the 2.29 mm
medial edge of model B, giving it a more rectangular profile. The cover layer (red) thicknesses of
the two models were extremely similar, only varying by 0.02 mm. The ligament layer (yellow) for
model A was 1.06 mm, which was much thinner than the 2.82 mm ligament thickness associated
with model B. Taper between the models was similar, with model A having only a 1.5% greater
taper than model B.

Figure 4.2: Isometric (top row) and orthogonal (bottom row) views of models A and B, in which
the body (green), ligament (yellow), cover (red), and epithelium (purple) layers can be seen.
Table 4.1: Model geometry for the two selected models.
Cover Thickness (mm)
Ligament Thickness (mm)
Medial Edge (mm)
Taper (%)
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Model A
1.30
1.06
4.44
13.9

Model B
1.32
2.82
2.29
12.2

4.2.3

Model Modulus of Elasticity
The base silicone for the synthetic models consisted of Ecoflex 00-30 (Smooth-On, Inc.,

Macungie, PA) mixed in equal parts by weight. This mixture is called a 1:1 mixture (one part A:
one part B). To reduce the modulus of elasticity to approximate the modulus in the computational
models, Silicone Thinner (Smooth-On, Inc.) was added to the mixture. The manufacturer
recommends that the ratio of silicone thinner to silicone not exceed 10% by weight, but to obtain
the necessary values for voice research, previous research has shown that increasing this ratio up
to 800%, or 1:1:8 (A:B:thinner), is feasible and significantly reduces the modulus of elasticity to
approximately 200 Pa at this mixing ratio [62].
To determine the necessary ratios of silicone to silicone thinner to match the modulus of
elasticity values used in computational models A and B, data from literature [32, 62, 63] were
used, along with additional experimental data obtained while investigating lower thinner ratios
(1:1:0 to 1:1:5). The additional experimental data were included to increase available data for
modulus of elasticity predictions.

Figure 4.3: Dimensions of samples used to measure the modulus of elasticity of silicone with
different amounts of thinner. The samples were 3.5 mm thick.
Modulus of elasticity values were obtained using an Instron Tensile Tester (Instron 3342)
with an Instron 2519-102 force transducer (Instron, MA). Several dog-bone-shaped specimens
with geometries as shown in Figure 4.3 were cast. Precycling to 10% strain was performed five
times at a constant strain rate of 150 mm/min. The samples were then stretched to 20% strain,
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using the same strain rate, and the modulus was calculated. These results, along with values from
the literature, are listed in Table 4.2 and also plotted in Figure 4.4.

Table 4.2: Modulus of elasticity for different ratios of silicone to silicone thinner obtained from
this thesis research and previous studies, along with averages (where available). Data from
[32] and [63] were obtained using a rheometer. Data from Smooth-On are from data
sheets. The remaining data (including documented modulus values) are from
tensile tests performed on an Instron.
Ratio

Thesis Research:
Modulus of Elasticity
(kPa)

Previous Studies:
Average Modulus
Modulus of Elasticity of Elasticity (kPa)
(kPa)

1:1:0

64.8, 60, 76.4

68.9a

67.8

1:1:1

18.5, 11.0, 17.7

11.8b, 20c

15.8

c

1:1:2

6.4, 4.8, 3.1

9

5.8

1:1:3

2.8, 1.7, 2.5

5.8c, 5.2d

3.6

1:1:4

-

1.6b, 3.1d

2.35

1:1:5

1.2

2d

1.6

1:1:5.5

-

0.86e, 0.96e

0.91

1:1:6

-

1.7d

1.7

1:1:6.5

-

0.54e, 0.63e

0.59

1:1:8

-

0.2b

0.2

a

Ecoflex 00-30 documentation, Smooth-On [64]
Murray and Thomson (2011) [62]
c
Zörner (2010) [55]
d
Ward (2014) [63]
e
Taylor (2018) [32]
b

An exponential curve was fit to the elasticity values listed in Table 4.2 (Figure 4.4). To
obtain the best fit line over the range of thinner ratios, the modulus for a ratio of 1:1:0 was excluded
because, as shown in Figure 4.4, the inclusion of the 1:1:0 results skewed the fitness line to be
inaccurate at ratios above 1:1:3, which are particularly important for the present study. After
removing the 1:1:0 data, the following curve fit was obtained with 𝑅𝑅2 = 0.92:
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𝐸𝐸 = 25.34 𝑒𝑒 −0.6418𝑥𝑥

(4.1)

where E is the modulus of elasticity in kPa and x is the silicone thinner ratio (i.e., 𝑥𝑥 = 8 for a 1:1:8

mixture). An exponential function was chosen because of the high 𝑅𝑅2 value and accuracy at high
thinner ratios when compared to quadratic and linear functions.

Figure 4.4: Best fit lines used for determining the thinner ratio. Fit 1 excluded 1:1:0 data, Fit 2
included 1:1:0 data. Equation 4.1 corresponds to the Fit 2 curve.
Modulus values for the different models are listed in Table 4.3. Equation (4.1) helped
determine the appropriate ratios of silicone thinner to use for the different layers of computational
models A and B. Because of reduced sensitivity of modulus to thinner quantity at higher thinner
ratios, the results were discretized by rounding the thinner ratio value to the nearest 0.5 to allow
for easier measurements and fabrication. With a modulus of elasticity for model A of 645 Pa and
524 Pa for the cover and ligament layers, respectively, identical ratios of 1:1:6 were thus used for
these layers. For model B the modulus of elasticity was 1104 kPa and 703 kPa for the cover and
ligament layers, respectively, which equated to ratios of 1:1:5 and 1:1:5.5.
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By discretizing the thinner ratios, the cover and ligament layers’ moduli were made equal
for model A. The original difference between the thinner ratios was less than 0.3 parts thinner.
Because the modulus of the ligament layer was like that of the cover layer, they were combined
for ease of fabrication. Because of these adjustments, computational models with the modulus
values matching the synthetic model materials were adjusted and rerun to verify that model outputs
were comparable to the previous model values. The new models’ modulus of elasticity and ratios
are in Table 4.3. The results discussed in the following sections are from the adjusted simulations.

Table 4.3: Original and adjusted modulus values and cover and ligament thinner ratios for the
two selected computational models. The mixing ratios are included where the body layer
used Dragon Skin (Smooth-On, Inc.) and the remaining layers were Ecoflex 00-30.

Body Elasticity (Pa)
Cover Elasticity (Pa)
Ligament Elasticity (Pa)
Epithelium Elasticity (Pa)

4.2.4

Model A
Original
Adjusted
50,000
50,000
(1:1:1 DS)
(1:1:1 DS)
645
524
(1:1:5.7)
(1:1:6)
524
524
(1:1:6.0)
(1:1:6)
60,000
60,000
(1:1:1)
(1:1:1)

Model B
Original
Adjusted
50,000
50,000
(1:1:1 DS)
(1:1:1 DS)
1,104
1,102
(1:1:4.9)
(1:1:5)
703
743
(1:1:5.6)
(1:1:5.5)
60,000
60,000
(1:1:1)
(1:1:1)

Fabrication Process
Using the geometry and material properties selected and defined as summarized above,

synthetic VF models were created following the general procedure developed by Murray et al. [62]
and as illustrated in Figure 4.5. First, STL files of the layers were exported from ADINA and
assembled in SolidWorks. Positives were printed from the STL files using an Anycubic Photon
SLA 3D printer (Anycubic, China) with a layer resolution of 100 𝜇𝜇m. The positives were then

cleaned, post-cured in a UV bed (MelodySusie DR-301C) and measured using calipers to verify

dimensions. Second, molds of each layer were created by adhering the positives to the bottom of
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a box (4.5 cm x 5.5 cm x 2 cm) using vacuum grease and coating the parts with Polytek Pol-Ease
2300 release agent (Polytek Development Corp, Easton, PA). SmoothSil 935 rubber (Smooth-On,
Inc.) was then mixed following the manufacturer’s instructions and poured over the parts. After
curing, the positives were removed, and the molds were inspected for bubbles or imperfections.

Figure 4.5: Fabrication process for casting silicone VF models with three cast layers and an
epithelium layer. First, positives of the body, ligament, and cover layers were 3D printed. Second,
negatives of the body, ligament, and cover layers were cast. Third, the body layer was cast, cured,
and removed from the mold. The ligament layer was then poured, and the cured body layer was
placed on top while the ligament layer cured to the body layer. This was continued until the cover
layer was removed, after which the epithelium was poured on top and cured, which resulted in the
final synthetic model.
Mounts used for holding the models were cast using Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning, Midland,
MI), a transparent silicone that can be used with high temperatures. The mounts were unique to
this research and used to create the taper in the anterior-posterior direction by casting the silicone
layers directly onto the mount (Figure 4.6). The mount transparency allowed appropriate model
illumination for high-speed camera tests. The ability to withstand high temperatures without
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deforming is important, as silicones with high thinner ratios typically need to be baked to reduce
curing times to reasonable durations.
Third, after the mounts cured, they were demolded, and the body layer was created by
pouring Dragon Skin 1:1:1 (Smooth-On Inc.) in the body layer mold, placing the mount in the
mold with the silicone, and heating in an oven at 250°F for five minutes. After the mold had cooled,
the layer (and mount to which it had adhered) was demolded and inspected for deformities and
bubbles. If the model was free of visual imperfections, Ecoflex 00-30 at the required ratio for the
ligament layer was poured into the ligament mold and the body layer was inserted into the mold.
The layer was then heated at 350°F for one hour and allowed to cool. This process was repeated
one more time, for the cover layer. Fourth, after casting the cover layer, a thin layer of Ecoflex
1:1:1 was poured over the models to simulate the epithelium, resulting in a multi-layered tapered
model (Figure 4.5).
This method added the mount into the casting process. One benefit of casting directly onto
the mount was that doing so removed the need to glue the models to a mount. Gluing the models
(as was the previous practice) added a layer of silicone glue on the anterior, posterior, and lateral
faces and could affect the vibrations. Also fitting the model into a fixed opening in the mount could
require making alterations to the geometry by either compressing or stretching the model,
consequently adding a pre-strain to the model. Finally, using Sylgard 184 mounts without glue
allowed for optically clearer models and mounts which was advantageous for illumination during
subsequent high-speed imaging tests (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Progression of a model being cast on the mount and fixed to an acrylic plate for testing.
A depicts a mount before layers have been cast. B through D depict the body, ligament, and cover
layers, respectively, being cast on the model (layers shown as blue). E is the final cast VF model
mounted on an acrylic plate for testing. Drawings found in Appendix D.
4.2.5

Measurement Setup
Synthetic VF models with mounts were adhered to an acrylic plate and attached to a flow

supply for testing (Figure 4.7). As described below, four different measurements were used to
evaluate the synthetic models: subglottal pressure, high speed video, acoustics, and material
properties. Experiments were conducted in a custom sound booth measuring approximately 2 m
wide, 2 m long, and 3 m high.

Figure 4.7: Setup of the measurement system. The plenum is not visible in B.
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Subglottal pressure was measured using a 6CF6G Honeywell pressure transducer
(Honeywell, Charlotte, NC) located approximately 2.5 cm upstream of the models. The signal was
sampled at 25 kHz using LabVIEW and a NI 9234 dynamic signal acquisition module (National
Instruments, Austin, TX). The output was smoothed using a 100-point moving average and
displayed every second through a LabVIEW interface. The pressure was gradually increased until
the VF models began to vibrate (i.e., until reaching onset pressure). This was repeated five times.
After obtaining the average onset pressure for each set of models, the highest average was selected
(1.43 kPa; see Table 4.4) and increased by 20% to 1.72 kPa. This latter pressure was used for the
following measurements to ensure all tests were conducted at the same pressure (measurement
uncertainty for this and other measurements can be found in Appendix C).

Table 4.4: Onset pressures for three sets of models.
Models are further described in Section 4.3.1.
Model
A1
A2
B

Average Onset Pressure (kPa)
1.40
1.23
1.43

An Edgertronic high-speed camera (Sanstreak Corp, San Jose, CA) was used to record
high-speed video (3600 fps, 512 x 496 resolution) of model vibration. The recording was then
imported into a custom MATLAB code (see Appendix B.1) that calculated the glottal area based
on pixel luminance values. If a pixel was below a certain threshold (i.e., dark) the code considered
that pixel location to be in the open glottis and converted the pixel size to mm2. The converted
pixels were then summed to calculate the glottal area. The frequency and CQ were calculated using
the resulting glottal area waveform.
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Two PCB 426E01 microphones (Piezotronics, Depew, NY) recorded each model’s
radiated acoustic output. The microphones were calibrated at 100 Hz and 114 dB prior to each
experiment using a G.R.A.S. 42AG calibrator (GRAS Sound and Vibration, Holte, DK). Acoustic
measurements were then made using Acoustics Field Recorder, BYU’s physics department custom
software and a NI 9239 24-bit simultaneous voltage input module. Measurements were recorded
at 51200 Hz for 10 s. The recordings were then imported into MATLAB and the SPL was
determined (see Appendix B.2).
During the fabrication process material from each layer was poured into dog-bone-shaped
molds, cured, and tested on the Instron 3342 using the same process outlined in Section 4.2.1. The
results were recorded and used to compare the moduli of elasticity of the synthetic and
computational models.

4.2.6

Reevaluation of Computational Models
Discrepancies existed between the expected computational and the actual experimental

modulus values, requiring a computational rerun to properly compare and evaluate the overall
approach. The measured modulus of elasticity values were used in computational models
containing the corresponding original model geometry. These newly calculated models were used
to determine what computational values would have resulted had the experimental values been
used. These computational rerun results are presented and discussed in Section 4.3.5.

Results and Discussion
4.3.1

Model Fabrication
Four-layer synthetic VF models were successfully fabricated for testing. Twelve of each

model set were fabricated, of which two sets of model A and one set of model B were successfully
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fabricated. These models and measurements are denoted throughout this section as models A1,
A2, and B.
Only a select few models were successfully fabricated and properly tested because of
difficulties in demolding the models and having layers properly adhere to one another. One
challenge unique to this study was having designated left and right VF models. In past experiments
models were left-right symmetric, enabling easier production of multiple models without concern
for whether they were for the left or right side. Any two models could be paired. In the present
study, by creating separate left and right VF models, if either of the models were defective, both
had to be discarded.

4.3.2

High-speed Imaging
High-speed imaging helped visualize and quantify how the models moved while vibrating.

Figure 4.8 shows the vibration patterns of all three models over one vibration cycle. Glottal area
waveforms are shown in Figure 4.9. Model A1 and B never fully closed, but A2 did. Computational
model A was predicted to have a larger CQ than model B. Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show model
A1 approached closure more closely than model B. Model A2 did close with a CQ of 0.37 and was
within 19% of the expected value of 0.458.
As shown in Figure 4.9, models A1 and A2 had similar glottal area ranges, whereas model
B had a larger glottal area range. Model A1 had a glottal area range of 5.9 mm2 (2.8 to 8.7 mm2).
Similarly, model A2 had a glottal area range of 4.0 mm2 (0 to 4.0 mm2). Model B had a glottal
area range of 13.4 mm2 (7.2 to 20.6 mm2) which was more than double the range for either model
A1 or A2. The differences between models A1 and A2 show glottal width and CQ for synthetic
models is not very repeatable, but, as a group, their areas are much smaller than for model B, as
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Figure 4.8: High-speed images of each synthetic VF model over one vibration cycle. All images
were acquired as the models vibrated at a subglottal pressure of 1.72 kPa. The time between frames
is 0.0005 s for models A1 and A2, and 0.00083 s for model B.
would be expected. Model B was found to be asymmetric during vibration, which may have
resulted from geometric errors caused during fabrication or mounting. Though great care was taken
to produce accurate models, some deformities occurred during vibration that were not evident in
the static models.
Factors that could have contributed to the models’ repeatability and abilities to close
include alignment and geometry. Though special care was taken to make sure that the models were
aligned properly and level before being vibrated, the synthetic models could have had errors that
remained unseen in the static models affecting the vibration. One example is shown in Figure 4.8,
where the left VF of model B can be seen with an abnormality. Though this was not evident in the
static model, as vibration commenced, the asymmetry became apparent. Further, as shown in
Chapter 3, the geometry of the model is highly correlated with the CQ, meaning a change in
geometry could have affected the CQ. The geometry was assumed to be the same between
synthetic and computational models, although some changes likely occurred when the models were
being created due to small potential misalignments during the casting process.
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Figure 4.9: Glottal area vs. time waveforms obtained from high-speed images for models A1 (top),
A2 (middle), and B (bottom). Note the vertical axes scaling differences. For example, the model
B maximum area was several times larger than for models A1 and A2. Also note that the minimum
area was much larger for B than A1.
The frequency of computational model A was 171.2 Hz, which was 2.4 Hz higher than the
experimental value of 168.8 Hz for synthetic model A1. Synthetic model A2 was 51.8 Hz higher
than computational model A, with an experimental value of 223.0 Hz. The computational Model
B frequency was 113.6 Hz, which was 7.3 Hz higher than the experimental value of 106.3 Hz.
These frequency discrepancies ranged from 1% to 31% (Table 4.5). These errors may have
stemmed from inconsistencies in mixing the silicone and the resulting modulus of elasticity (i.e.,
the experimental modulus did not match the computational modulus) in addition to potential
misalignments. Further errors may have stemmed from assumptions made when developing the
low fidelity UDF model. The errors are further addressed in Section 4.3.5.
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Table 4.5: Comparison between the expected (computational) and actual
(experimental) objective values for each of the synthetic models.
Frequency (Hz)

4.3.3

CQ

Expected

Actual

Error

Expected

Actual

Error

Model A1

171.2

168.8

1%

0.458

0.000

-

Model A2

171.2

225.0

31%

0.458

0.371

19%

Model B

113.6

106.3

6%

0.146

0.000

-

Radiated Acoustics
Sound pressure levels for the three VF models are plotted in Figure 4.10. The MFDR from

computational model B was 0.265 m3/s/s whereas that for model A was 0.0787 m3/s/s. It has been
previously shown that a higher MFDR is correlated with a higher SPL [58], and this can be
observed in Figure 4.10. Synthetic model B had a maximum SPL of 67.5 dB whereas that for
model A1 was 63.6 dB and for A2 was 62.3 dB. These ranges are consistent with research
performed by Sapienza et al. [58] in which it was calculated that a difference of 0.215 m3/s/s in
MFDR in adult males corresponded to a difference of 6.2 dB in SPL. Having similar differences
between MFDR and SPL levels is encouraging for MFDR of computational models to be used to
predict relative differences in the SPL of different synthetic models, although future focused
research to further explore this is needed.

4.3.4

Elasticity Tests
As expected, differences were found between the modulus of elasticity values for the

computational and synthetic models (see Table 4.6). Model A1 had lower moduli of elasticity for
all four layers. The differences of the measured from the expected values were 3,155 Pa (body),
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Figure 4.10: SPL spectra for the three synthetic models.
25 Pa (ligament and cover), and 50,875 Pa (epithelium). The model A2 experimental moduli of
elasticity values were higher by 4,058 Pa (body) and 275 Pa (ligament and cover) and lower by
46,181 Pa (epithelium). Finally, the model B body layer modulus was higher by 3,546 Pa and the
remaining layers were lower than expected by 156 Pa (ligament), 429 Pa (cover), and 46,419 Pa
(epithelium).

Table 4.6: Modulus of elasticity values (Pa) for the computational models and their synthetic
counterparts. The values for models A1, A2, and B are from tensile tests.
Model A
Computational
Model
Model Values
A1
Body Elasticity
50,000
46,945
Ligament Elasticity
524
499
Cover Elasticity
524
499
Epithelium Elasticity
60,000
9,125
Layer

Model
A2
54,058
800
800
13,819

Model B
Computational Model
Model Values
B
50,000
53,546
703
547
1104
675
60,000
13,581

The large difference in the epithelium stiffness was intentional because of the inability to
pour a thin, even layer for the epithelium. Past synthetic VF models had a smaller medial edge
thickness, allowing the epithelium layer, when poured, to coat the entire model. With the models
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used in this research (specifically model A) the medial edge was thick. This thick edge led to a
large flat portion of the VF model where silicone could accumulate and cure unevenly. To prevent
adverse effects of such thick and uneven curing, a higher silicone thinner ratio was used along with
rotating the models to prevent pooling. Future research could look into ways of producing a thinner
and more uniform epithelium layer.
As show in Figure 3.10 as the ligament elasticity was increased, the frequency increased.
This may explain why, with a higher modulus of elasticity, model A2 had a frequency value higher
than expected by 51.8 Hz. Both models A1 and B had lower measured modulus of elasticity values
than their computational counterparts, and consequently frequency values were lower than
calculated by the computational models by 2.4 Hz and 7.3 Hz respectively. Similarly, as the
elasticity increased the MFDR decreased, which could explain why the SPL of model A2 was
lower by 1.28 dB than the SPL for A1.

4.3.5

Computational Rerun Results
As explained in Section 4.2.6, the modulus of elasticity for each layer for each case (A1,

A2, and B) was input into a 3D UDF computational model and the models were rerun to compare
the computational results with the synthetic model results. It was anticipated that by rerunning the
models, error from the differences in the modulus of elasticity could be minimized. The results are
summarized in Table 4.7.
For model A1, the original computation modulus of elasticity for the epithelium layer was
60,000 Pa. As mentioned before, the modulus of this layer for the synthetic models was
intentionally reduced due to the difficulty of pouring a thin, even layer of silicone for the final
layer. The resultant modulus of elasticity for this layer of the synthetic model was 9,125 Pa.
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Table 4.7: Input modulus of elasticity values (first four rows), and output (bottom three rows) objective values for the computational
models, synthetic models, and the computational reruns of the synthetic models.

Design
Variable
Epithelium
Elasticity
Cover
Elasticity
Ligament
Elasticity
Body
Elasticity
Frequency
(Hz)
CQ
MFDR
(m3/s/s)
SPL (dB)

Selected
Model
Values
60,000
524
(1:1:6)
524
(1:1:6)
50,000

Model A1
Synthetic
Model
Values
9,125

Model A
Rerun
Model
Values
60,000

Model A2
Synthetic
Rerun
Model
Model
Values
Values
13,819
60,000

499

499

800

800

499

499

800

800

46,945

46,945

54,058

171.2

168.8

131.0

0.458
0.0787

0
-

-

63.62

Selected
Model
Values
60,000

Model B
Model B
Synthetic
Model
Values
13,581

Rerun
Model
Values
60,000

675

675

547

547

54,058

1104
(1:1:5)
703
(1:1:5.5)
50,000

53,546

53,546

223.0

189.0

113.6

106.3

105.9

0.421
0.126

0.370
-

0.283
0.0447

0.146
0.265

0
-

0.118
0.272

-

62.34

-

-

67.48

-
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Because this modulus was exceedingly low, however, when used in a preliminary computational
model rerun, the fluid mesh failed due to overlapping elements. To create stable computational
models that vibrated, the epithelium modulus of elasticity for the computational rerun was returned
to 60,000 Pa. It is expected that this compensated for thickness differences in the epithelium layer
between experimental and computational models.
The cover and ligament layer elasticity values for computational model A were both
originally 524 Pa. The synthetic models had a slightly lower modulus (499 Pa) which was used for
the computational rerun. The original body layer elasticity of computational model A was set to
50,000 Pa; however, the experimental modulus of elasticity of 46,945 Pa was used in the
computational rerun of model A1. After rerunning the computational model with the experimental
modulus of elasticity values, computational model A1 frequency reduced to 137.0 Hz, which was
31.8 Hz lower than the experimental value. The CQ values reduced from 0.458 (original) to 0.421
(rerun), both of which were larger than in the experiment (synthetic model A1 did not close).
Finally, the MFDR values increased from 0.0787 m3/s/s (original) to 0.126 m3/s/s (rerun).
For model A2, the original computational modulus of elasticity for each layer was 60,000
Pa (epithelium), 524 Pa (cover and ligament), and 50,000 Pa (body). Experimental values of
13,819 Pa (epithelium), 800 Pa (cover and ligament), and 54,058 Pa (body) were used in the rerun.
After rerunning the computational model with the experimental modulus of elasticity values, the
computational model frequency reduced to 189.0 Hz, which was 34.0 Hz lower than the expected
value. The CQ values for the original computational model was calculated to be 0.441. The
experimental value was lower than the original (0.370) but higher than the computational rerun
(0.283). Finally, the MFDR values decreased from 0.0787 m3/s/s (original) to 0.0447 m3/s/s
(rerun).
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For model B, the original computational modulus of elasticity for each layer was 60,000
Pa (epithelium), 1,104 Pa (cover), 703 Pa (ligament), and 50,000 Pa (body). Experimental values
of 13,581 (epithelium), 675 Pa (cover), 547 Pa (ligament), and 53,546 Pa (body) were used in the
rerun of the computational models. The rerun computational model value was 105.9 Hz, which
was 0.4 Hz lower than the experimental value of 106.3 Hz. Similar to model A1, synthetic model
B did not close, although the predicted CQ decreased from 0.146 (original) to 0.118 (rerun).
Finally, the MFDR values increased from 0.265 m3/s/s (original) to 0.276 m3/s/s (rerun).

4.3.6

Computational Rerun Trends
Between synthetic models A1 and A2 the difference in frequencies was 54.2 Hz. This

compares favorably to a difference in frequency between computational rerun models A1 and A2
of 52.0 Hz. Between models A1 and B the differences in frequencies were 62.5 Hz (synthetic) and
31.1 Hz (computational), where A1 was higher than B in both cases. Finally, between models A2
and B the differences in frequencies were 116.7 Hz (synthetic) and 83.1 Hz (computational), where
A2 was higher than B, as expected. With the synthetic models A1, A2, and B matching the
computational model trends it can be concluded that low fidelity 3D computational models in a
genetic-based algorithm can be used to determine experimental model frequency trends, though
exact differences were not predicted between models.
The difference in SPL between models A1 and A2 was 1.28 dB with model A1 being higher
and A2. The rerun of model A1 similarly had a higher MFDR than model A2 by 0.080 m3/s/s.
Model B in both cases (synthetic and computational rerun) had higher values than both model A1
and A2. This trend adds some confidence that the MFDR can be used to predict relative SPL levels
of synthetic VF models.
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Conclusion
It is shown that the genetic algorithm-based optimization approach in Chapter 3 was able
to predict major differences in corresponding synthetic models. As predicted by the computational
models, the frequencies of synthetic models A1 and A2 were higher than the frequency of synthetic
model B and the SPL was lower for synthetic models A1 and A2 than synthetic model B.
The goal of using the optimization approach was to create synthetic models that are within
the physiological range of humans with predictable trends in frequency, CQ, and SPL. Though the
synthetic models did not close for models A1 and B, the minimum glottal area was smaller for
models in which CQ was expected to be higher. Synthetic model A2 did close and was within 19%
of the predicted value. These inconsistencies highlight difficulties in creating synthetic models that
precisely match simulation parameters. Further research should be performed to identify methods
for reliably predicting modulus of elasticity for synthetic models and producing synthetic models
with more predictable CQ values. Overall, trends shown in the computational models were
replicated in the synthetic models for both frequency and SPL, though further research on the
relationship of MFDR and SPL should be investigated.
Being able to create models within a specific range can be beneficial, especially as research
includes broader populations (e.g., females and children). Synthetic models are promising, but still
somewhat limited, in their abilities to precisely replicate computational counterparts. As
fabrication methods improve and more accurate modulus of elasticity and geometry measures are
obtained, it is expected that the responses of computational and synthetic models will become more
similar and predictability of synthetic model response will thus improve.
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5

CONCLUSION

Motivation
The purpose of this research was to evaluate the approach of using a genetic algorithm to
design synthetic VF models for use in voice research applications. This work was performed in
three stages. First, a low-fidelity computational model of VF flow-induced vibration was
developed that required relatively short computation times. Second, a genetic algorithm that
utilized this model was used to alter the geometric and elastic properties in hundreds of models to
understand their effects on frequency, CQ, and MFDR. Third, synthetic models were fabricated
and tested to evaluate if measured frequency, CQ, and SPL data were consistent with predictions
made by the optimization algorithm. Results from this thesis demonstrate that the genetic
algorithm approach is suitable for predicting trends that result from altering the input quantities,
although with some noted challenges and limitations. Summaries of results for each of the above
three stages, along with suggestions for future work, are outlined below.

Computationally Cost-Effective 3D Vocal Fold Models (Chapter 2)
Four different models were developed and evaluated, two 2D and two 3D, of which one
2D and one 3D model contained meshed fluid domains and the others utilized a UDF. All four
models had identical coronal plane geometry and modulus of elasticity values for each layer.
Complexity and computational cost of VF models were reduced to run and evaluate
hundreds of 3D computational VF models. Reduction in computation time was implemented by
assuming symmetry about the sagittal plane and implementing a UDF which replaced the meshed
fluid domain. Using the UDF successfully reduced computation times by 86% for 2D models and
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74% for 3D models. Results between models with meshed fluid domains and models with UDFs
differed by less than 3% (2D) and 7% (3D). The results from this chapter demonstrated that
computation times for computational VF models could be significantly reduced with acceptable
effects in terms of output frequency and CQ, thereby facilitating running of multiple models to
investigate effects of parametric alterations.

Suggested Future Work
The purpose of this research was to maintain a low-fidelity model; however, noting that
computation times could be reduced by 74% by removing the meshed fluid domain, those
computational resources could be reused to increase mesh resolution in solid domains. Future
research could explore the effects of a UDF on higher-fidelity solid-domain VF models.

Creation and Optimization of a 3D Vocal Fold Model (Chapter 3)
A genetic algorithm was used to study the effects of altering geometry and layer elasticity
on the frequency, CQ, and MFDR of a 3D computational VF model created using the UDF
described in Chapter 2. Ten generations were simulated with 50 models in each generation. The
genetic algorithm successfully resulted in models that yielded outputs within the defined ranges of
frequency and CQ while maximizing MFDR.
The resulting models enabled exploration of trends between the objectives as well as trends
between the design variables and objectives. Model results for frequency and CQ followed a
similar pattern as established by Taylor [32] where the models did not close at frequencies lower
than 100 Hz. An inverse relationship between CQ and MFDR was shown to exist – even though
both have been previously shown to improve the SPL – suggesting that an optimal relationship
between the two objectives may exist and could be investigated.
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The research described in this chapter successfully used a genetic algorithm and lowfidelity VF model to explore hundreds of VF designs. Further, the significant amount of variability
within VF models’ predicted outputs was demonstrated, emphasizing the benefit of using a
structured model exploration method (i.e., optimization) to create models with desirable
characteristics. This approach could be used to explore new VF design spaces and create viable
models for future research.

Suggested Future Work
Alterations could be made to parameters or objectives for studies with specific outcomes.
For example, for researchers to study a female voice in a higher frequency range, the optimization
objectives could be used to design corresponding synthetic VF models. Further, as new fabrication
methods are created and used for synthetic VF models, different materials or geometries may
emerge. Adapting VF model geometry and material properties, while retaining realistic outputs,
could increase utility of these new methods.
Different optimization methods could be explored. Genetic optimization is robust but can
be slow to explore design spaces. Future work could use more advanced multi-objective
optimization techniques (e.g., weighted-sum, epsilon-constraint, normal boundary intersection,
etc.) Initial model parameters were randomly assigned and a more systematic method such as Latin
Hypercube design could be used to more fully explore the design space. Finally, uncertainty could
be explored and included through probability density functions (optimization under uncertainty)
to create more robust objective solutions with uncertainty.
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Validation of Optimized Vocal Fold Models (Chapter 4)
Two synthetic models were selected and fabricated to determine whether their responses
would be consistent with predictions of models produced by the genetic algorithm. Models were
selected near the extremes of the design space. A new casting process was developed to add a taper
on the lateral face and create optically clearer models for illumination and testing.
Initial quantitative results ranged from 1% to 31% error for frequency and CQ while trends
for synthetic model SPL followed the predicted trend of computational model MFDR. After
incorporating measured modulus of elasticity values, computational models were reevaluated, and
the trends in frequency between models A1, A2, and B remained the same. CQ trend for model
A2 remained the same while models A1 and B did not close. Similarly, the relationships between
MFDR and SPL remained unchanged, demonstrating that MFDR can be used to evaluate the SPL
of synthetic VF models.
The results of this chapter reaffirmed the amount of uncertainty and variability that exists
when comparing computational and synthetic models. Tests performed on the synthetic VF models
showed values that were different from computational model predictions; however, trends between
variables were generally consistently observed, creating optimism for using the present
optimization method to design synthetic VF models with specifically-desired characteristics.

Suggested Future Work
Non-trivial error and variability between computational and synthetic models exist. Further
research efforts should be made to improve fabrication precision and reliability of synthetic models
to reduce variability of geometry and modulus of elasticity values. Variability could also be
accounted for in the optimization algorithm using optimization under uncertainty; however, more
measurements of modulus of elasticity would be necessary to develop an adequate probability
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density function. Difficulties in generating synthetic models with nonzero CQ was evident, and
future work is needed to identify physical principles that govern CQ for improved synthetic model
design.
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APPENDIX A. OPTIMIZATION CODE: OUTLINE AND DESCRIPTIONS

1. Run.sh acted as the governing bash code on the supercomputer. The bash code
directed execution of all the following codes, thereby automating the whole process.
2. The first MATLAB code, Initialization.m, created 50 inputs files for ADINA which
contained random variable values within the ranges stated in Table 3.1. These
variable ranges were read in and generated from a centralized code, parameters.m,
which contained parameter values that were called by all the MATLAB codes.
3. Adina.sh generated the computational models in ADINA.
a. The input files generated in step 2 were loaded into ADINA along with
Parameters.in to create all the variables used in inputs1-*.in, resulting in the
geometry of the VF (where * represents the model number one through 50).
b. The geometry, input file, and Parameters.in were then all loaded into inputs2*.in where the USL was added, and computations performed.
4. Copy.sh was used to organize the necessary result files from ADINA (.por, _, and _)
to the same folder where the genetic algorithm was located.
5. The code genetic.sh was used to analyze the outputs from the CFD models and
genetically optimize the outputs.
a. analyze.m took the output files from ADINA and calculated the frequency,
CQ, and the flow rate.
b. go_genetic.m calculated the MFDR from the flow rate and took the values of
the frequency and CQ and calculated the computational models fitness. The
models were then optimized and 50 new inputs1-*.in and inputs2-*.in were
created as children.
6. Steps 3 through 5 were then repeated until a total of 10 generations had been
calculated.
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A.1.1 Run.sh
The batch code Run.sh is submitted to the supercomputer and then automates the submission of
all the models and commands to the super computer. Run.sh creates arrays of adina.sh and
creates dependencies for the genetic and administrative codes to run in the proper order.
Run.sh
#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
tasks)
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH

--time=00:05:00
# walltime
--cpus-per-task=1 --ntasks=1

# number of processor cores (i.e.

--nodes=1
# number of nodes
--mem-per-cpu=500M
# memory per CPU core
--mail-user=vaterlaus.austin@byu.edu
# email address
--mail-type=BEGIN
--mail-type=FAIL
-J 3D_run

export OMP_NUM_THREADS=$SLURM_CPUS_ON_NODE
module load matlab/r2017b
###########################################################
###
INPUTS
###
###########################################################
pwd
module list
# Matlab files
START='Initialization'
###########################################################
###
WORKFLOW
###
###########################################################
# Transfer Files to appropriate locations
cp go_genetic.m Results/go_genetic.m
cp DataFile.plo Results/DataFile.plo
cp s_3D.plo Results/s_3D.plo
cp analyze.m Results/analyze.m
cp TourneySel.m Results/TourneySel.m
cp Parameters.m Results/Parameters.m
cp AvgFlowRate.m Results/AvgFlowRate.m
cp simpleFFT.m Results/simpleFFT.m
# Initializes the first generation
matlab -nodisplay -nojvm -nosplash -r $START
adina_id=$(sbatch --parsable --array=1-50 adina.sh)
Move_files=$(sbatch --parsable --dependency=afterany:$adina_id --array=1-50
Copy.sh)
genetic_id=$(sbatch --parsable --dependency=afterany:$Move_files genetic.sh)
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# ADINA run of the first generation
DEPENDENCY="--dependency=afterany:$genetic_id"
for i in {1..9}; do
daughter_id=$(sbatch --parsable --array=1-50 $DEPENDENCY adina.sh)
Move_files2=$(sbatch --parsable --array=1-50 -dependency=afterany:$daughter_id Copy.sh)
daughter_genetic_id=$(sbatch --parsable -dependency=afterany:$Move_files2 genetic.sh)
DEPENDENCY="--dependency=afterany:$daughter_genetic_id"
done
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A.2.1 Initialization.m
Initialization.m is the matlab code that creates all of the first generations variables as well as the
input files inputs1-*.in and inputs2-*.in (used to create models). It also cleans up the calculation
space by deleting older files that are no longer necessary.
Initialization.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Initialization.m
% Program to optimize VF setup for optimal closure and frequency
%
% Based on original code made by CJ and Michael
%
% Update Log:
% 08/20/2018 - initial creation by Austin Vaterlaus
% 08/29/2018 - Code set working, clean-up (ACV)
% 03/20/2019 - Updates for upcoming research (ACV)
% 04/01/2019 - Clean up and add info for tapered (ACV)
% 08/27/2019 - removes old files (ACV)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Initialization
clear all
close all
clc
gennum = 1;
dlmwrite('generation.csv', gennum);
Parameters
%% Randomize variables for models
% variables = [Cover_E, Ligament_E, Lig_thick, PointB_Change,
Cover_Thickness,taper]
for j = 1:n_parents
for i = 1:n_vars
% Randomizes variables based on defined upper and lower bounds
rng('shuffle')
xstart(j,i) = x_lb(i) + (x_ub(i) - x_lb(i) ) * rand(1,1);
end

end

% check and change if geometry physically impossible
while .00005+xstart(j,5)+xstart(j,3)*(1-xstart(j,6)) >= .0042255
xstart(j,5) = x_lb(5) + (x_ub(5) - x_lb(5) ) * rand(1,1);
end

% write all variables in .csv for recolection/analysis
dlmwrite('variables.csv', xstart, '-append');
%% Create all the information to be read in ADINA
% Creates inputs'1..50'.in
for Iter = 1:n_parents
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y = xstart(Iter,1:n_vars);

%
%
%

% Delete old files. If it doesn't exist, a message
if Iter == 1
system('rm Results.csv');
system('rm inputs1-*');
system('rm inputs2-*');
system('rm slurm-*');
end
% This section is for creating the parameters that the Adina files use
% Code forTapered_1.in
File = fopen(['inputs1-' num2str(Iter) '.in'],'w');
str1 = ['PARAMETER Ec1 ''' num2str(y(1)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER El1 ''' num2str(y(2)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER ElTHICK ''' num2str(y(3)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER CHANGEm ''' num2str(y(4)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER Thickness ''' num2str(y(5)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER TAPERCENT ''' num2str(y(6)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER number ''' num2str(Iter) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['READ parameters.in'];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['READ Tapered_1.in'];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
fclose(File);
% Inputs for Tapered_2.in
File = fopen(['inputs2-' num2str(Iter) '.in'],'w');
str1 = ['PARAMETER Ec1 ''' num2str(y(1)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER El1 ''' num2str(y(2)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER ElTHICK ''' num2str(y(3)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER CHANGEm ''' num2str(y(4)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER Thickness ''' num2str(y(5)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER TAPERCENT ''' num2str(y(6)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER number ''' num2str(Iter) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['READ parameters.in'];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['READ Tapered_2.in'];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
fclose(File);

end
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A.2.2 Parameters.m
Parameters.m is MATLAB code that is used to centralize all the main parameters making it easy
to alter key points between all levels of the code. All other MATLAB code calls in Parameters.in
to have consistent variables and functions.
Parameter.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Parameters.m
%
% Define parameters for use in all codes. Centralizes code
%
% Update Log:
% 3/20/2019 - Update for practice tests ACV
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Set number General Optimization Parameters
n_parents = 50;
n_vars = 6;
n_gens = 10;
crossover_rate = 0.4;
mutation_rate = 0.08;
tourney_size = 4; % this changes to 2 after gen 2, see go_genetic.m
xstart = zeros(n_parents, n_vars+4);
%% Set lower and upper bounds for your different variables
% Current Values are [Cover Elasticity, Ligament Elasticity, ...
% Ligament Thickness, Medial Length Change, Cover Thickness,
% Percent Taper]
LowerBound = [400, 400, 0.0005, -0.004, 0.0005, .1];
UpperBound = [1500, 2000, 0.003, 0.001, 0.002, .4];
x_lb = LowerBound;
x_ub = UpperBound;
generation = csvread('generation.csv');
% Iteration_num = csvread('Iteration_num.csv');
% Sampling Rate (analyze.m)
% Where does time 0.05 start in the txt file
startindex = 61;
% Contact line location
closed = .008425;
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A.3.1 Adina.sh
The batch code Adina.sh is an array slurm command that runs after a dependency is fulfilled.
The code is used to organize the execution of the 50 adina models and includes the user-supplied
code (USL.f), inputs (inputs*.in), parameters (Parameters.in), code for organizing the nodes
(node_extract.m), and the adina input code for the geometry of the model (Tapered.in). The
completion of Adina.sh are 50 unique vocal fold models and all the necessary files for analysis.
Adina.sh
#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH

--time=30:00:00
# walltime
--ntasks=12
# number of processor cores (i.e. tasks)
--nodes=1
# number of nodes
--mem-per-cpu=500M
# memory per CPU core
--mail-user=vaterlaus.austin@byu.edu
# email address
--mail-type=FAIL
-J Adina.sh

module load adina/9.3
module load intel-compilers/2017
module load matlab/r2017b
module list
###########################################################
###
INPUTS
###
###########################################################
# USL Fortran file
USL='3D_ovl170u.f'
# ADINA library
AD_LIB='/adfsi9.3_avx'
# ADINA batch files
INPUT1='inputs1-'${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}'.in'
INPUT2='inputs2-'${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}'.in'
# Matlab files
Node='node_extract'
###########################################################
###
WORKFLOW
###
###########################################################
# Update library to use the USL
aux1=$(pwd)
cp $USL $aux1$AD_LIB/ovl170u.f
cd $aux1$AD_LIB
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#make
cd $aux1
# Create folders for each individual VF model
ADINA_FOLD_DIR=/Models/adina-${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}
mkdir $aux1$ADINA_FOLD_DIR
cd $aux1$ADINA_FOLD_DIR
# Copy necessary files into directories
cp $aux1/parameters.in parameters.in
cp $aux1/node_extract.m node_extract.m
cp $aux1/order.txt order.txt
cp $aux1/Tapered_1.in Tapered_1.in
cp $aux1/Tapered_2.in Tapered_2.in
# Create the model, reorder the nodes, recreate model, Run
/apps/adina/9.3.1/tools/aui9.3 -tools $aux1 -cmd -s $aux1/$INPUT1 > auis.log
matlab -nodisplay -nosplash -r $Node
/apps/adina/9.3.1/tools/aui9.3 -tools $aux1 -cmd -s $aux1/$INPUT2 > auis2.log
/apps/adina/9.3.1/tools/adina9.3 -t 24 -mm 4gb -lib $aux1$AD_LIB -tmpdir
$aux1$ADINA_TMP_DIR s${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}.dat >
'solver'${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}'.log'
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A.3.2 Parameters.in
List all the parameters and geometry for the creation of the computational models. This file
contains the parameters for the geometry, mesh size, step size, material properties, and the user
supplied load. The file is based on a file originally developed by Scott Thomson.
Parameters.in
*** Inlet pressure boundary condition
PARAMETER Pressure '900'
*** Epithelium modulus
PARAMETER Ee '60000'
*** Cover, ligament, body, epithelium modulus & Poisson ratio values
PARAMETER Eb '50000'
PARAMETER Ec '$Ec1'
PARAMETER El '$El1'
PARAMETER Nue '0.49'
PARAMETER Nuc '0.49'
PARAMETER Nul '0.49'
PARAMETER Nub '0.49'
*** Rayleigh damping constants
PARAMETER ALPHA '19.89432595'
PARAMETER BETA '0.000125323'
*** Curve
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

fit parameters
B '10.5'
Ac '$Ec/($B*EXP($B*0.05))'
Al '$El/($B*EXP($B*0.05))'
Ab '$EB/($B*EXP($B*0.05))'

*** Scale factors
* Grid
PARAMETER GFluid '1'
PARAMETER GSolid '0.5'
* Time
PARAMETER TS '1'
* Convergence
PARAMETER CS '1'
*** Convergence criteria
PARAMETER Conv '0.01/$CS'
*** Sub- and supra-glottal duct lengths
PARAMETER DuctUp '-0.01'
PARAMETER DuctDn '0.1'
PARAMETER TubeLength '0.05 + $DuctUp'
PARAMETER L1 '$DuctUp - $TubeLength'
PARAMETER L2 '$DuctUp + $L1 - 0.25 - 0.048'
*** Time step parameters
PARAMETER MAXTIME '0.1'
PARAMETER dt '0.00005/$TS'
PARAMETER NSteps 'ANINT($MAXTIME/$dt)'
PARAMETER MaxATS '10'
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*** Intermediate calculations for stress-strain curves
PARAMETER EeNeg '-$Ee/10'
PARAMETER EeNeg2 '-$Ee/4'
PARAMETER EeNegS '-$Ee/2'
PARAMETER EePos '$Ee/10'
PARAMETER EePos2 '$Ee/4'
PARAMETER EePosS '$Ee/2'
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

EcNeg '-$Ec/10'
EcNeg2 '-$Ec/4'
EcNegS '-$Ec/2'
EcPos '$Ec/10'
EcPos2 '$Ec/4'
EcPosS '$Ec/2'

PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

ElNeg '-$El/10'
ElNeg2 '-$El/4'
ElNegS '-$El/2'
ElPos '$El/10'
ElPos2 '$El/4'
ElPosS '$El/2'

PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

EbNeg '-$Eb/10'
EbNeg2 '-$Eb/4'
EbNegS '-$Eb/2'
EbPos '$Eb/10'
EbPos2 '$Eb/4'
EbPosS '$Eb/2'

*** Bulk moduli
PARAMETER Kappae '$Ee/(3*(1-2*$Nue))'
PARAMETER Kappac '$Ec/(3*(1-2*$Nuc))'
PARAMETER Kappal '$El/(3*(1-2*$Nul))'
PARAMETER Kappab '$Eb/(3*(1-2*$Nub))'
*PARAMETER Kappac '1E9'
*PARAMETER Kappal '1E9'
*PARAMETER Kappab '1E9'
*** Symmetry line & contact line definitions
PARAMETER zt '0.0084'
PARAMETER dg '0.00005'
PARAMETER zSym '$zt+$dg'
PARAMETER ConPer '.5'
*PARAMETER zContact '$zt+$dg'
PARAMETER zContact '$zt+$dg*$ConPer'
PARAMETER zContacts '-$zContact'
PARAMETER offset '0'
PARAMETER zLower '-0.5+$offset'
PARAMETER zUpper '0.5+$offset'
*** Point location calculations
*PARAMETER CHANGEm '-0.002'
PARAMETER ThickO '0.00084855'
PARAMETER CHCon '0.012'
PARAMETER T '0.003'
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PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

Ro '0.000987'
GAMMA '0*2*3.14159/360'
THETA '40*2*3.14159/360'
Rg '$Ro/(1+sin($GAMMA/2))'
Rl '$T/2'
Q1 '($T-$Ro+($Rl*sin($GAMMA/2)))/cos($GAMMA/2)'
Q2 '-$Rl*sin($GAMMA/2)'
Q3 '$Q1*cos($GAMMA/2)'
Q4 '$Ro'
Q5 '$Rl*sin((3.14159/2)-$THETA)'
EpTHICK '0.00005'
EcTHICK '$Thickness'

* Point A (1)
PARAMETER Ay '0'
PARAMETER Az '0'
* Point F (6)
PARAMETER Fy '0.0107488'
PARAMETER Fz '$Az'
* Point B (2)
PARAMETER By '$Fy-$T-$Q5'
PARAMETER Bz '$Az+(($By-$Ay)/tan($THETA))'
* Point U (21) (upstream radius center)
PARAMETER Uy '$Fy-$T'
PARAMETER Uz '$Bz-$Rl*sin($THETA)'
* Point C (3)
PARAMETER Cy '$Fy-$Q4-$Q3'
PARAMETER Cz '$Uz+$Rl*cos($GAMMA/2)'
* Point D (4)
PARAMETER Dy '$Fy-$Q4'
PARAMETER Dz '$Cz+$Q1*sin($GAMMA/2)'
* Point D.5 (bisect fluid arc)
PARAMETER Dp5y '0.00976183+0.000987*cos(45*2*3.14159/360)'
PARAMETER Dp5z '0.007413+0.000987*sin(45*2*3.14159/360)-$zSym'
PARAMETER Dp5zs '-$Dp5z'
* Point V (22)(downstream radius center)
PARAMETER Ey '$Fy'
PARAMETER Vy '$Ey-$Rg'
PARAMETER Vz '$Dz-$Rg*cos($GAMMA/2)'
* Point E (5)
PARAMETER Ez '$Vz'
* Point B
PARAMETER
* Point C
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point U
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

(2)
By '$Fy-$T-$Q5+$CHANGEm'
(3)
Cy '$Fy-$Q4-$Q3+$CHANGEm'
THETAnew 'atan(($Bz-$Az)/($By-$Ay))'
Rq '($Cy-$By)/(sin($THETAnew))'
(21) (upstream radius center)
Uy '$Cy'
Uz '$Cz - $Rq'
Bz '$Uz+$Rq*cos($THETAnew)'

* Point G (7)
PARAMETER Gy '$Ay+$EpTHICK/cos($THETA)'
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PARAMETER
* Point H
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point I
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point J
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point K
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point L
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point M
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point W
PARAMETER
* Point O
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point P
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point V
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point Q
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point R
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point S
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point N
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
* Point T
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

Gz '$Az'
(8)
Hz '$Bz'
Hy '$By+$EpTHICK'
(9)
Iy '$Uy+sin($GAMMA/2)'
Iz '$Cz-$EpTHICK'
(10)
Jy '$Vy+($Rg-$EpTHICK)*sin($GAMMA/2)'
Jz '$Vz+($Rg-$EpTHICK)*cos($GAMMA/2)'
(11)
Ky '$Ey-$EpTHICK'
Kz '$Ez'
(12)
Ly '$Fy-$EpTHICK'
Lz '$Fz'
(13)
My '$Ay+$EcTHICK/cos($THETA)'
Mz '$Az'
(23) (upstream radius center)
Wz '$Cz-$EcTHICK-($Rl-$ThickO)*cos($GAMMA/2)'
(15)
Oz '$Wz+($Rl-$ThickO)*cos($THETAnew)'
Oy '$My+($By-$Ay)*($Oz-$Mz)/($Bz-$Az)'
Wy '$Oy+($Rl-$ThickO)*sin($THETAnew)'
(16)
Py '$Wy+($Rl-$ThickO)*sin($GAMMA/2)'
Pz '$Cz-$EcTHICK'
(24)(downstream radius center)
Xy '$Fy-$EcTHICK-$Rg+$ThickO'
Xz '$Vz-$EcTHICK+$ThickO'
(17)
Qy '$Xy+($Rg-$ThickO)*sin($GAMMA/2)'
Qz '$Dz - $EcTHICK'
(18)
Ry '$Fy-$EcTHICK'
Rz '$Xz'
(19)
Sy '$Ry'
Sz '$Qz-$ElTHICK'
(14)
Nz '$Sz'
Ny '($Nz-$Mz)*($Oy-$My)/($Oz-$Mz)+$My'
(20)
Ty '$Fy-$EcTHICK'
Tz '$Fz'

*** How many steps to save
PARAMETER NodeStepSkip '2'
PARAMETER ElementStepSkip '399'
*** Solid grid definitions: Cover and epithelium
PARAMETER EMSize '2.527E-05*4/$GSolid'
*** Solid grid definitions: Body
PARAMETER BMSize '$EMSize*2'
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PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

B1E1 'ANINT(100*$GSolid)'
B1E2 'ANINT(12*$GSolid)'
B1E3 'ANINT(20*$GSolid)'
B1E4 'ANINT(16*$GSolid)'
B1E5 'ANINT(72*$GSolid)'
B1E6 'MAX(ANINT(1*$GSolid),1)'
B1E7 '$B1E5'
B1E8 '$B1E4'
B1E9 '$B1E3'
B1E10 '$B1E2'
B1E11 '$B1E1'
B1E12 '$B1E6'

PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

B2E1 '$B1E1'
B2E2 '$B1E2'
B2E3 '$B1E3'
B2E4 '$B1E4'
B2E5 '$B1E5'
B2E6 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'
B2E7 'ANINT(64*$GSolid)'
B2E8 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'
B2E9 'ANINT(4*$GSolid)'
B2E10 'ANINT(20*$GSolid)'
B2E11 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'
B2E12 'ANINT(12*$GSolid)'
B2E13 'ANINT(80*$GSolid)'
B2E14 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'

PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

B3E1
B3E2
B3E3
B3E4
B3E5
B3E6

'$B2E12'
'$B2E11'
'$B2E10'
'$B2E9'
'$B2E8'
'ANINT(36*$GSolid)'

PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

B4E1
B4E2
B4E3
B4E4

'$B2E13'
'$B3E6'
'$B2E7'
'ANINT(44*$GSolid)'

PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

B1E1 'ANINT(50*$GSolid)'
B1E2 'ANINT(6*$GSolid)'
B1E3 'ANINT(20*$GSolid)'
B1E4 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'
B1E5 'ANINT(36*$GSolid)'
B1E6 'MAX(ANINT(1*$GSolid),1)'
B1E7 '$B1E5'
B1E8 '$B1E4'
B1E9 '$B1E3'
B1E10 '$B1E2'
B1E11 '$B1E1'
B1E12 '$B1E6'

PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

B2E1
B2E2
B2E3
B2E4

'$B1E1'
'$B1E2'
'$B1E3'
'$B1E4'
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PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

B2E5 '$B1E5'
B2E6 'ANINT(12*$GSolid)'
B2E7 'ANINT(32*$GSolid)'
B2E8 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'
B2E9 'ANINT(2*$GSolid)'
B2E10 'ANINT(10*$GSolid)'
B2E11 'ANINT(4*$GSolid)'
B2E12 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'
B2E13 'ANINT(40*$GSolid)'
B2E14 'ANINT(12*$GSolid)'

PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

B3E1
B3E2
B3E3
B3E4
B3E5
B3E6

'$B2E12'
'$B2E11'
'$B2E10'
'$B2E9'
'$B2E8'
'ANINT(18*$GSolid)'

PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

B4E1
B4E2
B4E3
B4E4

'$B2E13'
'$B3E6'
'$B2E7'
'ANINT(22*$GSolid)'

PARAMETER ContNod 'ANINT(50*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER NodeStepSkip '16'
PARAMETER ElementStepSkip '16'
***** 3D POINTS
* PARAMETER TAPERCENT '.4'
PARAMETER DEPTH '0.014'
PARAMETER VF_half '$Iz/2'
PARAMETER A2z '$Az/2+$VF_half'
PARAMETER F2z '$Fz/2+$VF_half'
PARAMETER G2z '$Gz/2+$VF_half'
PARAMETER L2z '$Lz/2+$VF_half'
PARAMETER N2z '$TAPERCENT*abs($Rz-$Sz)+$Sz'
PARAMETER M2z '$Mz/2+$VF_half'
PARAMETER S2z '$TAPERCENT*abs($Rz-$Sz)+$Sz'
PARAMETER T2z '$Tz/2+$VF_half'
PARAMETER X2z '$Xz/2+$VF_half'
PARAMETER A2y '($By-$Ay)/($Bz-$Az)*($A2z-$Az)'
PARAMETER G2y '($Hy-$Gy)/($Hz-$Gz)*($G2z-$Gz)+$Gy'
PARAMETER M2y '($Ny-$My)/($Nz-$Mz)*($M2z-$Mz)+$My'
PARAMETER N2y '($Ny-$My)/($Nz-$Mz)*($N2z-$Nz)+$Ny'
*** points for curved lines
* GENERAL
PARAMETER X1 '0'
PARAMETER X2 '$X1+$DEPTH/9'
PARAMETER X3 '$X2+$DEPTH/9'
PARAMETER X4 '$X3+$DEPTH/9'
PARAMETER X5 '$X4+$DEPTH/9'
PARAMETER X6 '$X5+$DEPTH/9'
PARAMETER X7 '$X6+$DEPTH/9'
PARAMETER X8 '$X7+$DEPTH/9'
PARAMETER X9 '$X8+$DEPTH/9'
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PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4
Z5
Z6
Z7
Z8
Z9

'$A2z*($X1*$X1)/($DEPTH*$DEPTH)'
'$A2z*($X2*$X2)/($DEPTH*$DEPTH)'
'$A2z*($X3*$X3)/($DEPTH*$DEPTH)'
'$A2z*($X4*$X4)/($DEPTH*$DEPTH)'
'$A2z*($X5*$X5)/($DEPTH*$DEPTH)'
'$A2z*($X6*$X6)/($DEPTH*$DEPTH)'
'$A2z*($X7*$X7)/($DEPTH*$DEPTH)'
'$A2z*($X8*$X8)/($DEPTH*$DEPTH)'
'$A2z*($X9*$X9)/($DEPTH*$DEPTH)'

* 306
PARAMETER Y306 '$Fy'
* 312
PARAMETER Y312 '$Ly'
* 320
PARAMETER Y320 '$Ty'
* 313
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

Y232
Y233
Y234
Y235
Y236
Y237
Y238
Y239

'$Z2*($Ny-$My)/$Nz+$My'
'$Z3*($Ny-$My)/$Nz+$My'
'$Z4*($Ny-$My)/$Nz+$My'
'$Z5*($Ny-$My)/$Nz+$My'
'$Z6*($Ny-$My)/$Nz+$My'
'$Z7*($Ny-$My)/$Nz+$My'
'$Z8*($Ny-$My)/$Nz+$My'
'$Z9*($Ny-$My)/$Nz+$My'

* 307
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

Y242
Y243
Y244
Y245
Y246
Y247
Y248
Y249

'$Z2*($Hy-$Gy)/$Hz+$Gy'
'$Z3*($Hy-$Gy)/$Hz+$Gy'
'$Z4*($Hy-$Gy)/$Hz+$Gy'
'$Z5*($Hy-$Gy)/$Hz+$Gy'
'$Z6*($Hy-$Gy)/$Hz+$Gy'
'$Z7*($Hy-$Gy)/$Hz+$Gy'
'$Z8*($Hy-$Gy)/$Hz+$Gy'
'$Z9*($Hy-$Gy)/$Hz+$Gy'

* 301
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER

Y252
Y253
Y254
Y255
Y256
Y257
Y258
Y259

'$Z2*($By-$Ay)/$Bz+$Ay'
'$Z3*($By-$Ay)/$Bz+$Ay'
'$Z4*($By-$Ay)/$Bz+$Ay'
'$Z5*($By-$Ay)/$Bz+$Ay'
'$Z6*($By-$Ay)/$Bz+$Ay'
'$Z7*($By-$Ay)/$Bz+$Ay'
'$Z8*($By-$Ay)/$Bz+$Ay'
'$Z9*($By-$Ay)/$Bz+$Ay'

***** User-Defined Calculation Data
* lowest node index on the FSI
PARAMETER n_low '1'
* lowest node index on the FSI
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PARAMETER n_up '549'
*** REMEMBER TO UPDATE NDIVTRANS IN IUSER!!!
PARAMETER GridSScale '0.5'
*PARAMETER NDivTrans 'ANINT(128*$GridSScale)'
PARAMETER NDivTrans '8'
PARAMETER NDivTransRatio '1'
PARAMETER NDivTransRatioInv '1/$NDivTransRatio'
* Whether the nodes are numbered for left to right or not (1 for True, 0 for
False)
PARAMETER left_right '1'
PARAMETER orig_sym '0'
* density kg/m^3
PARAMETER rho '1.225'
* Onset Pressure (Pa)
PARAMETER p_onset '900'
* height (z-direction)
PARAMETER h_duct '2*$zSym'
* Width
PARAMETER DuctWidth '0.017'
PARAMETER w_duct '$DuctWidth'
PARAMETER DuctWidthHalf '$DuctWidth/2'
* flow separation ratio
PARAMETER sep_ratio '1.2'
* loss coefficient
PARAMETER k_loss '1.1'
* dynamic viscosity kg/ms
PARAMETER mu '0.000018'
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A.3.3 inputs*.in
The input functions are created during initialization.m. They contain different values for each
parameter based on random selection. The file is used by ADINA to create the solid
computational model. There are 100 in total for each generation where the asterisks ranges from
1 to 50 (2 for each model).
Inputs1-*.in
PARAMETER Ec1 '652.66'
PARAMETER El1 '1018.3'
PARAMETER ElTHICK '0.0016635'
PARAMETER CHANGEm '-0.0017412'
PARAMETER Thickness '0.0011155'
PARAMETER TAPERCENT '0.31397'
PARAMETER number '1'
READ parameters.in
READ Tapered_1.in

Inputs2-*.in
PARAMETER Ec1 '652.66'
PARAMETER El1 '1018.3'
PARAMETER ElTHICK '0.0016635'
PARAMETER CHANGEm '-0.0017412'
PARAMETER Thickness '0.0011155'
PARAMETER TAPERCENT '0.31397'
PARAMETER number '1'
READ parameters.in
READ Tapered_2.in
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A.3.4 Tapered.in
Used to create all the necessary inputs in ADINA. There are 2 versions, the first is to build a
model for the nodal positions to be extracted. The second version does the same thing but it reads
in a file created by node_extract.m and reorders the nodes based on the extracted values. Because
they are the same, the second version is displayed here with comments outlining the difference in
the code.
Tapered.in
************************************************************
*
* Tapered User-defined Optimization Model 3-D
*
* Created by Austin C. Vaterlaus 07/2018
*
*
* Update Log:
* 09/27/2018 - Created
* 04/01/2019 - Cleaned and Updated for optimization code
************************************************************
***************************************************
************
INITIALIZATION
*************
***************************************************
* Processor parameter initialization
DATABASE NEW SAVE=NO PROMPT=NO
FEPROGRAM ADINA
CONTROL FILEVERSION=V87
* Define primary solver parameters
MASTER ANALYSIS=DYNAMIC-DIRECT-INTEGRATION MODEX=EXECUTE,
TSTART=0 IDOF=00000 OVALIZAT=NONE,
FLUIDPOT=AUTOMATIC CYCLICPA=1 IPOSIT=STOP REACTION=YES,
INITIALS=NO FSINTERA=NO IRINT=DEFAULT CMASS=NO,
SHELLNDO=AUTOMATIC AUTOMATI=ATS SOLVER=SPARSE,
CONTACT-=CONSTRAINT-FUNCTION TRELEASE=0,
RESTART-=NO FRACTURE=NO LOAD-CAS=NO LOAD-PEN=NO MAXSOLME=0,
MTOTM=2 RECL=3000 SINGULAR=YES STIFFNES=1E-09,
MAP-OUTP=NONE MAP-FORM=NO NODAL-DE='' POROUS-C=NO ADAPTIVE=0,
ZOOM-LAB=1 AXIS-CYC=0 PERIODIC=NO VECTOR-S=GEOMETRY EPSI-FIR=NO,
STABILIZ=NO STABFACT=1E-12 RESULTS=PORTHOLE

***************************************************
***************
GEOMETRY
***************
***************************************************
COORDINATES POINT SYSTEM=0
@CLEAR
* 2D POINTS
1 0 $Ay $Az 0
2 0 $By $Bz 0
3 0 $Cy $Cz 0
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4 0 $Dy $Dz 0
5 0 $Ey $Ez 0
6 0 $Fy $Fz 0
7 0 $Gy $Gz 0
8 0 $Hy $Hz 0
9 0 $Iy $Iz 0
10 0 $Jy $Jz 0
11 0 $Ky $Kz 0
12 0 $Ly $Lz 0
13 0 $My $Mz 0
14 0 $Ny $Nz 0
15 0 $Oy $Oz 0
16 0 $Py $Pz 0
17 0 $Qy $Qz 0
18 0 $Ry $Rz 0
19 0 $Sy $Sz 0
20 0 $Ty $Tz 0
21 0 $Uy $Uz 0
22 0 $Vy $Vz 0
23 0 $Wy $Wz 0
24 0 $Xy $Xz 0
* Define symmetry points for the contact line
100 0 $Ay $zContact 0
101 0 $CHCon $zContact 0
* 3D POINTS
501 0.014 $A2y $A2z 0
502 0.014 $By $Bz 0
503 0.014 $Cy $Cz 0
504 0.014 $Dy $Dz 0
505 0.014 $Ey $Ez 0
506 0.014 $Fy $F2z 0
507 0.014 $G2y $G2z 0
508 0.014 $Hy $Hz 0
509 0.014 $Iy $Iz 0
510 0.014 $Jy $Jz 0
511 0.014 $Ky $Kz 0
512 0.014 $Ly $L2z 0
513 0.014 $M2y $M2z 0
514 0.014 $N2y $N2z 0
515 0.014 $Oy $Oz 0
516 0.014 $Py $Pz 0
517 0.014 $Qy $Qz 0
518 0.014 $Ry $Rz 0
519 0.014 $Sy $S2z 0
520 0.014 $Ty $T2z 0
521 0.014 $Uy $Uz 0
522 0.014 $Vy $Vz 0
523 0.014 $Wy $Wz 0
524 0.014 $Xy $X2z 0
* CURVE POINTS
202 $X2 $Y306 $Z2
203 $X3 $Y306 $Z3
204 $X4 $Y306 $Z4
205 $X5 $Y306 $Z5
206 $X6 $Y306 $Z6
207 $X7 $Y306 $Z7
208 $X8 $Y306 $Z8
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209
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
@

$X9
$X2
$X3
$X4
$X5
$X6
$X7
$X8
$X9
$X2
$X3
$X4
$X5
$X6
$X7
$X8
$X9
$X2
$X3
$X4
$X5
$X6
$X7
$X8
$X9
$X2
$X3
$X4
$X5
$X6
$X7
$X8
$X9
$X2
$X3
$X4
$X5
$X6
$X7
$X8
$X9

$Y306
$Y312
$Y312
$Y312
$Y312
$Y312
$Y312
$Y312
$Y312
$Y320
$Y320
$Y320
$Y320
$Y320
$Y320
$Y320
$Y320
$Y232
$Y233
$Y234
$Y235
$Y236
$Y237
$Y238
$Y239
$Y242
$Y243
$Y244
$Y245
$Y246
$Y247
$Y248
$Y249
$Y252
$Y253
$Y254
$Y255
$Y256
$Y257
$Y258
$Y259

$Z9
$Z2
$Z3
$Z4
$Z5
$Z6
$Z7
$Z8
$Z9
$Z2
$Z3
$Z4
$Z5
$Z6
$Z7
$Z8
$Z9
$Z2
$Z3
$Z4
$Z5
$Z6
$Z7
$Z8
$Z9
$Z2
$Z3
$Z4
$Z5
$Z6
$Z7
$Z8
$Z9
$Z2
$Z3
$Z4
$Z5
$Z6
$Z7
$Z8
$Z9

***** LINES
* Cover profile
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1 P1=1 P2=2
LINE ARC NAME=2 MODE=1 P1=2 P2=3 CENTER=21
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=3 P1=3 P2=4
LINE ARC NAME=4 MODE=1 P1=4 P2=5 CENTER=22
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=5 P1=5 P2=6
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=6 P1=1 P2=7
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=7 P1=2 P2=8
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=8 P1=3 P2=9
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=9 P1=4 P2=10
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=10 P1=5 P2=11
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=11 P1=6 P2=12
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LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE

STRAIGHT NAME=501 P1=501 P2=502
ARC NAME=502 MODE=1 P1=502 P2=503 CENTER=521
STRAIGHT NAME=503 P1=503 P2=504
ARC NAME=504 MODE=1 P1=504 P2=505 CENTER=522
STRAIGHT NAME=505 P1=505 P2=506
STRAIGHT NAME=506 P1=501 P2=507
STRAIGHT NAME=507 P1=502 P2=508
STRAIGHT NAME=508 P1=503 P2=509
STRAIGHT NAME=509 P1=504 P2=510
STRAIGHT NAME=510 P1=505 P2=511
STRAIGHT NAME=511 P1=506 P2=512

* Epithelium profile
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=12 P1=7 P2=8
LINE ARC NAME=13 MODE=1 P1=8 P2=9 CENTER=21
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=14 P1=9 P2=10
LINE ARC NAME=15 MODE=1 P1=10 P2=11 CENTER=22
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=16 P1=11 P2=12
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=17 P1=7 P2=13
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=18 P1=8 P2=14
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=19 P1=8 P2=15
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=20 P1=9 P2=16
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=21 P1=10 P2=17
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=22 P1=18 P2=11
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=23 P1=19 P2=11
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=24 P1=20 P2=12
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=512 P1=507 P2=508
LINE ARC NAME=513 MODE=1 P1=508 P2=509 CENTER=521
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=514 P1=509 P2=510
LINE ARC NAME=515 MODE=1 P1=510 P2=511 CENTER=522
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=516 P1=511 P2=512
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=517 P1=507 P2=513
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=518 P1=508 P2=514
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=519 P1=508 P2=515
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=520 P1=509 P2=516
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=521 P1=510 P2=517
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=522 P1=518 P2=511
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=523 P1=519 P2=511
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=524 P1=520 P2=512
* Ligament profile
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=26 P1=14 P2=15
LINE ARC NAME=27 MODE=1 P1=15 P2=16 CENTER=23
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=28 P1=16 P2=17
LINE ARC NAME=29 MODE=1 P1=17 P2=18 CENTER=24
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=30 P1=18 P2=19
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=33 P1=19 P2=14
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=32 P1=15 P2=18
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=526 P1=514 P2=515
LINE ARC NAME=527 MODE=1 P1=515 P2=516 CENTER=523
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=528 P1=516 P2=517
LINE ARC NAME=529 MODE=1 P1=517 P2=518 CENTER=524
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=530 P1=518 P2=519
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=533 P1=519 P2=514
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=532 P1=515 P2=518
* Body profile
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LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE

STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT

NAME=25 P1=13 P2=14
NAME=31 P1=19 P2=20
NAME=525 P1=513 P2=514
NAME=531 P1=519 P2=520

* Lines along lateral VF edge
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=34 P1=13 P2=20
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=534 P1=513 P2=520
* Contact line
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=100 P1=100 P2=101
* Connecting lines
LINE POLYLINE NAME=306 TYPE=SEGMENTED
@CLEAR
6 0 0 0
202 0 0 0
203 0 0 0
204 0 0 0
205 0 0 0
206 0 0 0
207 0 0 0
208 0 0 0
209 0 0 0
506 0 0 0
@
LINE POLYLINE NAME=312 TYPE=SEGMENTED
@CLEAR
12 0 0 0
212 0 0 0
213 0 0 0
214 0 0 0
215 0 0 0
216 0 0 0
217 0 0 0
218 0 0 0
219 0 0 0
512 0 0 0
@
LINE POLYLINE NAME=320 TYPE=SEGMENTED
@CLEAR
20 0 0 0
222 0 0 0
223 0 0 0
224 0 0 0
225 0 0 0
226 0 0 0
227 0 0 0
228 0 0 0
229 0 0 0
520 0 0 0
@
LINE POLYLINE NAME=313 TYPE=SEGMENTED
@CLEAR
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13 0 0 0
232 0 0 0
233 0 0 0
234 0 0 0
235 0 0 0
236 0 0 0
237 0 0 0
238 0 0 0
239 0 0 0
513 0 0 0
@
LINE POLYLINE NAME=307 TYPE=SEGMENTED
@CLEAR
7 0 0 0
242 0 0 0
243 0 0 0
244 0 0 0
245 0 0 0
246 0 0 0
247 0 0 0
248 0 0 0
249 0 0 0
507 0 0 0
@
LINE POLYLINE NAME=301 TYPE=SEGMENTED
@CLEAR
1 0 0 0
252 0 0 0
253 0 0 0
254 0 0 0
255 0 0 0
256 0 0 0
257 0 0 0
258 0 0 0
259 0 0 0
501 0 0 0
@
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE

STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT

NAME=302
NAME=303
NAME=304
NAME=305
NAME=308
NAME=309
NAME=310
NAME=311
NAME=314
NAME=315
NAME=316
NAME=317
NAME=318
NAME=319

P1=502
P1=503
P1=504
P1=505
P1=508
P1=509
P1=510
P1=511
P1=514
P1=515
P1=516
P1=517
P1=518
P1=519

P2=2
P2=3
P2=4
P2=5
P2=8
P2=9
P2=10
P2=11
P2=14
P2=15
P2=16
P2=17
P2=18
P2=19

**** Subdivide lines
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SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE
SUBDIVIDE

LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE

NAME=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E1 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E2 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=3 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E3 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=4 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E4 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=5 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E5 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=6 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=7 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=8 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=9 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=10 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=11 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=12 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E11 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=13 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E10 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=14 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E9 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=15 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E8 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=16 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E7 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=17 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=18 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=19 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=20 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=21 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=22 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=23 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=24 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=25 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E13 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=26 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E12 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=27 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E11 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=28 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E10 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=29 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E9 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=30 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E8 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=31 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E7 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=32 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B3E6 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=33 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B3E6 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NAME=34 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B4E4 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC

SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=501
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=502
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=503
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=504
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=505
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=506
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=507
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=508
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=509
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=510
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=511
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=512
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=513
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=514

MODE=DIVISIONS
MODE=DIVISIONS
MODE=DIVISIONS
MODE=DIVISIONS
MODE=DIVISIONS
MODE=DIVISIONS

NDIV=$B1E1 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NDIV=$B1E2 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NDIV=$B1E3 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NDIV=$B1E4 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NDIV=$B1E5 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1

MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E11 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E10 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E9 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
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SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=515
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=516
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=517
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=518
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=519
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=520
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=521
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=522
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=523
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=524
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=525
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=526
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=527
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=528
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=529
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=530
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=531
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=532
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=533
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=534

MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E8 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E7 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E13 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E12 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E11 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E10 RATIO=1
MODE=DIVISIONS
MODE=DIVISIONS
MODE=DIVISIONS
MODE=DIVISIONS
MODE=DIVISIONS
MODE=DIVISIONS

NDIV=$B2E9
NDIV=$B2E8
NDIV=$B2E7
NDIV=$B3E6
NDIV=$B3E6
NDIV=$B4E4

RATIO=1
RATIO=1
RATIO=1
RATIO=1
RATIO=1
RATIO=1

PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC

SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=301 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=8 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
@CLEAR
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
@
* Contact line
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SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=100 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$ContNod RATIO=1,
PROGRESS=GEOMETRIC CBIAS=NO
**** Generate
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH
SURFACE PATCH

Surfaces
NAME=1 EDGE1=1 EDGE2=7 EDGE3=12 EDGE4=6
NAME=2 EDGE1=2 EDGE2=8 EDGE3=13 EDGE4=7
NAME=3 EDGE1=3 EDGE2=9 EDGE3=14 EDGE4=8
NAME=4 EDGE1=4 EDGE2=10 EDGE3=15 EDGE4=9
NAME=5 EDGE1=5 EDGE2=11 EDGE3=16 EDGE4=10
NAME=6 EDGE1=17 EDGE2=12 EDGE3=18 EDGE4=25
NAME=7 EDGE1=18 EDGE2=19 EDGE3=26 EDGE4=0
NAME=8 EDGE1=19 EDGE2=13 EDGE3=20 EDGE4=27
NAME=9 EDGE1=20 EDGE2=14 EDGE3=21 EDGE4=28
NAME=10 EDGE1=21 EDGE2=15 EDGE3=22 EDGE4=29
NAME=11 EDGE1=22 EDGE2=23 EDGE3=30 EDGE4=0
NAME=12 EDGE1=23 EDGE2=16 EDGE3=24 EDGE4=31
NAME=13 EDGE1=32 EDGE2=27 EDGE3=28 EDGE4=29
NAME=14 EDGE1=33 EDGE2=26 EDGE3=32 EDGE4=30
NAME=15 EDGE1=34 EDGE2=25 EDGE3=33 EDGE4=31

SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE

PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH

NAME=501
NAME=502
NAME=503
NAME=504
NAME=505
NAME=506
NAME=507
NAME=508
NAME=509
NAME=510
NAME=511
NAME=512
NAME=513
NAME=514
NAME=515

EDGE1=501
EDGE1=502
EDGE1=503
EDGE1=504
EDGE1=505
EDGE1=517
EDGE1=518
EDGE1=519
EDGE1=520
EDGE1=521
EDGE1=522
EDGE1=523
EDGE1=532
EDGE1=533
EDGE1=534

SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE

PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH

NAME=301
NAME=302
NAME=303
NAME=304
NAME=305
NAME=306
NAME=307
NAME=308
NAME=309
NAME=310
NAME=311
NAME=312
NAME=313
NAME=314
NAME=315
NAME=316
NAME=317
NAME=318
NAME=319
NAME=320
NAME=321

EDGE1=1 EDGE2=301 EDGE3=501 EDGE4=302
EDGE1=2 EDGE2=303 EDGE3=502 EDGE4=302
EDGE1=3 EDGE2=304 EDGE3=503 EDGE4=303
EDGE1=4 EDGE2=305 EDGE3=504 EDGE4=304
EDGE1=5 EDGE2=306 EDGE3=505 EDGE4=305
EDGE1=6 EDGE2=307 EDGE3=506 EDGE4=301
EDGE1=7 EDGE2=308 EDGE3=507 EDGE4=302
EDGE1=8 EDGE2=309 EDGE3=508 EDGE4=303
EDGE1=9 EDGE2=310 EDGE3=509 EDGE4=304
EDGE1=10 EDGE2=305 EDGE3=510 EDGE4=311
EDGE1=11 EDGE2=306 EDGE3=511 EDGE4=312
EDGE1=12 EDGE2=307 EDGE3=512 EDGE4=308
EDGE1=13 EDGE2=309 EDGE3=513 EDGE4=308
EDGE1=14 EDGE2=310 EDGE3=514 EDGE4=309
EDGE1=15 EDGE2=311 EDGE3=515 EDGE4=310
EDGE1=16 EDGE2=312 EDGE3=516 EDGE4=311
EDGE1=17 EDGE2=307 EDGE3=517 EDGE4=313
EDGE1=18 EDGE2=314 EDGE3=518 EDGE4=308
EDGE1=19 EDGE2=315 EDGE3=519 EDGE4=308
EDGE1=20 EDGE2=316 EDGE3=520 EDGE4=309
EDGE1=21 EDGE2=310 EDGE3=521 EDGE4=317

EDGE2=507
EDGE2=508
EDGE2=509
EDGE2=510
EDGE2=511
EDGE2=512
EDGE2=519
EDGE2=513
EDGE2=514
EDGE2=515
EDGE2=523
EDGE2=516
EDGE2=527
EDGE2=526
EDGE2=525
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EDGE3=512
EDGE3=513
EDGE3=514
EDGE3=515
EDGE3=516
EDGE3=518
EDGE3=526
EDGE3=520
EDGE3=521
EDGE3=522
EDGE3=530
EDGE3=524
EDGE3=528
EDGE3=532
EDGE3=533

EDGE4=506
EDGE4=507
EDGE4=508
EDGE4=509
EDGE4=510
EDGE4=525
EDGE4=0
EDGE4=527
EDGE4=528
EDGE4=529
EDGE4=0
EDGE4=531
EDGE4=529
EDGE4=530
EDGE4=531

SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE

PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH

NAME=322
NAME=323
NAME=324
NAME=325
NAME=326
NAME=327
NAME=328
NAME=329
NAME=330
NAME=331
NAME=332
NAME=333
NAME=334

EDGE1=22
EDGE1=23
EDGE1=24
EDGE1=25
EDGE1=26
EDGE1=27
EDGE1=28
EDGE1=29
EDGE1=30
EDGE1=31
EDGE1=32
EDGE1=33
EDGE1=34

EDGE2=311
EDGE2=311
EDGE2=312
EDGE2=313
EDGE2=315
EDGE2=316
EDGE2=316
EDGE2=317
EDGE2=318
EDGE2=319
EDGE2=315
EDGE2=314
EDGE2=313

EDGE3=522
EDGE3=523
EDGE3=524
EDGE3=525
EDGE3=526
EDGE3=527
EDGE3=528
EDGE3=529
EDGE3=530
EDGE3=531
EDGE3=532
EDGE3=533
EDGE3=534

EDGE4=318
EDGE4=319
EDGE4=320
EDGE4=314
EDGE4=314
EDGE4=315
EDGE4=317
EDGE4=318
EDGE4=319
EDGE4=320
EDGE4=318
EDGE4=319
EDGE4=320

LINE COMBINED NAME = 50 COUPLED=YES RESTRICT=YES
@CLEAR
1 2 3 4 5
@
LINE COMBINED NAME=550 COUPLED=YES RESTRICT=YES
@CLEAR
505
504
503
502
501
@
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=50 MODE=COMBINED
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=550 MODE=COMBINED
**** Volume Patches
VOLUME PATCH NAME=1 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=1 FACE2=307 FACE3=301 FACE4=306,
FACE5=312 FACE6=501
VOLUME PATCH NAME=2 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=2 FACE2=308 FACE3=302 FACE4=307,
FACE5=313 FACE6=502
VOLUME PATCH NAME=3 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=3 FACE2=309 FACE3=303 FACE4=308,
FACE5=314 FACE6=503
VOLUME PATCH NAME=4 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=4 FACE2=310 FACE3=304 FACE4=309,
FACE5=315 FACE6=504
VOLUME PATCH NAME=5 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=5 FACE2=311 FACE3=305 FACE4=310,
FACE5=316 FACE6=505
VOLUME PATCH NAME=6 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=6 FACE2=318 FACE3=312 FACE4=317,
FACE5=325 FACE6=506
VOLUME PATCH NAME=7 SHAPE=PRISM FACE1=319 FACE2=7 FACE3=318 FACE4=507,
FACE5=326
VOLUME PATCH NAME=8 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=8 FACE2=320 FACE3=313 FACE4=319,
FACE5=327 FACE6=508
VOLUME PATCH NAME=9 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=9 FACE2=321 FACE3=314 FACE4=320,
FACE5=328 FACE6=509
VOLUME PATCH NAME=10 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=10 FACE2=322 FACE3=315 FACE4=321,
FACE5=329 FACE6=510
VOLUME PATCH NAME=11 SHAPE=PRISM FACE1=322 FACE2=11 FACE3=330,
FACE4=511 FACE5=323
VOLUME PATCH NAME=12 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=12 FACE2=324 FACE3=316 FACE4=323,
FACE5=331 FACE6=512
VOLUME PATCH NAME=13 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=13 FACE2=328 FACE3=327 FACE4=332,
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FACE5=329 FACE6=513
VOLUME PATCH NAME=14 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=14 FACE2=332 FACE3=326 FACE4=333,
FACE5=330 FACE6=514
VOLUME PATCH NAME=15 SHAPE=HEX FACE1=15 FACE2=333 FACE3=325 FACE4=334,
FACE5=331 FACE6=515

***************************************************
***************
MATERIALS
***************
***************************************************
KINEMATICS DISPLACE=LARGE STRAINS=LARGE PRESSURE=NO INCOMPAT=NO
***** STRESS-STRAIN CURVES
* Epithelium stress-strain curve
SSCURVE NAME=1 CONSTANT=YES NU=$Nue
@CLEAR
-0.5 $EeNegS 0
-0.25 $EeNeg2 0
-0.1 $EeNeg 0
0 0 0
0.1 $EePos 0
0.25 $EePos2 0
0.5 $EePosS 0
1.0 $Ee 0
@
* Superficial lamina propria (cover) stress-strain curve
SSCURVE NAME=2 CONSTANT=YES NU=$Nuc
@CLEAR
-0.5 $EcNegS 0
-0.25 $EcNeg2 0
-0.1 $EcNeg 0
0 0 0
0.1 $EcPos 0
0.25 $EcPos2 0
0.5 $EcPosS 0
1.0 $Ec 0
@
* Ligament stress-strain curve
SSCURVE NAME=3 CONSTANT=YES NU=$Nul
@CLEAR
-0.5 $ElNegS 0
-0.25 $ElNeg2 0
-0.1 $ElNeg 0
0 0 0
0.1 $ElPos 0
0.25 $ElPos2 0
0.5 $ElPosS 0
1.0 $El 0
@
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* Body stress-strain curve
SSCURVE NAME=4 CONSTANT=YES NU=$Nub
@CLEAR
-0.5 $EbNegS 0
-0.25 $EbNeg2 0
-0.1 $EbNeg 0
0 0 0
0.1 $EbPos 0
0.25 $EbPos2 0
0.5 $EbPosS 0
1.0 $Eb 0
@
****** MATERIAL PROPERTIES
* Material properties for cover, ligament, body, & epithelium
CURVE-FITTIN NAME=1 TENSION-=1 SHEAR-CU=0 EQUIBIAX=0 ORDER=6,
WEIGHTIN=NO CURVE-TY=STRAIN METHOD=SVD NSINGULA=AUTOMATIC,
ECHO=ALL
CURVE-FITTIN NAME=2 TENSION-=2 SHEAR-CU=0 EQUIBIAX=0 ORDER=6,
WEIGHTIN=NO CURVE-TY=STRAIN METHOD=SVD NSINGULA=AUTOMATIC,
ECHO=ALL
CURVE-FITTIN NAME=3 TENSION-=3 SHEAR-CU=0 EQUIBIAX=0 ORDER=6,
WEIGHTIN=NO CURVE-TY=STRAIN METHOD=SVD NSINGULA=AUTOMATIC,
ECHO=ALL
CURVE-FITTIN NAME=4 TENSION-=4 SHEAR-CU=0 EQUIBIAX=0 ORDER=6,
WEIGHTIN=NO CURVE-TY=STRAIN METHOD=SVD NSINGULA=AUTOMATIC,
ECHO=ALL
MATERIAL OGDEN NAME=1 MU1=0 ALPHA1=0, MU2=0 ALPHA2=0, MU3=0 ALPHA3=0,
MU4=0 ALPHA4=0, MU5=0 ALPHA5=0, MU6=0 ALPHA6=0, MU7=0 ALPHA7=0,
MU8=0 ALPHA8=0, MU9=0 ALPHA9=0, KAPPA=$Kappae DENSITY=1070 FITTING-=1,
VISCOELA=0 TEMPERAT=NO TREF=0 RUBBER-T=0,
RUBBER-V=0 RUBBER-M=0 RUBBER-O=0 MDESCRIP='Epithelium'
MATERIAL OGDEN NAME=2 MU1=0 ALPHA1=0, MU2=0 ALPHA2=0, MU3=0 ALPHA3=0,
MU4=0 ALPHA4=0, MU5=0 ALPHA5=0, MU6=0 ALPHA6=0, MU7=0 ALPHA7=0,
MU8=0 ALPHA8=0, MU9=0 ALPHA9=0, KAPPA=$Kappac DENSITY=1070 FITTING-=2,
VISCOELA=0 TEMPERAT=NO TREF=0 RUBBER-T=0,
RUBBER-V=0 RUBBER-M=0 RUBBER-O=0 MDESCRIP='Cover'
MATERIAL OGDEN NAME=3 MU1=0 ALPHA1=0, MU2=0 ALPHA2=0, MU3=0 ALPHA3=0,
MU4=0 ALPHA4=0, MU5=0 ALPHA5=0, MU6=0 ALPHA6=0, MU7=0 ALPHA7=0,
MU8=0 ALPHA8=0, MU9=0 ALPHA9=0, KAPPA=$Kappal DENSITY=1070 FITTING-=3,
VISCOELA=0 TEMPERAT=NO TREF=0 RUBBER-T=0,
RUBBER-V=0 RUBBER-M=0 RUBBER-O=0 MDESCRIP='Ligament'
MATERIAL OGDEN NAME=4 MU1=0 ALPHA1=0, MU2=0 ALPHA2=0, MU3=0 ALPHA3=0,
MU4=0 ALPHA4=0, MU5=0 ALPHA5=0, MU6=0 ALPHA6=0, MU7=0 ALPHA7=0,
MU8=0 ALPHA8=0, MU9=0 ALPHA9=0, KAPPA=$Kappab DENSITY=1070 FITTING-=4,
VISCOELA=0 TEMPERAT=NO TREF=0 RUBBER-T=0,
RUBBER-V=0 RUBBER-M=0 RUBBER-O=0 MDESCRIP='Body'
***** ELEMENT GROUPS
EGROUP GENERAL NAME=990 MATRIXSE=1 RESULTS=FORCES SKEWSYST=NO,
USER-SUP=NO DESCRIPT='CoverFSI' PRINT=DEFAULT SAVE=DEFAULT
EGROUP THREEDSOLID NAME=1 DISPLACE=DEFAULT STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=1,
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RSINT=DEFAULT TINT=DEFAULT RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=DEFAUL,
FORMULAT=DEFAULT STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR=NO,
CMASS=DEFAULT STRAIN-F=0 UL-FORMU=DEFAULT LVUS1=0 LVUS2=0 SED=NO,
RUPTURE=ADINA INCOMPAT=DEFAULT TIME-OFF=0.00000000000000,
POROUS=NO WTMC=1.00000000000000 OPTION=NONE DESCRIPT='NONE',
PRINT=DEFAULT SAVE=DEFAULT TBIRTH=0.00000000000000,
TDEATH=0.00000000000000 TMC-MATE=1 RUPTURE-=0 EM=NO JOULE=NO,
BOLT-NUM=0 BOLT-PLA=0 BOLT-LOA=0.00000000000000,
BOLT-TOL=0.00000000000000 TETINT=DEFAULT DESCRIPT='Epithelium'
EGROUP THREEDSOLID NAME=2 DISPLACE=DEFAULT STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=2,
RSINT=DEFAULT TINT=DEFAULT RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=DEFAUL,
FORMULAT=DEFAULT STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR=NO,
CMASS=DEFAULT STRAIN-F=0 UL-FORMU=DEFAULT LVUS1=0 LVUS2=0 SED=NO,
RUPTURE=ADINA INCOMPAT=DEFAULT TIME-OFF=0.00000000000000,
POROUS=NO WTMC=1.00000000000000 OPTION=NONE DESCRIPT='NONE',
PRINT=DEFAULT SAVE=DEFAULT TBIRTH=0.00000000000000,
TDEATH=0.00000000000000 TMC-MATE=1 RUPTURE-=0 EM=NO JOULE=NO,
BOLT-NUM=0 BOLT-PLA=0 BOLT-LOA=0.00000000000000,
BOLT-TOL=0.00000000000000 TETINT=DEFAULT DESCRIPT='Cover'
EGROUP THREEDSOLID NAME=3 DISPLACE=DEFAULT STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=3,
RSINT=DEFAULT TINT=DEFAULT RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=DEFAUL,
FORMULAT=DEFAULT STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR=NO,
CMASS=DEFAULT STRAIN-F=0 UL-FORMU=DEFAULT LVUS1=0 LVUS2=0 SED=NO,
RUPTURE=ADINA INCOMPAT=DEFAULT TIME-OFF=0.00000000000000,
POROUS=NO WTMC=1.00000000000000 OPTION=NONE DESCRIPT='NONE',
PRINT=DEFAULT SAVE=DEFAULT TBIRTH=0.00000000000000,
TDEATH=0.00000000000000 TMC-MATE=1 RUPTURE-=0 EM=NO JOULE=NO,
BOLT-NUM=0 BOLT-PLA=0 BOLT-LOA=0.00000000000000,
BOLT-TOL=0.00000000000000 TETINT=DEFAULT DESCRIPT='Ligament'
EGROUP THREEDSOLID NAME=4 DISPLACE=DEFAULT STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=4,
RSINT=DEFAULT TINT=DEFAULT RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=DEFAUL,
FORMULAT=DEFAULT STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR=NO,
CMASS=DEFAULT STRAIN-F=0 UL-FORMU=DEFAULT LVUS1=0 LVUS2=0 SED=NO,
RUPTURE=ADINA INCOMPAT=DEFAULT TIME-OFF=0.00000000000000,
POROUS=NO WTMC=1.00000000000000 OPTION=NONE DESCRIPT='NONE',
PRINT=DEFAULT SAVE=DEFAULT TBIRTH=0.00000000000000,
TDEATH=0.00000000000000 TMC-MATE=1 RUPTURE-=0 EM=NO JOULE=NO,
BOLT-NUM=0 BOLT-PLA=0 BOLT-LOA=0.00000000000000,
BOLT-TOL=0.00000000000000 TETINT=DEFAULT DESCRIPT='Body'
***** RAYLEIGH DAMPING
RAYLEIGH-DAM
@CLEAR
1 $ALPHA $BETA
2 $ALPHA $BETA
3 $ALPHA $BETA
4 $ALPHA $BETA
@

***************************************************
***************
MESHING
***************
***************************************************
SURFACE PATCH NAME=991 EDGE1=1 EDGE2=301 EDGE3=501 EDGE4=302
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SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE

PATCH
PATCH
PATCH
PATCH

NAME=992
NAME=993
NAME=994
NAME=995

EDGE1=2
EDGE1=3
EDGE1=4
EDGE1=5

EDGE2=303
EDGE2=304
EDGE2=305
EDGE2=306

EDGE3=502
EDGE3=503
EDGE3=504
EDGE3=505

EDGE4=302
EDGE4=303
EDGE4=304
EDGE4=305

COORDINATES NODE SYSTEM=0
READ Node_order.txt
GSURFACE NODES=4 PATTERN=AUTOMATIC NCOINCID=ALL,
NCTOLERA=1.E-05 SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=990,
PREFSHAP=AUTOMATIC MESHING=MAPPED SMOOTHIN=NO DEGENERA=NO,
COLLAPSE=NO MIDNODES=CURVED METHOD=ADVFRONT FLIP=NO
@CLEAR
991 992 993 994 995
@
**** MESHING VOLUMES
GVOLUME NODES=8 PATTERN=0 NCOINCID=ALL NCTOLERA=1E-05,
SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=1 MESHING=MAPPED PREFSHAP=HEXAHEDRAL,
DEGENERA=YES COLLAPSE=NO MIDNODES=CURVED METHOD=DELAUNAY,
BOUNDARY=ADVFRONT
@CLEAR
1
2
3
4
5
@
GVOLUME NODES=8 PATTERN=0 NCOINCID=ALL NCTOLERA=1E-05,
SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=2 MESHING=MAPPED PREFSHAP=AUTOMATIC,
DEGENERA=YES COLLAPSE=NO MIDNODES=CURVED METHOD=DELAUNAY,
BOUNDARY=ADVFRONT
@CLEAR
6
8
9
10
12
@
GVOLUME NODES=8 PATTERN=0 NCOINCID=ALL NCTOLERA=1E-05,
SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=2 MESHING=MAPPED PREFSHAP=AUTOMATIC,
DEGENERA=NO COLLAPSE=NO MIDNODES=CURVED METHOD=DELAUNAY,
BOUNDARY=ADVFRONT
@CLEAR
7
11
@
GVOLUME NODES=8 PATTERN=0 NCOINCID=ALL NCTOLERA=1E-05,
SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=3 MESHING=MAPPED PREFSHAP=AUTOMATIC,
DEGENERA=YES COLLAPSE=NO MIDNODES=CURVED METHOD=DELAUNAY,
BOUNDARY=ADVFRONT
@CLEAR
13
14
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@
GVOLUME NODES=8 PATTERN=0 NCOINCID=ALL NCTOLERA=1E-05,
SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=4 MESHING=MAPPED PREFSHAP=AUTOMATIC,
DEGENERA=YES COLLAPSE=NO MIDNODES=CURVED METHOD=DELAUNAY,
BOUNDARY=ADVFRONT
@CLEAR
15
@
DELETE EGROUP ALL FIRST=990 LAST=990 ELEMENTS=YES NODES=YES

***************************************************
***************
BOUNDARY
***************
***************************************************
FIXITY NAME=ROTATION
@CLEAR
'X-TRANSLATION'
'X-ROTATION'
'Y-ROTATION'
'Z-ROTATION'
@
FIXBOUNDARY THREE-D FIXITY=ALL
@CLEAR
1 0 'ALL'
2 0 'ALL'
3 0 'ALL'
4 0 'ALL'
5 0 'ALL'
6 0 'ALL'
7 0 'ALL'
8 0 'ALL'
9 0 'ALL'
10 0 'ALL'
11 0 'ALL'
12 0 'ALL'
13 0 'ALL'
14 0 'ALL'
15 0 'ALL'
306 0 'ALL'
311 0 'ALL'
317 0 'ALL'
324 0 'ALL'
334 0 'ALL'
501 0 'ALL'
502 0 'ALL'
503 0 'ALL'
504 0 'ALL'
505 0 'ALL'
506 0 'ALL'
507 0 'ALL'
508 0 'ALL'
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509
510
511
512
513
514
515
301
302
303
304
305
@

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

'ALL'
'ALL'
'ALL'
'ALL'
'ALL'
'ALL'
'ALL'
'ROTATION'
'ROTATION'
'ROTATION'
'ROTATION'
'ROTATION'

***** CONTACT LINE
CGROUP CONTACT3 NAME=1001 ALGORITH=DEFAULT DESCRIPT='Contact Line',
NORMAL-S=1E+11 TANGENTI=0 PTOLERAN=1E-08 RESIDUAL=0.001
XNDAMP=0.1,
LIMIT-FO=1 ITERATIO=2 CFACTOR1=0 RTP-CHEC=NO RTP-MAX=0.001
XDAMP=NO,
CORNER-C=NO RIGID-TA=NO
CONTACTSURFA NAME=1 PRINT=DEFAULT SAVE=DEFAULT SOLID=NO BODY=0,
ORIENTAT=AUTOMATIC MARQUEEB=0 DESCRIPT='CoverFSI'
@CLEAR
302 1 0
303 1 0
304 1 0
@
SURFACE EXTRUDED NAME=900 LINE=100 DX=.014 NDIV=8 OPTION=VECTOR
CONTACTSURFA NAME=2 PRINT=DEFAULT SAVE=DEFAULT SOLID=NO BODY=0,
ORIENTAT=AUTOMATIC MARQUEEB=0 DESCRIPT='Contact Line'
@CLEAR
900 1 0
@
CONTACTPAIR NAME=1 TARGET=2 CONTACTO=1 FRICTION=0
CSURFACE NAME=2 NODES=4 PATTERN=1 NCOINCID=SURFACE,
NCTOLERA=1E-05 SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=1001

***************************************************
*************** USER-DEFINED FSI
***************
***************************************************
APPLY USER-SUPPLIED-LOADS NODE-DEPENDENCE=2 NICONS=12 NRCONS=12
*1
$n_low
$rho
*2
$n_up $p_onset
*3
$NDivTrans $h_duct
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*4
0
$w_duct
*5
0
$sep_ratio
*6
0
$k_loss
*7
0
$mu
*8 - 0
0
*9 - 0
0
*10 log1
1
0
*11 verbose 0
0
*12 left_right
$left_right 0
DATAEND

-

***** Tolerances
TOLERANCES ITERATION CONVERGE=ED ETOL=0.000001,
RCTOL=0.000001 DTOL=0.000001,
DNORM=0.0001 DMNORM=0.0001,
STOL=0.5 RCONSM=0.01,
ENLSTH=0 LSLOWER=0.001,
LSUPPER=0 MAXDISP=0

***************************************************
***************
SOLVER
***************
***************************************************
TIMESTEP NAME=DEFAULT
@CLEAR
100 0.0005
600 0.00005
@
TIMEFUNCTION NAME=1
@CLEAR
0 0
0.03 1
1E+20 1
@
* Saving
ELEMSAVE-STE NODESAVE=NO
@CLEAR
1 1 700 100
@
NODESAVE-STE ELEMSAVE=NO
@CLEAR
1 1 700 2
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@
AUTOMATIC TIME-STEPPING MAXSUBD=8
ITERATION METHOD=FULL-NEWTON MAX-ITER=300
TOLERANCES ITERATION CONVERGE=ED ETOL=.0001 DTOL=$Conv,
DNORM=0.0001 DMNORM=0.0001
ADINA OPTIMIZE=SOLVER FILE='s$number.dat' FIXBOUND=YES MIDNODE=NO
OVERWRIT=YES
DATABASE SAVE PERMFILE='s.idb' PROMPT=NO
END SAVE=NO IMMEDIATE = YES
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A.3.5 node_extract.m
Code used to extract and reorder the nodes by using the s.txt file created by Tapered1.in and
organizing them to be increasing from the anterior to posterior as well as inferior to superior
directions.
Node_extract.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% extract.m
% Program to record nodes from .txt file and reorder them for use in
%
USL code
%
% Update Log:
% 7/30/2018 - Created (ACV)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Write Flow Rate
clear all
close all
clc
Data = fileread('s.txt');
nodestart = strfind(Data, 'NODAL POINT DATA');
finish = strfind(Data, '
550 ');
Data = Data(nodestart:finish(2)+50);
%%
for
A =
B =
C =

end

n=1:549
[Data(29+223*(n-1):48+223*(n-1))];
[Data(49+223*(n-1):68+223*(n-1))];
[Data(69+223*(n-1):88+223*(n-1))];
X(n,1) =n;
X(n,2) =str2double(A);
X(n,3) =str2double(B);
X(n,4) =str2double(C);

new_order = table2array(readtable('order.txt'));
for i = 1:length(X)
Nodes(i,:) = [new_order(i,1),X(i,2), X(i,3), X(i,4)];
end
Nodes = array2table(Nodes);
writetable(Nodes,'Node_order.txt','Delimiter','\t','WriteVariableNames',0)
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A.3.6 USL.f
Fortran code used to create a user defined fluid domain by replacing the fluid domain with a
user-supplied load using the flow mechanical energy equation.
USL.f
c
c
c
c
c
C*I
C*I

OBSERVATIONS:
(1) -The code assumes that the node of lowest index its located
at the corner of lowest x and y. (left to right)
* * *

I N S E R T

U S E R - S U P P L I E D

C O D I N G

dimension :: r_n(3), r_w(3), r_s(3), r_e(3),
1
aux_r(3), aux_f(3), f_i(3)
logical :: boundary
double precision :: xx_aux, yy_aux, zz_aux, sumdh_aux

C ------------------------------ USER-SUPPLIED ------------------------C
C
RHO:
DENSITY OF AIR
= ULDATA(1)
C
P_ONSET:
ONSET PRESSURE
= ULDATA(2)
C
H_DUCT:
HEIGHT OF THE DUCT
= ULDATA(3)
C
W_DUCT:
WIDTH OF THE DUCT
= ULDATA(4)
C
SEP_RATIO: SEPARATION AREA RATIO (As/Am) = ULDATA(5)
C
aK_LOSS:
KINETIC ENERGY LOSS COEFF
= ULDATA(6)
C
VISC:
VISCOSITY OF AIR (kg/ms)
= ULDATA(7)
C
C
N_LOW:
LOWER BOUND SUPERFICIAL NODES = KULINT(1)
C
N_UP:
UPPER BOUND SUPERFICIAL NODES = KULINT(2)
c
(range includes the boundaries)
C
NDIVTRANS: NUMBER OF TRANSVERSAL DIVISIONS = KULINT(2)
C
C
BOOLEANS
C
log1:
If==1 display a log on the screen = KULINT(100)
C
verbose:
If==1 prints unnessesary info
= KULINT(99)
c
(DEPRICATED) Got rid of right to left feature
c
left_right: If==1 indicates that the nodes
= KULINT(98)
c
indexes along the surface of
c
the VF are aligned in
c
increasing order from left
c
to right. Else, right to left
C
c
c
OBSERVATIONS
c
To refer the position of a node relative to the node M (or i) it
c
is used the terms north, south, west and east looking at it normal
c
to the exterior surface from left to right.
c
The terms i-1 and i+1 is used as well
c
for refering the node left and right of i in a 2D longitudinal
c
plane, equivalent to south and north, respectively.
c
c
c
C
READS USER GIVEN CONSTANTS
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c

c
c
c

c

RHO = ULDATA(1)
P_ONSET = ULDATA(2)
H_DUCT = ULDATA(3)
W_DUCT = ULDATA(4)
SEP_RATIO = ULDATA(5)
aK_LOSS = ULDATA(6)
VISC = ULDATA(7)
N_LOW = KULINT(1)
N_UP = KULINT(2)
NDIVTRANS = KULINT(3)
nperline = (N_UP-(N_LOW-1))/(NDIVTRANS+1)
Checks that a valid NDIVTRANS was given
if( mod((N_UP-(N_LOW-1)),(NDIVTRANS+1)) .ne. 0 ) then
print *, 'CRITICAL ERROR: INVALID NDIVTRANS'
stop
end if
log1 = KULINT(10)
verbose = KULINT(11)
left_right = KULINT(12)

c
c
PLACE HOLDERS
c
WA : Information about M (i)
c
WA(1:3) : Current position XX,YY,ZZ
c
WB : Intermediate calculations
c
WB(1) : Minimum orifice area or height (hm)
c
WB(2) : Node of minimum orifice area or height (hm)
c
WB(3) : Sum of d/h up to sep point (term in b for VolRate).
c
Either from left to sep point, or right to sep
c
point depending on left_right.
c
WB(4) : Intermediate Sum of d/h up node N
c
WB(5) : Sum of d/h up to M
c
WB(6) : Flag indicating that N is the boundary (first node)
c
WC : Information about i-1 and i+1
c
(Nodes to the left and right of M)
c
WC(1:3) : Current position XX,YY,ZZ of i-1 (south)
c
WC(4:6) : Current position XX,YY,ZZ of i+1 (north)
c
WD : Information about Node west and east of M
c
WD(1:3) : Current position XX,YY,ZZ of West
c
WD(4:6) : Current position XX,YY,ZZ of East
c
WE : Information about N-1 (The previous node when sorting N)
c
WE(1:3) : Current position XX,YY,ZZ of N-1
c
c
c
C ---------------PREVIOUS CALCULATIONS---------------------------------c
Checks whether the function was called on west or east N
if( abs(M-N).eq.nperline ) then
c
West case
if( (N-M).lt.0) then
WD(1:3) = (/XX,YY,ZZ/) + DD(1:3)
c
East case
else
WD(4:6) = (/XX,YY,ZZ/) + DD(1:3)
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end if
c

Flag that it is done looping through N
if ( (N-M).eq.nperline ) GO TO 50
return
end if

c
c

c

c

Determines nodes to the right and left of M
Boundary case: no i-1
if( mod(M-(N_LOW-1)-1, nperline).eq.0) then
i_m1 = M
i_p1 = M+1
Boundary case: no i+1
else if( mod(M-(N_LOW-1), nperline).eq.0) then
i_m1 = M-1
i_p1 = M
Internal node case
else
i_m1 = M-1
i_p1 = M+1
end if

C ---------------SORTING THROUGH EVERY N-------------------------------C
Sorts through every N gathering information
c
Checks if N is a boundary node (first node)
if( WB(6).eq.1) then
boundary = .TRUE.
WB(6) = 0
else
boundary = .FALSE.
end if
c
c
INFORMATION ABOUT M
if( N.eq.M ) then
WA(1:3) = (/XX,YY,ZZ/)+DD(1:3)
end if
c
c
INFORMATION ABOUT i-1 (Node to the left of M)
if( N.eq.i_m1 ) then
WC(1:3) = (/XX,YY,ZZ/) + DD(1:3)
end if
c
c
INFORMATION ABOUT i+1 (Node to the right of M)
if( N.eq.i_p1 ) then
WC(4:6) = (/XX,YY,ZZ/) + DD(1:3)
end if
c
c

c

TODO?: Determine orifice of minimum area instead of height
DETERMINES ORIFICE OF MINIMUM HEIGHT
hi_N = H_DUCT - 2D0*(zz+DD(3)) ! N height
if( hi_N.le.WB(1) ) then
WB(1) = hi_N
WB(2) = N
WB(3)==0 is a flag that a new separation point has to be
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c
c
c
c

c
c

determined.
WB(3) = 0D0
end if
y-direction nodal distance: d_{i} = y_{i}-y_{i-1}
if( boundary ) then !Boundary condition (first node)
d = 0D0
else
d = abs( (YY+DD(2)) - WE(2)
)
end if

Finds the new separation point if flagged
if( WB(3).eq.0 ) then
h_s = float(int(SEP_RATIO*WB(1)*100000.0))/100000.0
!Separation height
if( hi_N.ge.h_s ) then !It found the node after the sep point.
hi_Nm1 = H_DUCT - 2D0*WE(3)
d_s = d*(h_s-hi_Nm1)/(hi_N-hi_Nm1)
c
New sumdh_s
WB(3) = WB(4) + d_s/(h_s**3)
end if
end if
c
Updates intermediate d/h
WB(4) = WB(4) + d/(hi_N**3)
c
c
Stores sumdh up to M
if( N.eq.M ) WB(5) = WB(4)
c
c
c
Stores position of N for use of N+1
WE(1:3) = (/XX,YY,ZZ/) + DD(1:3)
c
c
c
Case M is posterior boundary and is done sorting.
if( N.eq.N_UP ) GO TO 50
return
C ---------------------------------------------------------------------C -------------------------RESOLVES------------------------------------C ---------------------------------------------------------------------c
c
Here it identifies if M was on a anterior-posterior boundary
c
Case anterior
50
if( M.le.nperline) then
WD(1:3)=WA(1:3)
c
Case posterior
else if( M.gt.(nperline*NDIVTRANS) ) then
WD(4:6)=WA(1:3)
end if
c
C ----------------DETTACHMENT SURFACE----------------------------------c
h_s = float(int(SEP_RATIO*WB(1)*100000.0))/100000.0
!Separation height
a_s = W_DUCT*h_s
! Area of the separation point
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c

c
c
c

TODO?: Calculate the actual a_i by integrating the cross section
h_i = H_DUCT - 2D0*WA(3) ! M height
h_i = float(int(h_i*100000.0))/100000.0
a_i = W_DUCT*h_i
! M area
Case it is downstream of the separation point
CONDS:passed i_min
passed i_sep
if ( M.ge.WB(2) .and. h_i.ge.h_s) then
RR(1:3) = (/0D0,0D0,0D0/)
GO TO 200
end if

c
c
C ----------------------DETERMINES VOLUME FLOW RATE--------------------c
Using hm and the separation ratio, determines the flow rate
c
by imposing P=0 at the separation point
c 100 a_duct = W_DUCT*H_DUCT ! Area of the duct
100 a_duct = 0.000197622
c
c
c
c
c
c

two-dimensional flow rate
IF UNIFORM WIDTH:
Width w will cancel when inputting the flow rate into
Bernoulli's equation, so it's not needed for the equations
of pressure.
if( WB(3).eq.0 ) print *, 'ERROR: SEP POINT NOT FOUND!'
if( h_i.eq.0 ) then
vol = 0
else
H_DUCT2 = .0169 - 2*(0.004175542721 * WA(1)**2/0.014**2)
a_aux = aK_LOSS*RHO/2D0*(1D0/(H_DUCT2**2)-1D0/(h_s**2))
b_aux = -12D0*VISC*WB(3)
c_aux = P_ONSET
vol = (-b_aux-sqrt(b_aux**2-4D0*a_aux*c_aux))/(2D0*a_aux)
end if

c
print *, 'M:', M
c
print *, 'KLOSS:', aK_LOSS
c
print *, 'rho:', RHO
c
print *, 'h0:', H_DUCT
c
print *, 'hm:', WB(1)
c
print *, 'hs:', h_s
c
print *, 'zs:', (H_DUCT-h_s)/2D0
c
print *, 'VISC:', VISC
c
print *, 'a:', a_aux
c
print *, 'b:', b_aux
c
print *, 'c:', c_aux
c
print *, 'Sumdh_s:', WB(3)
c
print *, 'Sumdh_total:', WB(4)
c
print *, 'Sumdh_M:', WB(5)
c
print *, 'VolRate:', vol
c
c
C ---------------CALCULATES PRESSURE-----------------------------------c
if( vol.eq.NaN) then
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p_i = 0
else
p_i = P_ONSET
1 + aK_LOSS*RHO*(vol**2)/2D0*(1D0/(H_DUCT2**2)-1D0/(h_i**2))
2 - 12D0*VISC*vol*WB(5)
end if
if ( p_i.lt.0 ) then
p_i = 0
end if
c
C ---------------CALCULATES FORCE--------------------------------------r_s = WC(1:3) - WA(1:3) !south
r_n = WC(4:6) - WA(1:3) !north
r_w = WD(1:3) - WA(1:3) !west
r_e = WD(4:6) - WA(1:3) !east
c
aux_f = (/ 0,0,0 /) ! Dummy values
f_i = (/ 0,0,0 /)
c
Sum of riXrj
call cross( r_n, r_w, aux_f )
f_i = f_i + aux_f
call cross( r_w, r_s, aux_f )
f_i = f_i + aux_f
call cross( r_s, r_e, aux_f )
f_i = f_i + aux_f
call cross( r_e, r_n, aux_f )
f_i = f_i + aux_f
c
Final force
f_i = (-1D0)*p_i/4D0 * f_i
RR(1:3) = f_i
c
RR(1:3) = (/ p_i, f_i(2), f_i(3) /)
c
C ---------------------------------------------------------------------c
Verbose for debugging
if( verbose .eq. 1) then
c
print *, 'i, i-1, i+1:', M, i_m1, i_p1
end if
c
c
Log for debugging
if( log1.eq.1) then
c
print *, 'Node of minimum orifice:', WB(2)
c
write( 46, *) M, aK_LOSS, RHO, H_DUCT, WB(1), h_s,
c
1 (H_DUCT-h_s)/2D0, VISC, a_aux, b_aux, c_aux, WB(3), WB(4),
c
2 WB(5), vol, WB(2), RR(1), RR(2), RR(3)
c
1
2
3

Prints input at the beginning of file
if( TIME.eq.0D0 .and. M.eq.(N_LOW+1)) then
write( 46, 990)'*INPUTUSL', ',RHO', ',P_ONSET',
',H_DUCT', ',W_DUCT',
',SEP_RATIO', ',aK_LOSS', ',VISC',
',N_LOW', ',N_UP', ',log1', ',verbose',
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4
1
2
3
4
1020
c

',left_right'
write( 46, 1020) '*INPUTUSL', RHO, P_ONSET,
H_DUCT, W_DUCT,
SEP_RATIO, aK_LOSS, VISC,
N_LOW, N_UP, log1, verbose,
left_right
FORMAT(A, 7(E12.4), 6(I))
end if
New time step
if( M.eq.(N_LOW+1) ) write( 46, 990) '*USLNewBlock'

c
c
c
1
1
1010
c
c
c
c
1
c
c
c
c
c
1000
990

Prints for slice information for every ndivtrans
if( mod(M-(N_LOW-1)-1, nperline).eq.0 .or. M.eq.(N_LOW+1)) then
write( 46, 1010) 'VolFlowRate:', vol, TIME
write( 46, 990) '*USLNewSlice'
write( 46, 990)'*USL1', ',Time', ',Q', ',a_aux', ',b_aux',
',h_s', ',N_hmin', ',Sumdh_s', ',Sumdh_total'
write( 46, 1010 ) '*USL1', TIME, vol, a_aux, b_aux,
h_s, WB(2), WB(3), WB(4)
FORMAT(A, 9(E12.4))
Nodal information header
write( 46, 990)'*USL2', ',M', ',P',
',Fx', ',Fy', ',Fz', ',X', ',Y', ',Z'
end if

Writes nodal information
write( 46, 1000 ) '*USL2', M, p_i,
1
(RR(i), i=1, 3), (WA(1:3)+WA(4:6))
end if
FORMAT(A, I, 9(E12.4))
FORMAT(14(A))

c
C ---------------REINITIALIZE SUM VARIABLES HERE!!!!-------------------200
WB(4) = 0
c

c
c

REINITIALIZES PLACE HOLDERS
WA = (/ (0, i=1,6) /)
WB = (/ (9D9, i=1,6) /)
WB(3) = 0
WB(4) = 0
WC = (/ (0, i=1,6) /)
WD = (/ (0, i=1,6) /)
WE = (/ (0, i=1,6) /)
WF = (/ (sep_node, i=1,6) /)
WB(6) = 1 !Flag of new line
print *, 'New! ', M
END

c========================================================================
c LINEAR ALGEBRA
c========================================================================
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c
c========================================================================
c
function vecmag(vec)
c
c
Magnitude of vector vec, 3x1 array.
c
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION ( A-H,O-Z )
double precision, dimension(3), intent(in) :: vec(3)
double precision :: vecmag
c
vecmag = sqrt(sum((/ (vec(i)**2, i=1, 3) /)))
c
end
c
c========================================================================
c
function dot(vec1, vec2)
c
c
Dot product of vec1 and vec2, both 3x1 arrays. ( vec1 o vec2 )
c
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION ( A-H,O-Z )
double precision, dimension(3), intent(in) :: vec1(3), vec2(3)
double precision :: dot
c
dot = sum((/ (vec1(i)*vec2(i), i=1, 3) /))
c
end
c
c========================================================================
c
subroutine cross(vec1, vec2, output)
c
c
Cross product of vec1 and vec2, both 3x1 arrays. ( vec1 x vec2 )
c
Stores it in vector 'output'.
c
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION ( A-H,O-Z )
double precision, dimension(3), intent(in) :: vec1(3), vec2(3)
double precision, dimension(3), intent(out) :: output(3)
c
output(1) = vec1(2)*vec2(3) - vec1(3)*vec2(2)
output(2) = vec1(3)*vec2(1) - vec1(1)*vec2(3)
output(3) = vec1(1)*vec2(2) - vec1(2)*vec2(1)
c
end
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A.4.1 Copy.sh
Batch code used to copy and organize output files (s*.por and s*.out) from the ADINA models.
It moves all the information from individual files to a generic file titled “Models”.
Copy.sh
#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH

--time=00:05:00
# walltime
--ntasks=1
# number of processor cores (i.e. tasks)
--nodes=1
# number of nodes
--mem-per-cpu=10M
# memory per CPU core
--mail-user=vaterlaus.austin@byu.edu
# email address
--mail-type=FAIL
-J Copy.sh

# Set the max number of threads to use for programs using OpenMP. Should be
<= ppn. Does nothing if the program doesn't use OpenMP.
#export OMP_NUM_THREADS=$SLURM_CPUS_ON_NODE
# The following line changes to the directory that you submit your job from
#cd "$PBS_O_WORKDIR"
###########################################################
###
WORKFLOW
###
###########################################################
# Update library to use the USL
aux1=$(pwd)
# Create folders for each individual VF model
ADINA_FOLD_DIR=/Models/adina-${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}
cd $aux1$ADINA_FOLD_DIR
cp s${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}.por $aux1/Results/s${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}.por
cp s${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}.out $aux1/Results/s${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}.out
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A.5.1 Genetic.sh
Batch code used to run the genetic optimization code and create the following generation.
Genetic.sh
#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH

--time=00:30:00
# walltime
--ntasks=1
# number of processor cores (i.e. tasks)
--nodes=1
# number of nodes
--mem-per-cpu=20G
# memory per CPU core
--mail-user=vaterlaus.austin@byu.edu
# email address
--mail-type=FAIL
-J Genetic.sh

module load matlab/r2017b
module list
# Matlab files
START='go_genetic'
mv variables.csv Results/variables.csv
mv generation.csv Results/generation.csv
mv Results.csv Results/Results.csv
aux1=$(pwd)
cd Results
# Creates the case
matlab -nodisplay -nosplash -r $START
mv variables.csv $aux1/variables.csv
mv Results.csv $aux1/Results.csv
mv generation.csv $aux1/generation.csv
mv
mv
mv
mv

inputs1-?.in $aux1
inputs1-??.in $aux1
inputs2-?.in $aux1
inputs2-??.in $aux1
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A.5.2 go_genetic.m
Custom code for genetic optimization. The code calls to functions analysis.m and tourney_sel.m
for analyzing the models and creating the children. The output of the code is a Results.csv file
with the results as well as inputs*.in files for use by ADINA in the creation of the next
generation.
Go_genetic.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% go_genetic.m
% Program to analyze ADINA data and create daughter VF from data
%
% Created by CJ and Michael
%
% Update Log:
% 7/30/2018 - Updates made for supercomputer, user-defined, program (ACV)
% 8/16/2018 - Updated to be used in 3D (ACV)
% 8/27/2018 - Added Tournament selection and creation (ACV)
% 8/29/2018 - Clean up (ACV)
% 9/5/2018 - Combined go_genetics with go_genetics2
% 3/20/2019 - Update for practice tests ACV
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Initialization
clear all
close all
clc
%% Define parameters
Parameters;
% Read in stored variable values
y = csvread('variables.csv');
% Extract the most recent generation
x = y(end-(n_parents-1):end,1:n_vars);
%% Import relevant data from ADINA .por file
% find distance traveled
for Iter = 1:n_parents
%% Creates files to be read in by ADINA
% creates information to be read in by s.plo file
str1 = ['LOADPORTHOLE OPERATIO=CREATE FILE=s' num2str(Iter) '.por'];
File = fopen('DataFile.plo','w');
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
fclose(File);
% Super-computer linux commands to read in s.plo (change for windows)
system(['/apps/adina/9.3.1/tools/aui9.3 -m 4GB -cmd -s s_3D.plo']);
% Change file name before it is overwritten with new data
% "Point1_5.txt" corresponds to center of VF, change with number of
% transversal sections
system(['cp Point1_5.txt Point1Out' num2str(Iter) '.txt']);
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%% Analyze the output file
% Read output file into MATLAB
FileIn = ['Point1Out' num2str(Iter) '.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
% Put time and displacement into two arrays, xt{1} and xt{2}
Time = xt{1};
FunctionVariable = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
% Function output the z position
start = find(Time == 0);
end1 = length(FunctionVariable);
MinFunc = abs(max(FunctionVariable(start:end1)));
% test to see if the simulation runs long enough to extract data,
% and if it doesn't assign a value to MinFunc
TF = isempty(MinFunc);
if TF == 1
MinFunc = 5;
frequency = 0;
Penalty = 0;
MaxA = 0;
CQ = 0;
else
[CQ, Penalty, frequency] = analyze();
Penalty = abs(Penalty);
fmax = 1;
k = 100;
CQ1 = 0.4;
CQ2 = 0.6;
fit = max([fmax/(1+exp(k*(CQ-CQ1))),fmax/(1+exp(-k*(CQ-CQ2)))]);
MinFunc = fit + Penalty;
end
f(Iter) = MinFunc;
if length(Time) > startindex+50 % enough data for accurate calculations
%% Write Flow Rate
% find flow rate info in *.out files
Data = fileread(['s' num2str(Iter) '.out']);
Vol = strfind(Data, 'VolFlowRate');
clear FlowRate Time FlowRate_sep Time_new Total_Flow Total_Time_smooth
Total_Flow_smooth index difference_flow difference_time Diff_Airflow
% Find the flowrate data
for i=1:length(Vol)
X(i) = str2double(Data(Vol(i)+14:(Vol(i)+24)));
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FlowRate(i,1)=X(i);

end

% Find the time data
for i=1:length(Vol)
X(i) = str2double(Data(Vol(i)+26:(Vol(i)+36)));
Time(i,1)=X(i);
end
el_width = .0010625;
num_div = 9;
FlowRate(isnan(FlowRate))=0; % When the glottis is almost closed = NaN
initial_time = Time(1,1);
Total_Flow(1) = 0;
j = 1;
for i = 1:length(Time)
if Time(i) > initial_time
Total_Flow(j) = (FlowRate(i-num_div)/2 + sum(FlowRate(inum_div+1:i-1,1)) + FlowRate(i,1)/2)*el_width;
Total_Time(j) = initial_time;

end

end

initial_time = Time(i);
j = j+1;

[index] = find(Total_Time >= 0.0500);
%% Average Flow Rate
m3_per_sec = mean(Total_Flow(index(1):end));
mL_per_sec = m3_per_sec*1000000;
%% MFDR
difference_flow = 1000*diff(Total_Flow(index(1):end));
difference_time = diff(Total_Time(index(1):end));
for i = 1:length(difference_flow)
Diff_Airflow(i) = (difference_flow(i)/difference_time(i));
end
Diff_Airflow = smooth(Diff_Airflow,50);
MFDR = (min(Diff_Airflow(5:end)));
% write the flowrate file
gen = num2str(generation);
Iteration = num2str(Iter);
Output = [Time FlowRate];
dlmwrite(['FlowRate' gen '-' Iteration '.csv'], Output, '-append');
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%% Frequency and CQ check
Diff_Air_Percent = Diff_Airflow./max(Diff_Airflow);
% Filter data
for i = 1:length(Diff_Air_Percent)
if Diff_Air_Percent(i) < .6
Diff_Air_Filter(i) = 0;
else
Diff_Air_Filter(i) = Diff_Air_Percent(i);
end
if Diff_Air_Percent(i) < .01
Diff_Air_Filter2(i) = 0;
else
Diff_Air_Filter2(i) = Diff_Air_Percent(i);
end
end
Diff_Air_Filter = smooth(Diff_Air_Filter,50);
% Find if peaks are available
[peaksy,peaksx] = findpeaks(Diff_Air_Filter);
TF = isempty(peaksx);
FT = isempty(peaksy);
if TF == 1 || FT == 1 || length(peaksx) <= 2
frequency_check = 0;
CQ_check = 0;
else
frequency_check =
1/((Time(end)-.05)/length(Diff_Air_Filter)*(peaksx(end)-peaksx(end-1)));
Phase_check = Diff_Air_Filter2(peaksx(end-1):peaksx(end));
nz = nnz(~Phase_check);
CQ_check = nz/length(Phase_check)
CQ
if frequency_check >= frequency + .1*frequency || frequency_check <=
frequency - .1*frequency
frequency = min([frequency_check,frequency]);
else
frequency = max([frequency_check,frequency]);
end
if CQ_check >= CQ + .5*CQ || CQ_check <= CQ - .5*CQ
Penalty = 10;
else
CQ = CQ;
end
end
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else
MFDR = 0;
end
%% Return output and append to Results.txt file
Output = [Iter x(Iter,1:n_vars) frequency Penalty CQ MinFunc abs(MFDR)];
dlmwrite('temp.csv', Output, '-append');
% clear all point information
system('rm Point?_?.txt');
system('rm Point??_?.txt');
end

fclose('all')

temp = csvread('temp.csv');
f1 = temp(:,n_vars+2);
f2 = temp(:,n_vars+4);
f3 = temp(:,n_vars+6);
fit = temp(:,n_vars+5);
%% Maximize MFDR
for i = 1:n_parents
fit(i) = fit(i) + 1/(1+exp(.01*(f3(i)-200)));
fit3(i) = 1/(1+exp(.01*(f3(i)-200)));
end
fmax = 1;
k = 1;
k2 = 100;
CQ1 = 0.4;
CQ2 = 0.6;
FQ1 = 100;
FQ2 = 140;
for i = 1:length(f1)
fit1(i) = max([fmax/(1+exp(k*(f1(i)-FQ1))),fmax/(1+exp(-k*(f1(i)FQ2)))]);
fit2(i) = max([fmax/(1+exp(k2*(f2(i)-CQ1))),fmax/(1+exp(-k2*(f2(i)CQ2)))]);
end
%% Maximin Fitness Function
length(f1)
length(fit1)
length(fit2)
length(fit3)
for i = 1:length(n_parents)
for j = 1:length(n_parents)
if i == j
min_f1(j) = -1000;
else
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min_f1(j) = min([fit1(i)-fit1(j),fit2(i)-fit2(j),fit3(i)fit3(j)]);
end
end
maximin_fit(i) = max(min_f1);
end
maximin_fit = maximin_fit/max(abs(maximin_fit))
for i = 1:length(n_parents)
fit(i) = fit(i) + maximin_fit(i)
f(i) = fit(i);
end
Output = [temp fit];
dlmwrite('Results.csv', Output, '-append');
system('rm temp.csv');
%% Elitism Code added to make total process shorter (8/29/2018 - ACV)
%Partial Elitism
if generation > 1
Results = csvread('Results.csv');
gen_prev = Results(end-(n_parents*2-1):end-n_parents,:);
gen_now = Results(end-(n_parents-1):end,:);
x = gen_prev(:,2:n_vars+1);
x_new = gen_now(:,2:n_vars+1);
f = gen_prev(:,n_vars+7);
f_new = gen_now(:,n_vars+7);
[Bp, Ip] = sort(f);
[Bn, In] = sort(f_new);
x = x(Ip,:);
f = f(Ip);
x_new = x_new(In,:);
f_new = f_new(In);

end

% Select the top 25 parents and top 25 daughters for next tournament
x = [x(1:floor(n_parents/2),:); x_new(1:floor((n_parents+1)/2),:)];
f = [f(1:floor(n_parents/2)); f_new(1:floor((n_parents+1)/2))];

%% Crossover, with Tournament Selection
% set tourney size if
if generation > 2
tourney_size = 2;
end
% create daughters
for i = 1:floor(n_parents/2)
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Parent1 =
Parent2 =
Daughter1
Daughter2

end

TourneySel(x, f, n_parents, tourney_size);
TourneySel(x, f, n_parents, tourney_size);
= Parent1;
= Parent2;

for gene = 1:n_vars
rng('shuffle')
r = rand(1);
if r < crossover_rate
Daughter1(gene) = r * Parent1(gene) + (1-r)*Parent2(gene);
Daughter2(gene) = (1-r) * Parent1(gene)+ r*Parent2(gene);
end
end
x_new(i*2-1,:) = Daughter1;
x_new(i*2,:) = Daughter2;

%Mutation
for mut_i = 1:n_parents
for mut_j = 1:n_vars
if rand(1) < mutation_rate
x_new(mut_i,mut_j) = x_lb(mut_j) + (x_ub(mut_j) - x_lb(mut_j)) *
rand(1,1);
end
while .00005+x_new(mut_i,5)+x_new(mut_i,3)*(1-x_new(mut_i,6)) >= .0042255
x_new(mut_i,5) = x_lb(5) + (x_ub(5) - x_lb(5) ) * rand(1,1);
end
end

end

dlmwrite('variables.csv', x_new, '-append');
%Get daughter values by creating adina values
for i = 1:n_parents
y = x_new(i,1:n_vars);
Iter = i;
% This section is for creating the parameters that the Adina files use
File = fopen(['inputs1-' num2str(Iter) '.in'],'w');
str1 = ['PARAMETER Ec1 ''' num2str(y(1)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER El1 ''' num2str(y(2)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER ElTHICK ''' num2str(y(3)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER CHANGEm ''' num2str(y(4)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER Thickness ''' num2str(y(5)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER TAPERCENT ''' num2str(y(6)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER number ''' num2str(Iter) ''''];
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fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['READ parameters.in'];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['READ Tapered_1.in'];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
fclose(File);
% Inputs for Tapered_2.in
File = fopen(['inputs2-' num2str(Iter) '.in'],'w');
str1 = ['PARAMETER Ec1 ''' num2str(y(1)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER El1 ''' num2str(y(2)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER ElTHICK ''' num2str(y(3)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER CHANGEm ''' num2str(y(4)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER Thickness ''' num2str(y(5)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER TAPERCENT ''' num2str(y(6)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER number ''' num2str(Iter) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['READ parameters.in'];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['READ Tapered_2.in'];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
fclose(File);
end
%% update the generation counter
generation = generation + 1;
dlmwrite('generation.csv', generation);
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A.5.3 Analyze.m
Analyze.m is a function called by go_genetic.m. Analyzes the .por files from the computational
models and extracts the closed quotient and frequency. A penalty is assigned based on the fitness
functions and reported for use in go_genetic.m.
Analyze.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% analyze.m
% Program to analyze .txt files for glottal closure and frequency and
% assigns a penalty value
%
% Based on original code made by CJ and Michael
%
% NOTES: Penalties are assigned at the end in section "SET PENALTIES ..."
%
as different optimizations are preferred, this is the section to alter,
%
if other values are desired make sure to pass them through the function
%
call with the CQ, Frequency, and Penalty.
%
% Update Log:
% 8/16/2018 - Updated to 3D (ACV)
% 8/20/2018 - Updated scanrate (simpleFFT.m) and startindex (starts at .05
%
seconds)
% 8/29/2018 - Code set working, clean-up (ACV)
% 3/20/2019 - Update for practice tests (ACV)
% 4/04/2019 - Updated to include Glottal Area
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [CQ, Penalty, frequency] = analyze()
%% Initial values
Parameters;
trans = 9;
% trans is the number of transversal lines on the
Model
nodes = 11;
% The number of nodes per transversal line that the
information will be extracted for.
center = .00845;

% location of the center line (line of symmetry) [m]

%% Upload Points and Extract Information
for j=1:trans
for i=1:nodes
% reads files created by adina
FileIn = ['Point' num2str(i) '_' num2str(j) '.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
Time = xt{1};
Amp = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
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end

end

% Organize the z-position based on transversal section
if j == 1
z1(:,i) = Amp(:,1);
elseif j==2
z2(:,i) = Amp(:,1);
elseif j==3
z3(:,i) = Amp(:,1);
elseif j==4
z4(:,i) = Amp(:,1);
elseif j==5
z5(:,i) = Amp(:,1);
elseif j==6
z6(:,i) = Amp(:,1);
elseif j==7
z7(:,i) = Amp(:,1);
elseif j==8
z8(:,i) = Amp(:,1);
elseif j==9
z9(:,i) = Amp(:,1);
end

Time = Time(:,1);
% See if enough data to calculate frequency and CQ
length(Time)
if length(Time) <= startindex+50
CQ = 0;
Penalty = 3;
frequency = 0;
else
%% Solve for CQ
% Calculate Glottal Width (GW)
x = 1:1:nodes;
y = 1:1:trans;
w = .014/(trans-1);
for i = 1:length(Time)
% Assuming the glottal width is calculated at the midplane
z =
[z1(i,:);z2(i,:);z3(i,:);z4(i,:);z5(i,:);z6(i,:);z7(i,:);z8(i,:);z9(i,:)];
h = center-max(z');
width(i) = 2*(center-max(z5(i,:)));

end

% Trapezoidal Rule for area
for j = 1:trans-1
Area(i) = 2*(w*(h(j)+h(j+1))/2);
end

% Area Percent
Area_percent = Area./max(Area);
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min_area = min(Area)
max_area = max(Area)
% Filtered Area for use in calculating CQ and frequency
for i = 1:length(Area_percent)
if Area(i) <= 0.00000012934
Area_filter(i) = 0;
else
Area_filter(i) = Area_percent(i);
end
if Area_percent(i) <= .75
Area_filter2(i) = 0;
else
Area_filter2(i) = Area_percent(i);
end
end
% Calculate CQ
[peaksy,peaksx] = findpeaks(Area_filter2)
TF = isempty(peaksx);
FT = isempty(peaksy);
% if there is
if TF == 1 ||
CQ = 0;
Penalty =
frequency

not enough data
FT == 1 || length(peaksx) <= 2
3;
= 0;

else
Phase = Area_filter(1,peaksx(end-1):peaksx(end));
nz = nnz(~Phase);
CQ = nz/length(Phase);
OQ = 1-CQ;
format long
max_w = max(width);
[frq, amp, phase] = simpleFFT(Area(1,startindex:end),10000);
frq(1) = [];
amp(1) = [];
phase(1) = [];
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(Time, width,'.-');
[~, FreqInd] = max(amp);
MaxA = abs(max(width) - min(width));
Penalty = 0;
Max_pos = max(width);
closed
% If VF does not open/move
if abs(MaxA) < 6e-7
Penalty = 1 - (MaxA/6e-7);
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end
if Max_pos <= 2*(closed-center)
Penalty = Penalty + ((closed - center - Max_pos)/0.00425)/0.25;
end
frequency = 1/(.0001*(peaksx(end)-peaksx(end-1)));
frq(FreqInd)
%% Set penalties for other desired parameters
% Penalty if outside frequency range
fmax = 1;
k = 1;
FQ1 = 100;
FQ2 = 140;
Penalty = Penalty + max([fmax/(1+exp(k*(frequency-FQ1))),fmax/(1+exp(k*(frequency-FQ2)))]);
end
end
end
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A.5.4 S_3D.plo
Code implemented to the portfile in ADINA. The code outputs .txt files that contains the time
and position data of the nodes on the medial surface of the vocal fold model.
S_3D.plo
***************************************************************
* Z-position Extraction code
*
* created 01/17/2019 by Austin Vaterlaus
*
* code is used to extract the z-position of medial nodes.
* The z-position can then be used to calculate the glottal
* area or the closed quotient. See end for editing notes
***************************************************************
CONTROL PROMPT=NO
MODE MODE=POSTPROCESSING
** Input structure portfile output
* DataFile.plo should be updated to contain the necessary
* .por file
READ DataFile.plo
**Define 1st Transversal Section Contact Nodes
NODEPOINT NAME=1 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=28
NODEPOINT NAME=2 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=29
NODEPOINT NAME=3 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=30
NODEPOINT NAME=4 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=31
NODEPOINT NAME=5 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=32
NODEPOINT NAME=6 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=33
NODEPOINT NAME=7 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=34
NODEPOINT NAME=8 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=35
NODEPOINT NAME=9 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=36
NODEPOINT NAME=10 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=37
NODEPOINT NAME=11 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=38
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point1_1.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=1 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point2_1.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=2 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point3_1.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=3 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point4_1.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=4 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point5_1.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=5 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
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RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point6_1.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=6 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point7_1.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=7 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point8_1.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=8 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point9_1.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=9 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point10_1.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=10 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point11_1.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=11 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
** Define 2nd Transversal Section Contact Nodes
** Define 3rd Transversal Section Contact Nodes
** Define 4th Transversal Section Contact Nodes
** Define 5th Transversal Section Contact Nodes
** Define 6th Transversal Section Contact Nodes
** Define 7th Transversal Section Contact Nodes
** Define 8th Transversal Section Contact Nodes
** Define 9th Transversal Section Contact Nodes
***** NOTES
* As more transversal sections are added based on need
* copy the above code, add the necessary nodes and update
* the output file to read:
*
*
'Point'(pt_num)'_'(trans_num)'.txt'
*
* where pt_num is the corresponding point number (see
* POINTNAM=) and the trans_num is the number corresponding
* to the transversal number.
END SAVE=NO PROMPT=NO IMMEDIATE=YES
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A.5.5 TourneySel.m
TourneSel.m is a function called by go_genetic.m and used to determine the most fit models to be
used in passing on traits.
TourneySel.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% TourneySel.m
%
% Function for determining the most fit models for passing on traits in
%
genetic optimization.
%
% Created by CJ and Michael
%
% Update Log:
% 7/30/2018 - Created (ACV)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [x_best] = TourneySel(x, f, n_parents, pool_size)
f_best = max(f) + 1;
for i = 1:pool_size
rng('shuffle')
number = randi([1 n_parents], 1, 1);
if f(number) < f_best
f_best = f(number);
num_best = number;
end
end
num_best
x_best = x(num_best,:);
end
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APPENDIX B. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION CODE

B.1 VKG_ST.m
MATLAB code developed by Scott Thomson and used to import each frame of a high speed
video and calculate the glottal area based on pixel luminance. Pixels below a certain threshold
(i.e., dark) are counted and converted the mm2.
%
%
%
%

Program to read high-speed images and calculate glottal area vs. time and
position of left & right vocal fold models
Scott Thomson, 22 Dec 2008 [Revised 10 May 2011]
Adjusted for use in Austin Vaterlaus’ Thesis

clearvars -except num frequency maxglotarea
clf
DataSet = 'Slomo’;
NImages = 599; % number of images
Scale = 14; % mm length scale
fps= 3600; % frames per second
% A = imread(['000001.jpg']);
MinTime = 0/fps;
MaxTime = (NImages-1)/fps;
Time=0:1/fps:MaxTime;
NonDimTime=0:1/NImages:(NImages-1)/NImages;
for i=1:NImages
% Read in file
FileDir=[DataSet];
ImageName=[num2str(i,'%0.6d') '.jpg']
A=rgb2gray(imread(ImageName));
A = imrotate(A,90);
[A1, A2] = size(A);
%
A(:, A2-180:A2) =[];
%
A(:, 1:130) =[];
% Convert image to type double
C=double(A);
% Select top & bottom of orifice and generate pixel-to-mm scale
if i==1
figure(1)
subplot(111)
imshow(A); axis xy; colormap(gray)
title(['Select top of orifice'])
[xtop,ytop]=ginput(1);
xtop=round(xtop);
ytop=round(ytop);
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end

title(['Select bottom of orifice'])
[xbottom,ybottom]=ginput(1);
xbottom=round(xbottom);
ybottom=round(ybottom);
dist = sqrt((xtop-xbottom)^2+(ytop-ybottom)^2);
ppmm = dist/Scale; % (pixels / mm scale)

% Display original image with top as well as bottom orifice lines
subplot(311)
set(gca,'FontSize',10,'FontName','Times');
image(A); axis xy
shading interp
colormap gray
hold on
plot([0 size(C,2)],[ytop ytop],[0 size(C,2)],[ybottom ybottom])
plot([xtop,xbottom],[ytop,ybottom],'r--');
hold off
% Crop C by removing top & bottom
C(ytop:size(C,1),:)=[];
C(1:ybottom,:)=[];
% Plot intensity vs. horizontal location along row y=500
subplot(312)
set(gca,'FontSize',10,'FontName','Times');
y=round(size(C,1)/2);
plot(C(y,:))
xlim([0 size(A,2)]); ylim([0 size(A,1)])
% VKG: Get intensities along horizontal line at center of image.
GrayProfile(i,:)=A(y,:);
% Identify all pixels with intensity > Thresh by coloring them green
Thresh=5;
D=im2bw(C/255,Thresh/255); % Convert grayscale image to binary image
E(:,:,1)=C/255; % Red channel
E(:,:,2)=1-D; % Green channel
E(:,:,3)=C/255; % Blue channel
% Find distance to left edge at midpoint
% Find left & right model displacements from centerline at midpoint
% between top & bottom
yMid=round(size(C,1)/2);
xMid=round(0.5*(xbottom+xtop));
if D(yMid,xMid)==0
Edge1=1; % xMid,yMid coordinate is in glottis
elseif D(yMid,xMid)==1
Edge1=0; % Either closed or Right VF is to left of midplane
end
Edge1=0;
Edge2=0;
for j=1:size(D,2)
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if Edge1==0
if D(yMid,j)==0
LeftEdge(i)=j;
Edge1=1;
end
end
if Edge1==1
if D(yMid,j)==1
RightEdge(i)=j;
Edge2=1;
Edge1=0;
end
end

end
if Edge2==0
LeftEdge(i)=nan;
RightEdge(i)=nan;
end

%

% Plot orifice, midline, and lines to left & right vocal folds
subplot(313)
set(gca,'FontSize',10,'FontName','Times');
image(E); axis xy; % All pixels with intensity > Thresh are now green
hold on
plot([xtop,xbottom],[ytop,ybottom],'r--');
plot([xMid,LeftEdge(i)],[yMid,yMid],'r:');
plot([LeftEdge(i),RightEdge(i)],[yMid,yMid],'b:');
hold off
% Calculate orifice area in pixels
% Note: 1 = outside orifice, 0 = inside orifice
DArea(i)=size(D,1)*size(D,2)-bwarea(D);
% Command to update images
drawnow

end
% Convert area from pixel to mm^2
DArea=DArea/ppmm^2;
% Convert edge locations to mm relative to midplane
LeftEdge=(LeftEdge-xMid)/ppmm;
RightEdge=(RightEdge-xMid)/ppmm;
% Plot area & edge position vs. t/T
figure(2)
subplot(211)
set(gca,'FontSize',10,'FontName','Times');
plot(Time,DArea)
xlabel('Time')
ylabel('Glottal area (mm^2)')
% Convert edge locations to mm
subplot(212)
set(gca,'FontSize',10,'FontName','Times');
plot(NonDimTime,LeftEdge,NonDimTime,RightEdge);
xlabel('Time')
ylabel('Edge position (mm)')
legend('LeftEdge','RightEdge')
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MaxGlottalWidth = max(RightEdge)-min(LeftEdge);
% Display kymogram
figure(3)
% permute reorders the columns...this switches columns 1 & 2 so that when
% you use the image command below, it plots the image rotated 90 degrees
% Deleted this line...
image(GrayProfile'); colormap gray(256)
set(gca,'XTick',[],'YTick',[])
pks = findpeaks(DArea);
peak1 = find(pks(1)==DArea);
peak2 = find(pks(2)==DArea);
frequency = 1/(Time(peak2)- Time(peak1));
maxglotarea = pks(1);
savefile = 'frequency&maxarea.mat'
save(savefile, 'frequency','maxglotarea')
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B.2 Audio_Analysis.m
Code developed to analyze data recorded from Acoustics Field Recorder.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Acoustic Analysis
% Developed by Austin Vaterlaus for analyzing VF audio (01/28/20)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all
close all
clc
%% Load Data
for j = 1:3
fs = 51200;
P_ref = 20E-6;
channel_0 = zeros(4, 256000);
if j == 1
path = [pwd, '/01162020/ModelA'];
for i = 1:2
channel_0(i,:) = binfileload(path, 'ID', i, 0, 256000);
end
elseif j == 2
path = [pwd, '/01162020/ModelA2'];
for i = 1:2
channel_0(i,:) = binfileload(path, 'ID', i, 0, 256000);
end
elseif j == 3
path = [pwd, '/01162020/ModelB'];
for i = 1:2
channel_0(i,:) = binfileload(path, 'ID', i, 0, 256000);
end
end
ns = 2^13;
Gxx_channel_0 = zeros(4, ns/2);
fc = zeros(4, ns/2);
OASPL_0 = zeros(1, 4);
for i = 1:2
[Gxx_channel_0(i,:), fc(i,:), OASPL_0(i)] = autospec(channel_0(i,:),
fs, ns);
end
figure(1)
semilogx(fc(1,:)', (10*log10(Gxx_channel_0(1,:)'/P_ref^2)), 'LineWidth',
1.2);
hold on
%
fs);

audiowrite(['Synthetic_Vowel_', int2str(j), '.wav'], channel_0(j,:),
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end
xlim([10 1000]);
legend('Model A 1', 'Model A 2', 'Model B');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('SPL (dB re 20E-6 Pa / \surd Hz)');
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APPENDIX C. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

C.1 Glottal Area Uncertainty
Image uncertainty was calculated and used for determining the uncertainty in frequency and CQ
calculations. 𝑢𝑢 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ was the variability obtained from increasing the threshold by ±3 and
therefore the uncertainty from selecting the correct threshold level. 𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 was determined to be the
uncertainty of selecting the calibration length of 14 mm in pixels. The resultant value, 𝑢𝑢𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ,
is the uncertainty in the glottal area calculations using high-speed images.
2
𝑢𝑢𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = �𝑢𝑢2𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ + 𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑢𝑢 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ = ±0.1443 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚2
𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = ±0.1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚2

𝑢𝑢𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = ±0.1756 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚2
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C.2 Frequency Uncertainty
The uncertainty in selecting the frequency from the high-speed images was determined by the
resolution of the time between frames recorded at 3,600 fps (Δ𝑡𝑡 = 0.000278 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠).

Figure C.1: Glottal area waveform with Δ𝑡𝑡.

By adding or subtracting one timestep to 𝑇𝑇1 and 𝑇𝑇2 the extremes of the frequency extremes could
be calculated using:
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =

1
𝑇𝑇2 − 𝑇𝑇1 + 2Δ𝑡𝑡

1
𝑇𝑇2 − 𝑇𝑇1 − 2Δ𝑡𝑡

Similar methods could be used to determine the error when calculating the frequency of the
computational models (using Δ𝑡𝑡 =0.00005 sec) in this thesis; however, because there are hundreds
of models, this was only performed on the high-speed images. Finally, it is important to note that
the frequency calculated from the glottal area waveforms does not include error associated with
the glottal area.
Model uncertainty:
Model A1 frequency was 168.8 Hz and had an uncertainty range from 154.3 to 186.2 Hz.
Model A2 frequency was 223.0 Hz and had an uncertainty range from 198.4 to 254.5 Hz.
Model B frequency was 106.3 Hz and had an uncertainty range from 100.4 to 113.0 Hz.
Because the frequency calculation was dependent on the difference in peak times, the higher the
frequency, the larger the uncertainty. This increase in uncertainty is because Δ𝑡𝑡 is a larger percent
of the denominator. One way to reduce this error could be interpolating between frames to reduce
the Δ𝑡𝑡 value.
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C.3 CQ Uncertainty
Like the frequency uncertainty, the uncertainty in selecting the CQ was determined by the
resolution of the time. 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 was the time that the model first closed, 𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 is the uncertainty in
selecting the time that the model opened, and 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 was the uncertainty in selecting the time that
the model closed after being opened (i.e., one period after 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ).
Δ𝑡𝑡 = 0.000278 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

The CQ extremes could then be calculated using:
𝐶𝐶𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =

𝐶𝐶𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =

𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 −𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 −2Δ𝑡𝑡

𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 −𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒 +2Δ𝑡𝑡
𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 −𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 +2Δ𝑡𝑡

𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 −𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 −2Δ𝑡𝑡

Similar methods could be used to determine the error when calculating the CQ of the
computational models and other models contained in this thesis. Finally, it is important to note that
the CQ was calculated from the glottal area waveforms and does not include the uncertainty in
calculating the glottal area.
Model uncertainty:
Model A2 had a CQ of 0.370 with an uncertainty range from 0.369 to 0.371.
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C.4 SPL Uncertainty
The uncertainty in the microphone measurement of SPL was obtained from the datasheet for the
preamp and the pressure measurement.
2
2
𝑢𝑢𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = �𝑢𝑢𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
+ 𝑢𝑢𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑃𝑃 =

𝑢𝑢𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 20 log10

𝑃𝑃
20 × 10−6 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

20 𝑉𝑉
1 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
×
= 0.00002228 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
224 0.053513 𝑉𝑉
𝑢𝑢𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 0.9377 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑢𝑢𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 0.05 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Model uncertainty:

𝑢𝑢𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = ±0.939 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Model A1 had a SPL of 63.62 dB with an uncertainty range from 62.68 to 64.56 dB
Model A2 had a SPL of 62.34 dB with an uncertainty range from 61.40 to 63.28 dB
Model B had a SPL of 67.48 dB with an uncertainty range from 66.54 to 68.42 dB
With uncertainty calculated, there was a small overlap of 0.6 dB between models A1 and A2. This
overlap suggests that it is possible that model A2 had a higher SPL than model A1. Model B had
a higher SPL than both model A1 and A2 which was consistent with predictions made in the thesis.
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APPENDIX D. DRAWINGS

This section contains the following drawings for parts fabricated in this research:
1. Engineering drawing of the VF cast mount
2. Engineering drawing of the acrylic mount
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